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ABSTRACT 

During his lifetime and for a few years after his death, Boris 

Vian's fame rested on the notorious aspects of his career; jazz trum

pet player of Saint-Germain-des-Prfes, writer and singer of the anti-

military song, "Le Deserteur, " author of J'irai Cracher sur vos 

Tombes and other licentious novels published under the pseudonym of 

Vernon Sullivan. From the mid-1960's however, scholars and French 

youth began to discover Vian as a prolific and talented writer of plays, 

short stories and novels. 

Vian was a creative writer who re-shaped the world around him 

in his writing of fiction. This is best exemplified in his novels where 

there is distortion of reality on both a stylistic and thematic level. 

Vian engenders unusual perspectives without deforming accepted re.ality 

to the extent of rendering it difficult to recognize. 

Stylistically, Vian manipulates language, distorting accepted 

linguistic conventions, often in a humorous fashion. Through his use 

of neologism, plays on words and unprecedented verbal associations he 

induces the reader to question general linguistic assumptions. Al

though Vian began to use verbal play as a simple humorous mechanism, 

he soon became conscious of the stultifying psychological patterns which 

t 
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results from undiscerning acceptance of communication through 

rhetoric. Through stylistic distortions, Vian evokes a multitude of 

possibilities inherent in language while he questions the use of fixed 

verbal elements. 

On the basis of style and thematic content, Vian's six novels can 

be classified into three groups of two works each, corresponding to the 

chronology in which the novels were written. In Trouble dans les 

Andains and Vercoquin et le Plancton, Vian already employs the totality 

of his distorting stylistic devices, but they are often used superficially 

as humorous ends in themselves. The violence which is found in all of 

Vian's novels first manifests itself in these early works. In Vercoquin 

et le Plancton, the theme of work is presented as a series of absurdly 

useless tasks while love and sexuality are rendered through the 

humorously exaggerated atmosphere of the "stirprise-party. " 

With L'Ecume des Jours and L'Automne a P^kin, Vian reached a 

well balanced integration whereby stylistic distortions reenforced 

thematic deformations rather than existing as ends in themselves. 

Existentialism is presented in L'Ecume des Jours in a humorously dis

torted manner in reaction against its superficial popularity. The theme 

of love had changed from shallow emphasis on sex to a romantic ten

dency coupled with the invention of the disfiguring effects of physical 

love. Vian's concern with religion centered upon its external forms 

and while in L'Automne a Pekin the character representing religion is 



a sympathetic figure, his theology is strictly a humorous affair. The 

only positive element, aside from the pervading humor, is the bene

ficial effect of the sun and its light which changes to suit the varying 

situations. 

The positive aspect of the sun and its light is carried into the 

last two novels, L'Arrache-Coeur and L'Herbe Rouge. These two 

novels differ from the earlier ones in their restrained humor and some 

what diminished use of stylistic deformations. The previous emphasis 

on the form of religion is transformed into luxury as theological founda 

tion. These novels are more autobiographical in nature: while 

L'Arr ache-Coeur shows the author's reaction against maternal over-

protectiveness, L'Herbe Rouge contains a quasi-total exorcism of the 

negative influences on the author during his childhood. 

Vian stopped writing novels approximately ten years before his 

death. He was discouraged by the lack of response to his novels but 

he now influences contemporary thinking by the new perspectives he 

creates through his distortions of reality. 



CHAPTER 1 

INTRODUCTION 

Boris Vian is no longer dismissed with a shrug but has become 

a major literary figure of the post-World War II period. Although in 

the United States, in spite of some translations, he is not as well 

known as some of his contemporaries such as Sartre and Camus, in 

France he is recognized, especially by the younger generation, as a 

thoughtful and poetic observer of contemporary problems. Throughout 

his lifetime and for a few years after his death in 1 959, Boris Vian was 

known by the French public as a literary lightweight. With the exception 

of a few friends and initiates he was known only as a writer of licen

tious novels under the pseudonym of Vernon Sullivan, as a trumpet 

player of the "decadent, existentialist" postwar period of Saint-Germain-

des Pr&s or the author and singer of the antimilitary song, "Le 

Deserteur. " Vian's contemporaries had either not read the novels he 

wrote under his own name or had dismissed them as the shallow mus

ings of an amusing dilettante. Our author was not caught up in the 

heroic and sometimes self-serving spirit of the "resistance" but pre

sented a contrast to the serious and existentialist postwar mood. 

Vian's "Chroniques du Menteur" in Sartre's Les Temps Modernes 

1 
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illustrates this divergence. He explained himself in the "Lettre ouverte 

§. Monsieur Paul Faber, conseiller municipal" while defending his 

song, "Le Deserteur": "Je ne pose pas pour les braves : ajourne S. 

la suite d'une maladie de coeur, je ne me suis pas battu, je n'ai pas 

ete deporte, je n'ai pas collabore-- je suis reste quatre ans durant, un 

imbecile sous-alimente parmi tant d'autres--un qui ne comprenait pas 

parce que pour comprendre il faut qu'on vous explique. 

Beginning in the mid-1960's, young Frenchmen of high school 

and college age began reading L'Ecume des Jours and his other novels. 

Conservative literary magazines, notably Le Figaro Litteraire felt 

obliged to publish articles on him. His novels and other works were 

re-edited. Some of his forgotten manuscripts were published by his 

friend and fellow member of the College de 'Pataphysique, Noel Arnaud. 

Popular books were written about his life and works. Doctoral disser-

2 
tations have elucidated particular aspects of his literary production. 

1. Boris Vian, Textes et Chansons (Paris: Rene Julliard, 
1966), p. 176. 

2. Henri Baudin, "Le Comique dans l'oeuvre de Boris Vian, " 
unpublished doctoral dissertation for doctor at 3e. cycle, University of 
Grenoble, 1970. Michel Rybalka, "Boris Vian; Essai d'interpretation 
et documentation, " unpublished doctoral dissertation, University of 
California, Los Angeles, 1966. Warren Noakes, "Boris Vian; 
Temoin d'une epoque, " unpublished doctoral dissertation, New York 
University, 1963. Annie Gibson, "Boris Vian and the Literature of 
As If, " unpublished doctoral dissertation, University of Texas at 
Austin, 1969. 
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He was often mentioned during the student uprisings in 1968. Many-

Frenchmen, especially those who thought that they were well read, 

could not understand the phenomenon of Vian's upsurge in popularity. 

The generation gap had been finally brought home. 

Boris Vian was born into a middle class, bourgeois French 

family, in 192 0. His father was quite affluent until the depression of 

1929, but even in the hard financial times that followed he always 

taught his children contempt for money as well as for the military and 

the church. Boris became an engineer but led an extremely diverse 

life which included being a jazz trumpet player, an actor and a trans

lator. After an initial period as an engineer, Boris Vian made his 

living with words. Kis considerable literary production includes novels, 

short stories, articles on jazz and other subjects, songs and opera 

libretti, philosophical essays, poems and film scenarios. Although 

elements of his style and some of his themes are present in everything 

3 
he was written, especially in the play "Les Batisseurs d'Empire" and 

some of the short stories, we will analyze only the six novels published 

under his own name because we believe that it is in these novels that 

we can best see the combination of what is innovative and thoughtful in 

Vian's work. 

3. Boris Vian, "Les Batisseurs d'Empire, " in Deux Pieces 
sur la Find'un Monde, ed. Renee Riese Hubert (New York: Macmillan 
Company, 1966). 
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The six novels to be considered, Trouble dans les Andains, 

Vercoquin et le Plane ton, L'Ecume des Jours, L'Autoxnne 5. Pekin, 

L'Arrache-Coeur and L'Herbe Rouge were written between 1942 and 

1950. In the course of the dissertation we will give those biographical 

elements which we believe are essential for a better comprehension of 

the novels because Vian's life had a great deal of influence on his 

themes. And as Vian himself said, "On ne comprend pas une oeuvre, 

on comprend l'homme qui l'a faite, et il faut d'abord, je le crois, 

4 
aimer 1'oeuvre, qui vous donne le gout de comprendre l'homme. " 

More important than biographical fact however, as this disser

tation will show, are the themes and stylistic devices which demon

strate proof of Vian's verbal inventiveness and unusual treatment of 

themes. In both of these areas, Vian partially reflects literary aspects 

of his times while showing individualistic innovations. Although not 

falling in the scope of this work, affinities as well as inventions can be 

seen when Vian's style is compared to that of three of his more 

linguistically innovative contemporaries, Prevert, Queneau and 

5 
Ionesco. For a time, Vian was on good terms with Camus and 

especially close to Sartre and Simone de Beauvoir. We can certainly 

4. Boris Vian, Chroniques de Jazz, ed. Lucien Malson (Paris: 
La Jeune Parque, 1967), p. 143. 

5. For an analysis of these similarities, see R£gis Boyer, 
"Mots et Jeux de Mots Chez Prevert, Queneau, Boris Vian et 
Ionesco, " Studia Neophilologica, vol. XL, no. 2,(1968), pp. 317-358. 
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detect a streak of anguish in his novels as well as a concern for com

mitment, freedom and social problems elsewhere in his writings. 

Vian's humorous tone, however, presents a striking contrast to 

existentialist literature. This contrast is best exemplified in his light 

and witty "Chroniques du Menteur" in the very serious journal, Les 

Temps Modernes. 

As far as the themes are concerned, it is not the subjects in 

themselves that are unusual, but Vian's treatment and ideas which 

bring them out of the commonplace. We have a tendency to accept his 

ideas and their development because of the linguistic universe he 

creates, giving a particular atmosphere to his novels. It is be a care

ful look at Vian's verbal world and his unusual handling of commonplace 

themes that we can know the author at his literary best. 

With both his style and themes, Vian aims at a distortion of 

reality, creating an added perspective on language and subjects such as 

love and work. But what is this reality which is distorted? Reality is 

an abstract term, defying an accurate, universal definition. As with 

most abstract concepts, it is relative to the individual, his environ

ment and the medium in which he is dealing. For a man under the 

influence of LSD, the geometrically colored sounds or the pulsating 

awareness of life in plants are just as much a part of reality as the 

Dow Jones index is to a stockbroker or the quantum theory to a 

physicist. Our main concern here is with literary and psychological 
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realism, especially as affected and shaped by language. In France, 

realism is often associated with a particular literary school which 

flourished in the latter part of the nineteenth century, choosing its 

subjects from limited topics and analyzing them from a deterministic 

point of view. But there has been a long dialectic between realism and 

fantasy in the literary world, many surrealist authors maintaining that 

the imaginary is what is most "real. " Vian implies that if our outlook 

is to evolve, we must adopt a concept of reality quite broad in scope, 

breaking the constraints of earlier notions. In this, Vian can find his 

place with other French authors who have often been in the forefront of 

evolving patterns of thinking. The tradition of this tendency is cur

rently exemplified by the novels published at the Editions du Seuil and 

the penetratingly critical articles in the literary journal, Tel Quel. 

Boris Vian is certainly among those who distorted accepted 

literary reality. We will show how he creates an atmosphere which, 

while it can not be categorized into the exclusive realm of fantasy, yet 

has enough distortions to make us tend to accept unusual ideas as part 

of a conceivable world with many analogies to ours. It will be shown 

that even though there are some aspects of plot development, chrono

logical series of events and even a certain amount of motivation for the 

actions of the characters, these factors axe no longer the focus of 

interest. Since Flaubert and Joyce, the form of the novel has tended 

to assume more importance than the actual contents as far as the 
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above mentioned factors are concerned. We will attempt to show that 

it is through his style and logic, often infused with an essential humor, 

that Vian arrives at having us accept the consequences of this logic as 

well as the distorting atmosphere which infuses his novels. Through 

specific references we will attempt to point out how his eclectic 

philosophy flows through Vian's style, combining itself with an ability 

to isolate and distill certain aspects of the concrete world of his 

experience through the distortion of his imagination. In the construc

tion of a fictional world, an author disposes of language and the varied 

elements of his experience which he must combine to create his 

imaginary work. How does Vian handle language and what are the 

themes he considers essential? 

The reality in Vian's novels, although perhaps distorted when 

we look at it through a historical perspective, can ultimately be much 

more "real" as it puts a marked accent on feelings and ways of looking 

at certain subjects which are becoming more relevant in contemporary 

thinking. This is perhaps because Vian seems to write less for those 

who emerged, traumatized, from World War II than for today's youth 

for whom the essentials are generally assured in a society of plenty. 

Many writers, especially those on the left of the political spectrum, 

tried to make Frenchmen question the social structure of their society, 

but young people were disillusioned by dry and abstract theoretical 

solutions. The students in the revolution of 1968 were fighting much 
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less for bread than a certain conception of freedom ("l1 amour libre et 

sans entraves" was one of the signs painted on a wall) which was incom

patible with boredom and a regular, quiet existence avidly sought by 

their elders who asked nothing better than to sink into an increasingly 

materialistic world. 

Although the first two novels, Trouble dans les Andains and 

Vercoquin et le Plancton do not have the insight of the later novels, 

they nevertheless contain certain stylistic elements arid are analyzed 

to show Vian's evolution as a creative novelist. In the analysis of each 

novel we will attempt to group stylistic elements and analyze the themes 

which change somewhat and are handled each time in a slightly dif

ferent perspective. It is only be a careful breakdown of each novel 

into its stylistic and thematic components ihat we can best understand 

Boris Vian and how he touched contemporary sensibilities. 

In the text of the dissertation we shall devote one chapter to 

each novel which Vian published under his own name. In chapters two 

and three we shall look at his first two novels to gain an understanding 

of the style and themes. In the next two chapters we shall consider 

Vian's most popular novel and another one written almost simultaneously. 

We shall attempt to see if he is successful with the combination of 

themes and style as well as considering the effect of a distorted atmos

phere. In the last two novels, where Vian has established his style, 

we shall emphasize the development of his ideas through the distortions 



which will by then be familiar to us. We shall see how these distor 

tions are used in conjunction with biographical elements from Vian' 

life in order to transcribe events and influences into an artistic and 

cathartic experience. 



CHAPTER 2 

TROUBLE DANS LES ANDAINS 

Trouble dans les Andains^" was Boris Vian's first novel. 

2 
Written in the winter of '42-43, it was published posthumously .in 

1966. Vian was twenty-two years old when he wrote the novel. He had 

graduated from L'Ecole Centrale des Arts et Manufactures as an 

engineer in June, 1942, 54th out of a class of 72 (Arnaud, p. 37). Two 

months later, he was working at 1' A. F.N.O.R. (Association Frangaise 

de Normalisation) where he remained until February 1946 (Arnaud, 

p. 83, 88). He had met Jacques Loustalot, "le Major, " during the 

"surprise-parties" in July 1940 (Arnaud, p. 53). In July '41 he mar

ried Michelle Leglise (Arnaud, p. 66). In early '42 Vian started 

playing the trumpet in Claude Abadie's jazz band (Arnaud, p. 105). 

We should have no illusions about this novel. It was written by 

a young man who was having a good time in life and a near total 

ignorance, or rather a lack of concern, about World War II. 

1. Boris Vian, Trouble dans les Andains (Paris: La Jeune 
Parque, 1966). Henceforth the abbreviated title Trouble will be used 
when referring to this work. 

2. Noel Arnaud, Les Vies Parall&les de Boris Vian (Paris: 
Union G£n£rale d'Editions, Serie 10/18, 1970), p. 233. All references 
by Arnaud are taken from this work. 

10 
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. .. [les] surprises-parties qui se succ&dent & un rythme 
frenetique dans toutes les villas oil la jeunesse dorSe se 
console comme elle peut--si tant est qu'elle y pense--d'un 
desastre qui n'est pas le sien, mais decidement celui des 
parents qui, a force de gagner la bataille de Verdun tous 
les jours depuis vingt ans, se retrouvent a genoux, d£faits 
et lamentables, persuades que c'est dans l'honneur et la 
dignite" (Arnaud, p. 47). 

Vian himself wrote in 1953: 

Mon ignorance de la chose politique a perdurt? a un point 
inimaginable jusqu' a 30 ans au moins. J'avais vraiment 
trop de choses a faire--Centrale, la trompette, les filles--
pour m'occuper de tout ca. Je me rapelle seulement la 
terreur mel<§e de respect technique que j'avais eu 
Capbreton en voyant defiler des elements blmdes teutons 
gris tellement motorises et la fanfare sous ce casque qui fait 
la tete de mort (Arnaud, p„ 65). 

All its faults notwithstanding, it is nevertheless interesting to consider 

this first novel. The structure and the themes, as well as the style, 

will give us a glimpse of the beginning of Vian's literary and psycho

logical evolution. 

Before going on to the analysis of the novel, let us remember 

that Noel Arnaud considers it as a finished work; 

Trouble dans les Andains n'est ni une ebauche ni une premiere 
version de Vercoquin,; c'est une oeuvre d'inspiration et de 
facture toutes differentes, fort bien construite, alertement 
menee (Arnaud, p. 223). 

Oeuvre de jeunesse certes, mais cela ne signifie rien quand 
il s'agit de Boris Vian. Toutes les oeuvres de Boris Vian sont 
des oeuvres de jeunesse . . . qui n'a pas fini de chatouiller les 
orteils des momies (Arnaud, p. 224). 



Trouble dans les Andains is a short novel: 155 pages in one 

3 
edition (La Jeune Parque), 189 in another, with large letters and not 

much writing on each page. Vian wanted to keep his works short: "je 

con<5ois mal les trfes longues oeuvres, et c'est pour cette raison que je 

crois qu'on ne peut lire un livre que d'un trait car il n'est lui qu1 a la 

derni&re page" (Arnaud, 235). Some of the later novels will be longer, 

but never to the point of reaching the proportion of a "roman-fleuve. " 

There are 44 chapters in this novel, each with a title, which summarizes 

the contents, often humorously. The plot is simple and complex at the 

same time. Simple if we look only at the style, which after all is what 

is most important in this novel. But there are several interwoven 

threads which we must consider for the sake of comparison with Vian's 

later novels. 

The plot consists of a search for a "barbarin fourchu, " a small 

mysterious object never defined. Nevertheless the protagonists will do 

anything to obtain it--until the end when it is deliberately thrown into 

the sea. (The barbarin is referred to as "un engin myst£rieux" in the 

unsigned note on the back jacket of the 10/18 edition of Trouble dans les 

Andains. ) Trouble begins with the Count Adelphin de Beaumashin 

meticulously preparing himself for a party at the home of the Baroness 

of Pyssenlied. On his way over, he picks up his friend, Serafinio 

3. Boris Vian, Trouble daii£: les Andains (Paris: Union 
Generale d'Editions, S£rie 10/18, 1970). 
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Alvaraide. It is at the party that Adelphin realizes that his "barbarin" 

has been stolen--when he puts his hand in his pocket. A call is made 

to the Major who has the powers "d'un commissaire multiplicationnaire 

4 
de la Police Judiciaire" (p. 46) The Major calls his friend Antioche 

Tambretambre and the four men leave to search for the "barbarin. " 

The search takes them to the Major's house in Bayonne. In the cellar, 

after lulling a giant frog with grenades, they are given a manuscript by 

an old man who comes in a rowboat on an underground stream. The 

manuscript takes up the next 30 pages. In this "story within a story" 

we find out that the old man in the boat was Antioche's long lost father 

who had found the real "barbarin" in Borneo (Adelphin had a false one). 

The manuscript also discloses that Adelphin is the son of Baron Visi's 

former fiancee, whereupon the Major kills Adelphin. Serafinio reveals 

that he is the son of the sister of an old enemy of the Baron Visi, where

upon Antioche kills him. In the search for the baron and the "barbarin, " 

the Major and Antioche are captured by Dunoeud, Adelphin's valet, who 

is also looking for the "barbarin. " They are rescued by Popotepec 

Atlazotl, an old friend whom they had helped in an Andean expedition. 

The Baron Visi reveals the hiding place of the true "barbarin. " 

Antioche kills his father then, while driving along the coast, the Major 

throws the "barbarin" into the sea. 

4. Page references are keyed to La Jeune Parque edition. The 
abbreviated title shall not be used when the reference is from Trouble 
dans les Andains. 



If the above resume of the "plot" seems disconnected, the 

integral text is only slightly less so. But Vian is not after a tightly 

knit plot with explanations of motivations. The book flows thanks to 

the style, the humor, the imaginary atmosphere and the characters. 

We are moving in a "language-univers" to use a phrase taken from 

Jacques Bens'postcript to the 10/18 edition of L'Ecume des Jours. 

The methods of displacement of the protagonists are in tune 

with the general atmosphere of the novel. Adelphin goes to the party 

in a light electric car which takes off with "le bruit d'un coucou qui 

s'envole" (p. 16). Adelphin and Serafinio leave the party through a 

manhole cover and by grabbing the rear axle of a passing bus. Antioche 

and the Major use a white Cadillac whose particularities will be des

cribed below. For some unexplained reason the Baron Visi flies to 

Borneo in a hydroplane. Antioche and the Major cross the bay at 

Bayonne in a boat, purchased especially for this purpose. It takes 

them several hours to go two hundred meters, with the help of an 

electric motor which provides a bit of wind for their sails. Some of 

the displacements take place in underground tunnels and passages 

which seem to hold a fascination for the author. After the theft of the 

"barbarin, " Adelphin and Serafinio find a secret passage behind the 

fireplace. The passage leads to a deep well with all sorts of dis

agreeable smells. When the four men arrive at the Major's house, 

they fall into a cellar. After the Major throws a hand grenade, a wall 
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crumbles, revealing an underground river with the giant toad. The 

Baron Visi makes his appearance from a boat on this river. Later, 

when Antioche and the Major look for the Baron Visi, they go into a 

cave which leads them to the same underground river. The characters 

in the novel are often partially based on people Vian knew. Let us now 

consider some of the protagonists in Trouble dans les Andains. 

C'est une affaire entendue : tous les romans de Boris Vian sont 
des romans a cle. L'ennui est que ces cles n'ouvrent parfois 
aucune serrure. Cles gratuites, sans utilite, a quoi bon en 
tenir un gros trousseau en main et se promener avec dans les 
romans de Boris Vian si c'est pour se trouver soudain devant 
une serrure sans cle, une serrure a chiffres qui exigerait, 
non pas toute cette feraille, mais le secret, le code. D'oft la 
plupart des exegStes ont conclu qu'il importait peu de posseder 
ou non les cles. Voire (Arnaud, p. 51). 

Nous ne pensons pas qu'on puisse negliger 1'identification de 
Boris Vian a certains de ses personnages, tel Wolf de L'Herbe 
Rouge, a moins de se satisfaire d'une comprehension toute 
superficielle de l'oeuvre, ni rester indifferent a la presence en 
plusieurs romans et nouvelles d'un protagoniste aussi mirifique 
que le Major (Arnaud, p. 52). 

Although the characters lack "depth" in the motivational and analytical 

sense of the term, we can consider them from other points of view. 

Two of the protagonists, the Baron Visi (Antioche1 s father) and the 

detective Brisavion derive their names from anagrams of Boris Vian. 

The character the most closely associated with the author seems to be 

Antioche Tambr£tambre. In chapter 19, entitled simply "Antioche, " 

we find a description of Boris Vian as a schoolboy who, at the end of 

the chapter "troqua le cartable au bras, pour une femme blonde, de 



preference, et pas trop maigre" (p. 60). Antioche's great friend, just 

like Vian's in "real" life, is the Major, Jacques Loostalo (written 

Loustalot in "real" life). In chapter 15 we find the derivation of the 

Major's name in somewhat pataphysical terms. It seems that the 

Major's family name comes from an ancestor, "une mani^re de forban" 

who, on January 7, 1464, saved the village of Saint-Martin-de-Saignant 

from an attack by beating the soldiers with an ox tail and throwing them 

in a river. Exclaiming on his exploit, the peasants cried "il a j'te 

l'ost a l'eau! " (p. 46). The name stuck. By mispronounciation it be

came Loustaleau, then Loustalot. A more recent ancestor of the 

Major took the name to America where it became Loostal O'Connor. 

As this was no longer agreeable ("£a chantait plus" p. 46) the Major's 

grandfather simplified it to Loostalo. 

The Major represents one set of characteristics inherent in 

Vian's character and serves as a model for one aspect of male duality 

found in all of Vian's novels. We will find the Major playing an impor

tant part in Vian's other novels as well as in this one. The Major also 

5 
appears in many of Vian's short stories. In "Le Brouillard" for 

example, the Major, furious at not being included until the end, kills 

the protagonist. Jacques Loustalot had an essential role in Vian's 

life, both as a friend and as an inspiration. 

5. Boris Vian, Les Fourmis (Paris: Eric Losfeld, "Le 
Terrain Vague, " 1966), pp. 133-147. 



Toutes les histoires du Major que raconte Boris Vian sont 
vraies, vraies dans cette irrealite oil se mouvait tout naturelle-
ment le Major et qui etait la realite meme de Boris Vian. 
Le Major n'a pas influence Boris Vian seulement en lui 
fournissant des anecdotes, des mots, un "type, " c'est tout un 
style de vie que Boris appr^ciat chez le Major" (Arnaud p. 63). 

In many of the names of the other characters Vian uses his wit 

and knowledge of slang for the sake of humor. Some of the names are 

easy to understand with a modicum of knowledge of French slang ; 

Adelphin de Beaumachin, la Baronne de Pyssenlied and the Baron 

Lacloche. For others a more specialized knowledge of "la langue 

verte" is required : Dunoeud (noeud: penis), Duzob (zob: penis in 

Arabic slang and widespread in France as a somewhat pejorative 

appellation of Arabs), Pompasoult (whore), Cornovant (cocu), Totor 

and Azor, both meaning "bon vivant. " Some of the composite proper 

names are more difficult to elucidate; Grinchepedosque (messed up 

dance), Conciliabusier (from "provencjal" slang, "concilier"), 

Vandenbouic or Van den Bouic (marche aux puces), la Duchesse 

Ad^mahye de Cornembouc (nichons pointus?). In some of the names 

there is a phonetic transcription, as in Ghandi Raton for "qu'on dira-

t-on?" The South American Inca, the friends' rescuer and a sort of 

deus ex -machina, is called Atlazotl Popotepec. 

Perhaps the most important factor in Boris Vian's work is his 

creation of a very special atmosphere. It is by this "ambiance, " 

linguistic as well as thematic, that he distorst "reality. " By making 



us accept this we are forced to re-think our own conception of reality, 

determined by our language and our logic. Through his particular 

style he forces us to pay attention to words and expressions taken for 

granted and underlying our patterns of thinking. 

Let us consider some of the stylistic devices which Vian uses 

in Trouble dans les Andains to create his particular "ambiance. " The 

first factor that stands out is the choice of words. The title of the first 

chapter, "Adelphin dans ses Grolles" (souliers) gives us a foretaste of 

his extensive use of slang. For the nonnative French speaker the going 

can be difficult indeed, requiring thj constant use of a dictionary. Even 

the native French speaker has difficulties with some of the invented 

words. Vian's use of slang includes words such as "frac, " "ganse, " 

"guibollaire, " "sub-pajotique, " "pi&ge a gourdes, " "bourses, " "pepie, " 

"nave, " "ca biche, " "chiasse, " "godet, " and "depoitraillee. " How

ever the vocabulary is not limited to slang. We find the use of terms 

from various disciplines, often in a humorous context, as in "le 

rythme scabreux qui faisait perler des gouttes hyalines (Italics mine.) 

aux aiselles de ces dames" (p. 21). At times he uses archaic or little 

used terms : "varlet, " "raout, " "oncques, " "thebaide, " and "morgue" 

in the sense of "hautain. " Terms from architecture and carpentry are 

also employed : "machicoulis, " "piedroit, " "chambranle, " "chignole, " 

"rabot, " "bedane, " and "tranchet. " Plant names are often utilized : 

"colchiques, " "saxifrages, " "palissandre, " "cormier, " "renonculacee" 
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--sometimes invented and in a humorous context, as in "grands pots 

de b£ri-beri en fleur . . . dont la forte senteur musquee lui monta 5. la 

tete, et de rouges images de luxure flambaient devant ses yeux, si 

bleus, si calmes, tandis qu'il gravissait les marches, parcourues 

d'effluves aphrodisiaques" (p. 19). Finally we have terms from 

anatomy: "I'olecrane" in "enduits de terre rouge jusqu'a I'olecrane" 

(p. 117); " cubitus" in "fendirent la masse compacte des promeneurs 

ci grands coups de cubitus" (p. 131); "calotte cranienne" in "les demons 

s'agitaient sous sa calotte cranienne" (p. 124). In one instance we have 

the juxtaposition of a legitimate anatomical term with an invented 

prefix: 

Elle [une balle de revolver] traversa l'oeil gauche d'Adelphin et 
vint se loger dans le repli lateral du sphenoide, paralysant 
complfetement les crocoarytenoidiens et privant complfetement 
le comte de Beaumashin de l'usage de la parole. Comme il 
etait mort, celan'avait plus aucune importance" (p. 123). 
(Italics mine.) 

Aside from a rich and diverse vocabulary Vian uses words in 

unusual contexts for the sake of humor and to distort what is commonly 

accepted as reality. He makes up expressions and phrases from ordi

nary words and often juxtaposes them in unusual ways. Under this 

heading we have idioms such as "index spatule" (p. 16), "les yeux 

carmines" (p. 13), "un pas glissant de libellule" (p. 15), "un madr£ 

pore" (p. 137), "miserable pedoncule" (p. 151), "casquette grise & 

pois mauves" (p. 10), "les haubans du mat porte biroute" (p. 110), 
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"une epingle de cravate en mercure ondul£" (p. 90), and "un bar en 

bois de cornemuse" (p. 100). 

It is also through phonetic or logical devices that Vian makes us 

think about our conception of reality, When a sinister character jumps 

on a foot scraper and blows up a house "La chose ne semblait surprendre 

personne. D'autant qu'il n'y avait personne; et presque toutes les 

maisons du voisinage etaient munies d'un gratte-pieds" (p. 93). 

Phonetic plays or words are occasionally used: "La pluie tombait & 

Sceaux" (p. 130) and "mon p£re scie" (p. 52). We don't usually think of 

a myopic person as one who can see what others do not, but "Le ciel 

etait parfaitement limpide et d'un bleu vert insoutenable [i. e. for those 

who can see normally]. C'est pourquoi, -seul Adelphin, qui etait myope, 

s'en rendait compte. Pour les trois autres, le temps etait ordinaire, 

sans plus" (p. 7 0). Phonetically we have "On entendait les cailles 

gresiller dans les sillons et les alouettes grisoller dans les rillons ou 

peut-etre le contraire" (p. 70). There are several "logical" verbal 

contradictions. "Sur le port, 1'animation etait faible, et le remue-

m£nage considerable, ..." (p. 131); "chamarre vetu d'un sobre livr£e" 

(p. 19). Other contradictions are semantic, as well as humorous: 

"Celui-ci lisait une traduction du Talmud en langue verte, car il voyait 

rouge et souffrait de daltonisme" (p. 67). We also have architectural 

contradictions: "un fronton renaissance du plus pur style gothique" 

(p. 34), and describing a cave; "La votite melait le style caverne 
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classique au neo-paleolithique invent^ par Duzob, le celfebre troglodyte, 

incompris de son temps, dont les oeuvres, hautement decoratives, 

egaient les murs de Cro-Magnon" (pp. 141-142). As straight verbal 

logic we have "des secousses, que d'aucuns momment sismiques parce 

qu'on les enregistre sur des sismographes" (p. 52). 

We will see the use of all the above stylistic devices in Vian's 

other novels. Verbal inventiveness will always remain an essential 

element in the distortions of reality. If Trouble lacks thematic sub

stance, the verbal panorama compensates this deficiency. Verbal play 

in this novel is usually an end in itself while in subsequent novels it will 

be better integrated into the thematic content. Distorted language will 

become a crucial factor as a vehicle for themes and ideas. 

Humor is perhaps the most important element in the novel, often 

combined with stylistic reinforcements incorporating a great deal of 

wit. "II n'y a pas que I1 art, nous ferait dire Raymond Queneau, il y a 

aussi la rigolade, et quand la rigolade peut soutenir le commerce, 

c'est tout profit" (Arnaud, p. 236). We have seen examples of humor 

in just about every stylistic and thematic reference above. Indeed 

almost every page of the novel has some form of humor. It is through 

associations of form and humor that Vian makes Trouble palatable. 

Humor reinforces everyone of his ideas and eases us into his world. 

We have seen many examples of humor above. We will now look at 
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some other ways in which humor is incorporated into Trouble dans 

les Andains. 

There are certain pseudo-learned references, such as this one 

by "Fabre" concerning cockroaches: "'C'est un sale bestiau qui pond 

au printemps et se reproduit dans les egouts'" (p. 37). To put this 

momentous discovery in its proper perspective we are told on the same 

page: "Mais il ne faut pas se faire d'illusions : Fabre ne se trompe 

jamais. Tous les biologistes s'accordant a reconnaatre la justesse de 

ses observations, sauf ceux qui ne sont pas d'accord avec lui, et ils 

sont legion" (p. 37). Describing the cat with tail feathers mentioned above, 

we are told that the information comes from the selected works of 

Reamur and that all cats of this species have tail feathers. Further

more, "Joyce (Ulysse, page 985) affirme que cette deformation ne va 

pas sans un secret contentement ressenti a la base de la colonne 

vertebrale, dans la position def^catoire, mais nous n'avons jusqu'ici 

jamais pu verifier cette assertion qui semble bien caracteristique du 

g£nie de l'Irlandais" (p. 76). 

We have already seen a humorous deformation of history in the 

formation of the Major's name. Below we will see Plato's allegory of 

the cave which appeared in a "famous pamphlet published around 

1792. " In a bar we find a drawing "Avec un morceau de charbon en 

guise de fusain, la pendaison du due de Guise aux Etats Generaux de 

1789" (p. 100). When the Baron Visi receives a particularly stiff 



drink from the hostess on the hydroplane, she explains to him that "II 

est d'avant la prise d'Alesia par Judas Macchabe, ... " (p. 112). 

Sometimes we perceive humor from the type of rapprochement that 

only Vian could make. When the Major and Antioche are clubbed and 

fall down, they cart "ecouter eclore les oeufs de mites sur le tapis, . . ." 

(p. 147). As we can expect, his descriptions are often witty: Serafitiio 

Alvaraide is portrayed as seeming to have been "bati a coups de pied 

dans le cul" (p. 17); Serafinio pictures the Countesse de Pyssenlied as 

not being a woman but "une cornemuse oubliee sur terre par quelque 

succube amoureux d'une etoile" (p. 27). Comparisons are also a source 

of humor; when the Baron Visi walks, his gait is compared to "l'allure 

furtive et souple du caraco dans la jungle birmane" (p. 95); "Ses [the 

giant toad's] cent quatorze cotes saillaient sous sa peau grenue comme 

celle d'un carbonaro" (p. 146); a noise is accompanied by "un clapotis 

ecoeurant, comme les pieds de gibbon dans de la puree de pommes de 

terre trop liquide" (p. 81). 

In this novel we see the beginnings of Vian's very particular 

attitude toward some concrete objects. Sometimes objects seem to 

have a mind of their own, a phenomenon somewhat analogous to the 

thinking of some primitive tribal societies where certain inert objects ' 

acquire a soul which imparts mobility to them when they come in con

tact with humans. The best example of this in Trouble dans les 

Andains concerns the Major's white Cadillac: "La Cadillac suivit. 
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Elle savait se conduire seule et sentait l'ecurie" (p. 77). Later in the 

novel we have 11la Cadillac somnolente attendait toujours leur retour" 

(p. 147). The car even comes close to speaking: "C'etait Popotepec! 

. . . murmura-t-il [le Major] en lachant 1'accelerateur qui s'arreta de 

crier, pour que ses compagnons puissent entendre son murmure" 

(p. 71). When the Baron Visi slides down a ramp, "La boule de cuivre 

synthetique qui decorait I'extreinite inferieure de cette derni&re flechit 

et s'abattit a l'arrivee du Baron" (p. 100). A house which has just 

exploded is referred to as having been "une maison bien en chair" (p. 

95). When words or attitudes toward objects or situations are taken 

literally, the consequences can become "logical": "Tout s'eclaire! 

hurla Serafinio ... et la lumi&re etait revenue d'un seul coup" (p. 31). 

"La plage de sable fin s'elevait en pente douce vers l'interieur des 

terres, mais, comme la terre n'est pas transparente, on s'en rendait 

que tr§s vaguement compte" (p. 139). Before we come back to Vian's 

attitude toward objects in his other novels, let us remember that "Et 

Jean Suyeux nous dit 'Les Objets vivants dans Vercoquin, dans 

l'Automne k Pekin, dans l'Ecume des Jours, c'est au Major que Boris 

les a empruntes. Le Major avait exactement ces sortes de relations 

avec les objets1" (Arnaud, p. 52). 

Throughout the novel there is a great deal of attention paid to 

the sensory perceptions, notably odors, colors and music. We have 

already seen examples of these above in other contexts. Some further 



examples of olfactory sensations include; "humant 1'air a petits coups 

lubriques" (p. 34), "relents nauseeux" (p. 38), "un jet de liquide chaud 

vint inonder les quatre hommes qui recul&rent, horrifies, car ils 

avaient reconnu l'odeur du sang de crapaud" (p. 79), "Un relent de 

vice emanait" (p. 96), "car le sang du rhizostomus remplissait mainte-

nant l'endroit de sa masse liquide, un peu grummeleuse [sic], et 

puissament fetide" (p. 129), and "L'air sent ait le muse et la casserole 

des Indes"(p. 142). Some examples of Vian's use of colors have also been 

mentioned above in other contexts. We will see others below in his 

descriptions of clothing. As with his other stylistic devices, the use 

of color is often coupled with humor and Vian's particular conception of 

a linguistically distorted reality: "la sueur rougeatre" (p. 105); "[les 

yeux] irradiaient une lueur verte" (p. 124), "il salivait mauve" (p, 54); 

"[une rivifere] blanche en amont et rouge en aval" (p. 45); "[les ombres] 

pretes submerger la ville sous leur hypocrite douceur mauve" (p. 92); 

"les perles glauques" (p. 91) of the rain; "les lointains ceruleens" (p. 

18); "1 'escalier de marbre dont la volute habilee de laine bleu-gris 

barrait I'horizon immedia.t des chatoiements de sa rampe nickelee" 

(p. 15) and "son visage prit une teinte intermediare entre celle du 

mastic et celle d'un beau ciel mediterraneen" (pp. 30-31). Although 

music is not as important as in some of the later novels, there are a 

number of allusions to it, at times, again, in a humorous context: 

"harmonica chromatique" (p. 20), "une septi&me diminuee" (p. 21), 
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"les dechaanements harmoniques de l'orchestre, compose de deux 

musiciens dont 1'un lis ait h. voix haute les partitions que son camarade, 

aveugle, executait" (p. 23); "lacha un pet en sol majeur pour avertir 

ses acolytes du danger imminent" (p. 79). Although there are several 

references to songs (le chant des Bateliers de la Volga, an old Spanish 

melody and a war song), there is only one reference to jazz; "on entendit 

une voix avinee gargouiller un trfes vieil air de jazz" (p. 93). 

Throughout the novel we find a fair amount of violence, killings 

and at times sadism. Twice buildings explode; the hotel of the Baron-

esse of Pyssenlied and a house when a sinister man jumps on a foot 

scraper. The Major kills the giant frog with several hand grenades. 

The Major keeps his propensity for the use of hand grenades in the 

0 
short story, "Les Remparts du Sud. " He will transfer this charac

teristic to the character of Mike in the novel, Et on Tuera tous les 

7 
Affreux. An inordinate number of the characters get killed. The 

Cenobite is shot by Sarcopte who in turn is shot by his boss, the 

detective Brisavion. The Major shoots Adelphin and kills Isaac 

Laquedem with a machine gun. Most prolific of all is the Baron Visi; 

he is responsible for Jef Dubois' "suicide" by a well placed blow of a 

6. Boris Vian, Le Loup-Garou (Paris: Christian Bourgeois, 
1970), pp. 35-74. 

7. Vernon Sullivan, [Boris Vian]. Et on Tuera tous les 
Affreux, translated by Boris Vian (Paris: Eric Losfeld, Editions du 
"Terrain Vague, " 1965. 
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bludgeon; he makes love to a girl until she dies; shoots the pilot, the 

observer and the radio man and eventually the hostess of a hydroplane. 

However the Baron himself is hung by his son. Popotepec shoots 

Dunoeud, who before dying, hits his opponent in the head with a plane 

"et la cervell de Popotepec lui coulait sur la figure en un filet orange" 

(p. 153). The most sadistic killing is of Serafinio by Antioche: 

II lui plongea son index gauche dans l'oeil, et cet index, 
horreur! ressortit par 1'autre orbite. Tenant ainsi le 
malheureux par l'anse du nez, il lui dechira de la main 
droite, le ventre et le haut des cuisses, a grand coup de 
griff es. 

Arrachant enfin, d'un seul coup, la virilite enti&re 
d'Alvaraide, il la lui planta dans la bouche et rejeta le 
cadavre au loin .... Le corps, fumant le cigare, restait 
la. Les hurlements du suplicie resonnaient encore dans le 
crane du Major qui degueulait doucement dans une potiche 
(pp. 124-125). 

Antioche and the Major then cut up their victims with an electric 

chopper and flush the pieces down the toilet. 

Before we look at the theme of sex, it would be useful to con

sider some relevant biographical information on Vian. He had 

reproached his parents for having given him a very negative attitude 

toward sex by scaring him with the possibility of venereal disease: 

"ils m'ont foutu la trouille dfes l'age de 13 ans avec la syphillis et le 

reste ... . J'avais un peu de prejuges. Et la sacrosainte peur de la 

verole" (Vian, quoted by Arnaud, p. 26). Vian had also been afraid 

that if he started to sleep with girls he would drop out of school (la 

Cenrale). He was also afraid of not being able to perform well: "J'ai 
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eu vingt ans a 14 ans, j'etais plus grand que tout le monde, si j'avais 

eu l'air de ne pas savoir je perdais la face. Au fond 9a finissait par 

me travailler au crane" (Arnaud, p. 32). He could have been writing 

about himself in a poem on Pitou (Jean Thespitaou, his future brother-

in-law): "Comme il a peur de la verole/ Tout se reduit & des paroles" 

(Arnaud, p. 40). Although sex comes up fairly often in the novel, there 

is a curious sort of detachment towards it. Sex is usually mentioned 

only briefly when it comes up and often it is in a homosexual context or 

with animals. When a normal sexual act is performed it is described in 

succinct, somewhat mock moralizing and condemning terms; (Serafinio) 

"se livrait, sur le corps de la jeune femme a des excfes regrettables" 

(p. 34); before killing the hostess, the Baron Visi "lui fit subir les 

derniers outrages un nombre suffisant de fois" (p. 116). Women play 

a minuscule role in the novel and there is very little description; 

"Blonde, de petite taille, les yeux peints et les hanches pervers" (p. 

20); the blonde stewardess of the hydroplane has lipstick which "avait 

gout de streptocoque" (p. Ill) and that is about all we are told about 

her. Only the Baron Visi, in one instance, does anything preliminary 

and that is only because he is busy flying the hydroplane: "Le Baron 

pilota d'une main, pelotant de 1'autre" (p. 112). Sexually the most 

important and varied character is Serafinio Alvaraide. In the chapter 

"Portrait de Serafinio, " we are told that "Une monstrueuse sexualite 

irradiait de tous les pores de cet homme . . . qui, par de savants 
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exercises, avait developpe sa resistance au point de pouvoir saillir 

une percheronne de un m&tre soixante-quinze au garrot sans en patir 

le moins du monde" (p. 17). When the Duchesse of Pyssenlied does 

not notice him he is insulted and complains to his friend Adelphin: "Je 

n'ai pas senti . . . vibrer sa chair a mon passage. Le croirais-tu ? " 

(p. 2 7). Later, at Adelphin1 s house, when told to feel at home, he 

masturbates himself. Shortly thereafter he has homosexual relations 

(implied) with Dunoeud and complains: "Quelle brute ... . Un calecjon 

de s oix ante -seize francs" (p. 43)! A few moments later he had inter-

g 
course with a greyhound. In the Major's cellar Serafinio is sodomized 

by Adelphin. During the reading of the manuscript he finds a convenient 

hole in a near-by room where the Major finds him: "agite de soub-

resauts convulsifs" (p. 109). He explains his predicament to the Major 

who tells him that the hole must be a bit too small. Serafinio replies: 

"C'est pas 5a, . . . mais il restait un rat dedans. II ne veut plus me 

lacher. Encore une minute et je le noie" (p. 109). In this case Vian 

might say, he who lives by sex dies by sex, as we have seen in the; 

sadistic death of Serafinio at the hands of Antioche. The only 

8. Further tendency toward bestiality is found in the poem "A 
Collier": "Un bon chien vaut mieux que de se masturber. " Boris Vian, 
Cantilfenes en Gelee (Paris: Union Generale d'Editions, Serie 10/18, 
1970), p. 36. The results are given in another poem, "Au Debut, La 
Beaute": 

Mais on l'accusa de ne pas etre un horame 
Aussi, pour prouver le constraire, il a eu un enfant avec un chien 
(CantilSnes en Gelee, p. 93). 
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premonition we have of Vian's later attitude toward sex comes in a 

conversation between the Major (a virgin) and Antioche: "Oui, 9a crie 

pendant que ca baise. --Non . . . c'est doux superficiellement" (p. 150). 

Throughout the novel we are introduced to a strange collection 

of animals. The most prominent of these is the giant toad brought back 

from Borneo, the "Rhizostomus, gig ante a azurea oceanensis ... " 

(p. 82). Out of nowhere we are introduced to an alley cat with tail 

feathers, "Ce chat provenait du croisement de Mirus Premier avec un 

lointain descendant du fruit des amours de la poule et du lapin ... " 

(p. 75). In the upper atmosphere, where the Baron Visi flies the 

hydroplane, we find "les elytres sauvages et les alizes au plumage 

eclatant" (p. 112), both fitting into a somewhat bizarre category of 

animals. We are not given much of a description of these birds. 

Later, however, when Antioche and the Major are waking up on their 

boat, they see another variety of birds, the "caillebotis" (grating of 

hatches, duckboards in the trenches). These birds make noises like 

owls and dive for corks. The major shoots a "caillebotis" but after 

being roasted for three hours, just as it is well cooked, the bird flies 

aw ay. 

During the first third of the novel there is a good deal of des

cription of clothes, often associated with colors. In fact, instead of 

the usual physical and psychological descriptions of characters we get 

to know them more by the clothes they wear than by anjrthing else. 



Elements which can be apprehended by the senses seem more impor

tant to Vian than mental factors. Here again, humor is combined with 

unexpected word combinations to set the stage for Vian's conception of 

reality. In the first paragraph of the first chapter we find Adelphin de 

Beaumashin getting dressed for a party in his "frac numero un . . . 

[qui] gisait, bleu-nuit, . . . Les revers de soie mate luisaient d'un 

doux eclat et la gaiise du pantalon au pli impeccable tranchait dans 

toute sa longeur le fourreau guibollaire pret a etre passe" (pp. 7-8). 

In the next chapter we are given a distorted version of Plato's allegory 

of the cave as philosophical justification for Adelphin wearing yellow 

shoes, as he shows himself against the light. A grey cap "a pois 

mauves" (p. 10) is put on to complete Adelphin's preparations, along 

with "une ample cape de velours cramoisi (a l'interieur), soutachee 

d'herminette et de besaigiie, et doublee exterieurement d'un banal drap 

noir que rien ne distinguait exterieurement des milliers de draps noirs 

formant la matifere constitutive des milliers de capes noires, qui, le 

soir, voltigent a quelques pouces des omoplates de milliers d'hommes 

du monde" (p. 10). Before leaving for Bayonne, we find "Serafinio, 

plus male, avait un feutre gris coquettement orne d'une plume de 

plumeau rouge et incline a 60°, sur 1'horizontale et sur la tete" (p. 66). 

The above groupings all incorporate various stylistic elements 

mentioned earlier. Most of them, such as objects, sex and violence 

will be found in all subsequent novels as leitmotifs. Others, like 
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clothes, will be used again, then discarded as of little significance. 

All the themes however show, even in this first novel, distortions of 

accepted ways of looking at reality. 

This concludes our analysis of Trouble dans les Andains, Boris 

Vian's first novel. We have seen his stylistic devices, his themes and 

above all the pervading use of humor. We shall now look at his next 

novel, Vertcoquin et le Plancton to see if there is any change or evolu

tion in the development of his work. 



CHAPTER 3 

VERCOQUIN ET LE PLANCTON 

Vercoquin et le Plancton, * Boris Vian's second novel, was 

written in 1942-43 and reworked in 1945. It was accepted for publica

tion by Gallimard in 1945, published in 1946 and went on sale in 

January 1947 (Arnaud, p. 588). Vercoquin was Vian's first published 

novel and it marks the beginning of a troubled literary career. The 

book did not sell well at all. 

We shall analyze Vercoquin et le Plancton because in this novel 

Vian makes better use of stylistic techniques for the creation of atmos

phere than he did in Trouble dans les Andains. Linguistic distortions 

are more clever and better constructed. The novel as a whole is better 

written with more thematic unity. We shall see some evolution in 

Vian's ideas and the introduction of an important new theme, that of 

work, which will be developed in subsequent novels. Although there 

are some changes in "themes, " the introduction of different subjects do 

not affect the one-sided concern with externals to the almost total 

exclusion of the psychological. 

1. Boris Vian, Vercoquin et le Plancton (Paris: Eric Losfeld 
Editions du "Terrain Vague, " 1965). Henceforth referred to as 
Vercoquin. 
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Vercoquin was written one year after Trouble dans les Andains. 

There is little change in Vian's personal life. He was still working at 

11 A. F. N. O. R., married to Michelle and playing the trumpet in Claude 

Abadie's amateur jazz band. He was as little concerned with politics and 

the war as he was the previous year. 

Vercoquin (Eric Losfeld, Ed. du "Terrain Vague, 1965) is more 

formally structured than Trouble. After a two page "prelude" the novel 

is divided into four sections, each with a title. The first three sections 

each have approximately 50 pages and the last one has 20. Each sec

tion is divided into a number of untitled chapters, unlike in Trouble. 

There is some confusion in the chronology of the chapters in the first 

section. After chapter 5 we have chapter 2 again because "(C'est 

seulement le chapitre II puisque les aventures du Major ont commence 

au chapitre precedent avec l'arrivee de Zizanie. )" (p. 18). After 

chapter 6 we have chapter 4 since "Les chapitres IV et V n'ay ant, 

comme il est expose au chapitre 4, qu'un vague rapport avec le Major, 

il parait judicieux de revenir au chapitre IV" (p. 34). In section 3 we 

pass inexplicably from chapter 5 to chapter 7, no reason being given 

for the omission of chapter 6. In parts 2 and 4 the chronology of the 

chapters is respected. The chapters vary in length from one short 

sentence (sect. 1, chapt. 8) to eight pages (sect. 3, chapters 7 and 8) 

and average about two pages. The titling of the chapters and division 
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of the novel into sections would lead us to think of an evolution toward 

formal organization. The distortions in the chronology of the chapters 

gives us another deformation of literary convention. 

The first section, "Swing chez le Major, " introduces us to the 

exaggerated atmosphere of the "surprise-party" which Vian imagined 

from his numerous experiences during the war year's "surprise-

partys" at Ville d'Avray which becomes Ville d'Avrille in the novel. 

For another description of these gatherings, see the short story, 

"Surprise Party chez Leobille. " Antioche Tambretambre organizes 

the party where the Major meets and falls in love with Zizanie de la 

Houspingole after he disposes of her escort, Fromental de Vercoquin. 

The Major asks his friend Antioche to see Zizanie's uncle, her legal 

guardian, to obtain permission to marry her. The second section, 

"Dans l'ombre des roneos, " takes place at the Consortium National de 

l'Unification, a thin disguise for l'A. F.N.O.R. Zizanie's uncle, le 

Sous-Ingenieur principal Leon-Charles Miqueut, works in the adminis

tration. When Antioche and the Major finally see Miqueut they do not 

have the opportunity to ask for Zizanie's hand but are instead entrusted 

to prepare a "projet de Nothons" on the standardization of "surprise-

partys. " The preparation of Nothons, or projects of standardization, 

is the main function of the Consortium National de l'Unification. In the 

2. Boris Vian, Le Loup Garou (Paris; Christian Boursois. 
1970) .  
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third part of Vercoquin we find the Major working at the C.N.U. 

Thanks to his excellent 1, 500 page "Nothons" on the "surprise-party" 

he obtains Zizanie's hand from her uncle. He defeats Vercoquin first 

physically, then wins his friendship by reciting one of his poems. In 

part four, "La passion des Jitterbugs, " we have the ultimate "surprise-

party" for the engagement of Zizanie and the Major. Everyone has a 

fantastically good time until the place blows up, leaving Antioche and 

the Major as the sole survivors. 

The general atmosphere of Vercoquin is much more realist than 

what we found in Trouble. We no longer have the environment of 

fantasy. However this is due to a revision of the first draft: "La 

premiere version de Vercoquin etait trufee de barons, de chateaux 

3 
hantes et de souterrains. On y nageait dans les eaux des Andains. " 

Instead of the fantasy of the first novel, we have an atmosphere of 

absurdity in the sections dealing with the C.N.U. The protagonists go 

from place to place in relatively ordinary cars (albeit with strange 

names as we will see below), or we are simply not told how they change 

places. The only notable exception to this is Zizanie's bicycle, "une 

ravissante bicyclette en bois de cornouiller, fabrication de guerre. 

Les pneus etaient faits de boyaux de vip&res gonfles S. I1 acetylene et la 

3. Jacques Duchateau, Boris Vian : Les Vies Perpendiculaires 
(Paris: La Table Ronde, 1969), pp. 50-51. 



selle d'une epaisse couche de gruy&re maigre assez confortable et 

pratiquement indestructible" (p. 132). 

The two principal characters, the Major (Jacques Loustalot) and 

Antioche Tambretambre held the same role in Trouble. Besides 

Antioche we have another very obvious representation of the author in 

the character of Rene Vidal who works at the C.N.U. and plays the 

"trompette harmonique" in Claude Abadie's jazz band. The first time 

Antioche meets Vidal the two men feel an instantaneous sympathy 

toward each other: "Les deux hommes se regard&rent quelques instants 

et constatferent qu'ils se ressemblaient d'une fagon curieuse, ce qui les 

mit fort l'aise" (pp. 77-78). The second time Antioche comes to see 

Vidal at the C.N.U. "II frappa, entra, et serra affectueusement la 

main de Vidal, vers qui il se sentait attire par une sympathie irresis

tible" (p. 91). As in Trouble we have a villain, this time named 

Fromental de Vercoquin, a sometime poet who vies with the Major for 

Zizanie's hand. Although Vercoquin's character is sneaky he does not 

come close to the nonspecified evil infamy of Vandenbouic in Trouble. 

Vercoquin is always at the losing end of his encounters with the Major. 

In the "surprise-party" at the beginning of the novel we find Vian's 

friend and neighbor, Jean Rostand, under the name of Corneille 

Leprice, described as a disheveled and sloppy super-intellectual, 

"dou£ de talents multiples au virelay poictevin, a la paulme-racqu&te, 
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au pigne-pongue, & la mathematique, au piano d^geulasse, et & des 

tas de choses qu'il ne prenait jamais la peine de poursuivre" (p. 40). 

As in Trouble, we find Vian's wit and knowledge of slang in his 

invention of the names of some of his characters. The Major's love, 

Zizanie de la I-Iouspignole, probably gets her last name from the 

Proven9al slang word "pignoler" (se masturber). A friend of the 

Major's, the young Dumolard, gets his name from "molard" (gros 

crachat). The cook at Odilonne's uncle's apartment, Berthe Planche, 

is probably named thus for her lack of breast development. Two well 

known musicians have their names rendered somewhat phonetically: 

"Gufere Souigne" for Gershwin and Bob Grosse-Bi for Crosby. 

Vercoquin could be a composite of "vert" and "coquin" or "vers" and 

"coquin" but this is perhaps pure speculation. 

In spite of the divergent atmospheres in Trouble and Vercoquin, 

there are many concrete similarities between the two novels. We have 

already seen the reapparition of the protagonists, the Major and 

Antioche. In Vercoquin we have a specific reference to their previous 

adventures when the Major, worried about Vercoquin, is told "Tu 

baisses! dit Antioche, qui se rappelait l'insouciance notoire dont son 

ami avait fait preuve dans I'episode perilleux de la pousuite du 

barbarin" (p. 84). The "ricanement tellement sinistre" (Trouble, p. 

112) of the Baron Visi and the "ricanement sauvage" (Trouble, p. 134) 

of the Major in Trouble is resurrected when "le Major £clata de rire, 
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de la facjon demoniaque qui lui etait propre ..." (Vercoquin, p. 135). 

We find Adelphin's yellow shoes reappearing on the feet of Corneille 

Leprince. In Trouble we saw Vian using the term "sa senestre" for 

the left hand when he described himself under the traits of Antioche as 

a school boy. In Vercoquin we find the same term used when the Major 

squeezes Zizanie's hand and when Miqueut plunges his hand in his desk 

drawer to pull out provisions during his phone conversation. The 

"vessie & glace" in which the Rhizostomus was brought back from 

Borneo in Trouble reappears in Vercoquin in a letter from l'Institut du 

Caoutchouc. When the Baron Visi crash lands in Borneo, it is "parmi 

des debris vegetaux et des champignons gonfles d'acetylene" (Trouble, 

p. 115). Zizanie's bicycle tires are made of "boyaux de vip&res 

gonfles ci 1'acetylene" (p. 132). It is perhaps a pure coincidence, but 

in Trouble the rhizostomus had 114 ribs while Vercoquin gives up after 

his 114th try with Jacqueline. We saw a tendency toward uncommon 

measurements in Trouble when the vegetable cart was following the bus 

quelques decimetres" (Trouble, p. 39), and in Vercoquin a cashier 

takes "deux decimetres carres de caoutchouc" (p. 159). In Trouble, 

Adelphin's couch is covered with "une peau d'ours de Barbarie" 

(Trouble, p. 7), while the Major's couches in Vercoquin are covered 

"de peaux de narvik lustre" (p. 14). The Spanish speaking Belgian 

sailor in Trouble was dressed in "un sac pommes de terre brode 

d'argent fin" (Trouble, p. 131), while Vincent's Sunday suit in 



Vercoquin was "taille dans un vieux sac & charbon de bois" (p. 160). 

The "pallssandre roneote" in the office of the detective Brisavion in 

Trouble becomes somewhat comprehensible when in Vercoquin we have 

"Dans l'Ombre des Roneos" as the section title for the passage dealing 

with the C.N. U. and Vidal studying "un document roneote" (p. 77). 

The Major's house at Bayonne in Trouble was one of his many hiding 

places while the "surprise-party" at the beginning of Vercoquin takes 

place in Ville d'Avrille where Major has "une des multiples demeures" 

(p. 13). 

To a large extent the vocabulary and the stylistic devices in 

Vercoquin are similar to those used in Trouble. The extensive use of 

slang often reinforces humorous situations. This includes words such 

as "tignasse" (chevelure mal peignee), "donzelle" (jeune fille preten-

sieuse et ridicule), "du rab" or "en rabiot" (supplement), well known 

slang terms such as "merde, " "enmerdeur, " "salaud" and "baiser" 

(Vian uses a mockingly apologetic footnote to justify his use of the last 

term). Several different slang terms are sometimes used to cover the 

same thing, such as for the word face we have "la binette, " "la bobine" 

and "la bille. " We also have words such as "trambouille" (plat 

grossier), "galette" (argent), "besides" (lunettes), "polochon" 

(traversin), "zozoter" (zezayer), "laaus" (discours), "crosses" 

(querelles), "chambarde" (bouleverse), and "les tordus" (tr&s laid). 

When someone drinks too much "gnole" (alcohol), he takes a "cuite" 
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from which he must eventually "decuiter. " In referring to young 

people, Vian often uses the World War II slang "zazous" to show their 

passion for jazz; in the feminine this becomes "zazoutes. " An unsym

pathetic secretary is "bringue" (grande fille degingandee, dispropor-

tionee), while mothers in general are "des rombieres" (bourgeoise 

d'ltge mur, ennuyeuse, pretentieuse et un peu ridicule). Serious pro

jects at the C. N. U. includes metal containers for the "roudoudou" 

(caramel dans une petite boite de bois ronde, qu'on l&che). We also 

have slang expressions such as: "C'est bath" (chic), "courir le 

guilledou" (aller en quete d'aventure galante) and "secouer la main 

comme un prunier" (tr&s vigoureusement). 

The use of archaic terms roughly parallels the frequency in 

Trouble. We find terms such as "billon" (monnaie), "ladrerie" (l£pre), 

"se carrer" (s1 installer confortablement), "labadens" (camarade de 

college), "trois-six" (alcohol trfes fort), and "nasardes" (chiquenaude 

sur le nez). A few literary terms surface occasionally: "superfeta-

toire" (qui s'ajoute inutilement) and "eructer" (roter). 

We find fewer architectural terms in Vercoquin than in Trouble. 

All of these are concentrated in the Major's project of Nothon" con

cerning the "surprise Party"; "II etudia les conditions architecturales 

de la construction du batiment: .... parois portantes.. . revetements 

antidegueulis et para-brillantine. . . " (p. 113). We can see that the use 

of these terms is solely for humor. 



Plants are used in roughly the same way and in the same fre

quency as in Trouble. We have the common "hetre" but most of the 

plants are exotic, such as "le micocoulier, " "le cornouiller" and 

"l'hevea. " Some plant names are pure invention; "le gratte menu, " 

nle bagpiper" (a pseudo Scottish tree) and the "laurier-voucruh" 

(l'auriez vous cru?). When a plant name can have another meaning we 

have "l'epicea de Madagascar" and "une glycine a 30° chimiquement 

pure" (p. 15). The text leads us to think of a "vernis du Japon" as a 

plant until we find out that it wasn't quite dry when a car bangs against 

it. The only unusually shaped plant is "un arbre carre. " Vian mocks 

Parisians when, upon identifying a plant they cry out; "'Oh! du lilas. 1 

C'etait inutile. Mais cela faisait voir aux filles qu'ils connaissaient la 

botanique" (p. 17). 

Terms from anatomy are present, as in Trouble; "femur, " 

"tibia, " "ischion, " "carotide. " Here again the context is most often 

humorous. When the Major sees that Zizanie is not really pregnant as 

he had thought, he says; "Elle m'a fait le coup du pylore ..." (p. 59). 

Fromental plots "... dans un repli obscur de ses lobes cerebraux [ou] 

se tortillait une pensee diabolique" (p. 128). A headache is described 

as "La tempete . .. entre ses parietaux ..." (p. 130). In a judo match 

we have "... un vieil homme 2l barbiche dont il mordait sauvagement 

l'omoplate ..." (p. 159). We also have verbal invention with anatomy; 

" .. . de lourds plateaux formant la base de pyramidales (ou 



pyramygdales, comme disent les oto-rhino-laryngologistes) ..." (p. 

172). The Major's poem, about a poet who dies of syphillis, also has 

many terms fi^om anatomy and medicine. In this poem, as well as else 

where, we find terms from poetry which were not present in Trouble. 

In the poem itself we have "l'alexandrin rageur" and "l" octosyllable sec 

associated with venereal viruses. Elsewhere in the novel we have the 

"virelay poictevin, " "les eloges dithryambiques" and a car engine "a 

douze cylindres disposes en hemistiche, en V; le Major preferait 

l'impair" (p. 36). In dealing with cars we also see the use of terms 

such as "clavette" "tablier, " and a car with "soupapes sur le radiateur 

et pont arri&re demembre" (p. 49), but there is very little else in the 

way of mechanical terms and no terms from carpentry as we saw in 

Trouble. The only other mechanical term we found was "une pince 

universelle" used to open an eye closed by fatigue. There are a few 

terms from other sciences: "le corps de nucleole du Sous-Ingenieur 

principal" (p. 12 0), and "la composition granulometrique du sol" (p. 

113). 

Vian uses verbal tricks and invention in Vercoquin mainly for 

humor but at times also to reinforce the atmosphere of absurdity at the 

C.N.U. , or the carefree debauchery of the "surprise-party. " Some

times a slight change in spelling brings out the key word, such as 

"compaings, " "vin Ordener, " "embesteurs, " and "peudeurastes. " In 

the context of the last word, we have "les escandules" formed from the 
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name of Maurice Escande, the actor at the Comedie FranQaise, along 

with the suggestion of the word "encule. " Phonetic spelling puts other 

words into relief: "blouze" (blues), "le laurier-voucruh" (see above), 

"tourne l'etalon" (tourne les talons), the phone number "Molyneux 

trantuitzerotroi" (38-0-3; see also Queneau, especially in Zazie dans 

4 
le Metro), "vessie a glace" (W. C.) "bizenece" (business) becomes in 

its turn "bize-ni&ce. " Pushing spelling a bit further we get "et 

kohetra et kohetra" (etc.). Some words are composites of usual words: 

"viceloque, " "baisodrome" and "vomitarium, " "barycentre" and 

"bandouilleurs. " Some seem like pure invention; "peau de narvik" and 

"le bagpiper" used to mean a plant. We find the street "rue du Trente-

neuf-Juillet. " Sometimes we have word combinations such as in "bois 

d'arbouse de vache" (arbre and bouse); or a word separated which we 

must recombine: "rugby-route" (biroute) and the song title "Garg 

arises often down South" (gargarises). Unusual combinations also 

draw our attention; "le coucou seculier, " "revetements antidegeulis et 

para brillantine. " Various types of puns are present: "cracha au loin 

un pepin d'heristal" (p. 39; historical figure); "vers" for worms and 

verses in the Major's poem; "... la Commission des Surprises-

Parties dont vous avez bien voulu faire partie ... "; "II n'avait pas lu 

le chapitre V .. . , dit simplement le Major. - Mais puisqu'il ne 

4. Raymond Queneau, Zazie dans le Metro (Paris- Gallimard. 
1959). ~~ 



compte pas ... " (see beginning of this chapter on chapter chronology 

in Vercoquin); among the variously shaped piles of food on a table we 

have "triangles de franc-mapons" and "hautes spheres politiques. " At 

a funerary parlor., when there are only "biferes" and no "pompes" some

one asks for a "demi. " 

As in Trouble we see Vian's phonetic and personal logic rein

forcing his particular conception of a reality existing on the margins 

of the accepted one. If a pare is "peuple d'essence variees" it seems 

that this could be "en de certains points, de carburant national" (p. 15). 

When trying to get someone drunk, "D&s qu'il voit moins clair, colorez 

fonce avec du porto rouge ..." (p. 30). If we have "hottentot, " why 

can't we have "hot-ce-matin" (p. 181). Linguistically we have 

"opiniatre" because "(Le Major ne pronontjait pas I'accent circonflexe.)" 

(p. 38). The common saying, "Tel p§re, tel fils" is distorted to "Tel 

5 
fer, telle piste" (p. 93). When one of the guests at the party lisps 

extensively, "l'on etait oblige, en l'ecoutant, de modifier son ortho-

graphe" (p. 43). "Concentrique! " (con-sans-trique) is Vian's pun 

suggested by Lamartine's "Un seul etre vous manque, et tout est 

depeuple" (p. 93). It should seem logical that someone should even

tually study "la fonction reproductrice des ouvriers ajusteurs" (p. 138) 

5. For a thorough discussion of distorted sayings, see "Lettre 
au provediteur-editeur sur quelques equations morales. " Boris Vian, 
Cantil^nes en Gelee (Paris: Union Generale d'Editions, Serie 10/18, 
1970), pp. 198-204. 
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or that if we have won the "Croix de guerre avec palmes" we should be 

able to fan ourselves with the palms. Since his left vocal cord was 

stuck, it is obvious that Fromentain "jurait a mi-voix" (p. 44). A 

tunnel is used to protect a section of the railroad track from the rain 

and a passage is covered from various meteorites by "un vitrage arme 

dont le treillis interieur en fils metalliques soudes presentait une 

maille carree de 12,5 mm. de cote, a la tolerance prfes" (p. 136). 

Troude proposes the use of "pneumatiques pour degonfler les lignes . . . " 

(p. 88) because there are too many telephone calls. A record player 

has "... quatorze lampes, dont deux a acetylene en cas de panne de 

courant, ... " (p. 14). We have already seen a "glycine arbre 5. 30° 

chimiquement pure" (p. 15). To explain a familiar item we have 

" .. . douze marches de pierre naturelle etroitement imbriquees les 

uns dans les autres et formant ainsi, par cet artifice ingenieux, un 

escalier" (p. 15). The same effect is obtained by using linguistic con

tradictions: "carpette d'ete en lapis-lazuli d'un beau jaune orange" 

(p. Ill), "l'angle forme par la recontre des murs nord et sud" (p. 13); 

"fevrier, en pleine canicule" (p. 13); "le dernier alinea" (p. 29); 

"cristal basane" (p. 14) and "un billet de cinq zwenzigues" (p. 169). 

The obvious can also be reinforced linguistically: "des marmottaisons 

indistinctes. " Characters sometimes act without any discernable logic; 

after getting two flat tires "II faudra que je change de tailleur, pens a 

Fromental sans raison valable et avec un incroyable manque delogique" 



(p. 49); later we find Pigeon wanting to leave early on his vacation 

because "C'etait une idee qui lui etait venu comme qa voyant sa girafe 

morte" (p. 103). 

Objects capable of feeling or with unexpected attributes are less 

important in Vercoquin than they were in Trouble. They will again 

acquire much importance in L'Ecume des Jours. At the beginning of 

the party, the records "... attendaient, pleins d'indiffererice, le 

moment oil, leur dechirant l'epiderme de sa caresse aigue, 1'aiguille 

du pick-up arracherait h leur ame spiralee la clameur emprisonnee 

tout au fond de son sillon noir" (p. 15). At Odilonne's uncle's apart

ment rugs are used for "les reactions du nerveux plane her de chene 

repousse" (p. 169). When the time comes to open the door to the apart

ment, Odilonne "introduisit dans la serrure qui s'offrait toute, la tige 

phalloide d'une cle . . . le pene se mit a jouer dans le sens voulu le 

grand air d'A'ida" (p. 169). To comb out a hairful of mayonnaise, "Le 

peigne du Major, pas rancunier, aplanit le melange ... " (p. 181). 

Objects can sometimes have unexpected attributes: when the Major gets 

mad while talking on the telephone, he "cracha dans le cornet et 

Fromental eut immediatement l'oreille gauche obsturee par un liquide 

epais" (p. 130). 

Various ways of looking can influence the surroundings, espe

cially if they art taken literally. Fromental is looking at the Major: 

MI1 enveloppa le Major d'un regard si venimeux que la monture d'Ebonite 
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de son pince-nez se corroda en trois endroits. La mine du crayon de 

Zizanie, par ricochet, cassa net" (p. 143). Later, at the milk-bar, 

"... le Major le foudroya du regard. Une etincelle jaillit . .." (p. 

147). Looking at young people dancing, the mothers "aux regards 

avides dont le sourire d'attendrissement fit avorter en un boston piteux 

la valse swing ... " (p. 162). Under the charm of the Major's soft 

voice, "L1 atmosph&re se densifiait et se separait en lamelles gauchies 

et leg&rement ondulees" (p. 144). 

Odors and colors are used less frequently in Vercoquin than in 

Trouble, seeming to hold less importance for both humor and atmos-

phere-building. At the C.N.U., vague, unhealthy odors contribute a 

little to the generally dismal atmosphere. We have the "bureau puant" 

of Miqueut where during an interview, Antioche "commengait a se 

sentir gene £t cause de l'odeur. Cela lui faisat perdre son sang

froid ... " (p. 108). Just before the meeting of the Commission des 

Nothons "... Miqueut, humant, le nez au vent, la bonne odeur de 

reunion" (p. 140). In describing the preparations for the first party, 

"Des fleurs garnissaient les lustres et leurs senteurs penetrantes 

faisaient presque tourner de l'oeil, tant on etait saisi par leur frag

rance imprevue" (pp. 14-15). Combining odor, humor and a play on 

words, we have "... ses cheveux d'or dont s'echappait un parfum 

insidieux, un remugle de rue Roy ale et de place Vendome. Cela 
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s'appelait Brouyards et venait de chez Lentherite" (p. 51). [enterite; 

inflammation de la muqueuse intestinale, generalement accompagnee 

de colique, de diarrhee. ] 

Colors are still closely associated with clothes, as we shall see 

below. We have only a few other instances where colors are used to 

underline, as in Trouble. After the party, Antioche finds seven girls 

and a boy "... tous tout nus et couvers de degueulis mauve" (p. 61). 

Wishing he were outside instead of at work Levadoux says "'On serait 

si bien dehors! 1 ... et cette originale remarque fit passer au fond de 

ses yeux de topaze brulee un nuage de nostalgie galopante" (p. 75). In 

the Major's poem we have "La livide verole a l'oeil cerne de mauve" 

(p. 150). A strong and disgusting drink is made up of mixtures 

"... susceptibles de faire virer au rose saumon tin Senegalais adulte" 

(p. 30). 

Music plays a much more important role in Vercoquin than it 

did in Trouble. Almost all the references to music are connected with 

jazz, whereas we only had one reference to it in Trouble. Vian has fun 

making up English titles for jazz compositions; "Keep my wife until I 

come back to my old country home in the beautiful pines, down the 

Mississippi river that runs across the screen with Ida Lupino ... 

"Toddlin1 with some skeletons"; "Give me that bee in your trousers"; 

"Holy pooh doodle dum dee do" and "Mushrooms in my red nostrils. " 

We have several specific references to Claude Abadie's jazz band. 
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However even when the band plays to the very best of their capabili

ties, "[ilsj arrivaient a peu pr£s a jouer comme des n&gres de trente-

septi&me ordre" (p. 175). Humor is most often associated with music; 

"Plein de grace, Abadie se ten ait a la tete de ses hommes et lancjait un 

piaulement agressif toutes les onze mesures pour faire la syncope" (p. 

175). When three men cry out together, "Leger faisait un sol, 

Emmanuel un mi et Levadoux un do difeze" (p. 101). When the Major 

hears Antioche's motorcycle, "II reconnaissait le ronflement carac-

teristique de la Kanibal-Super d'Antioche ... ; trois longues, trois 

brfeves et un point d'orgue en sol majeur" (p. 82). Emmanuel, mad at 

Miqueut, returns to his office, "II saisit son saxophone et emit un si 

bemol grave d'une intensite sonore de neuf cents decibels. Et puis, il 

s'arreta, avec l'impression que son poumon gauche prenait la forme du 

nombre 373. II se trompa d'une unite" (p. 106). We must remember 

this passage in the context of Vian's doctor's advice to stop playing the 

trumpet to ease up the strain on his heart. 

Contrary to Trouble, there is very little violence, killings and 

sadism in Vercoquin. When someone gets killed, we are given a good 

reason for it, unlike some of the instances in Trouble. After the first 

party, when Antioche kills every fourth guest with a machine gun as they 

are leaving, it is because they made such a mess of the Major's house, 

stole many records and most components of the record player. At the 

second party, the young people are pushed quite far by the constraints 



of their elders before there is massive retaliation. A few of the older 

men get killed and are thrown in a garbage can. Some clean fun is had 

with the older women: "S'emparant des rombi&res, ils les emmenaient 

a la cuisine,, et, les retournant cul par-dessus tete, saupoudraient de 

poivre de Cayenne leurs replis barbus, au grand dam des araignees" 

(p. 165). After their victory, the zazous do not indulge in anything 

approaching the killings and violence in Trouble: "Les prisonniers, 

passes a la tondeuse, furent precipites dans l'escalier, la figure enduit 

de cirage noir. Les femelles fuyaient a toutes jambes, cherchant un 

seau d'eau froide oil s'asseoir" (p. 165). When the building blows up 

at the end of the book, it is because the gas had been left on, there was 

a fight, and "il y eut un coup de poing sur un oeil, une chandelle . . . un 

eclair formidable ... et I'immeuble sauta ... " (p. 187). Applied 

linguistics can be dangerous indeed. 

We find a change in attitude toward sex in Vercoquin. The suc

cinct, condemning and mock moralizing tone of Trouble is no longer 

present. Rather, sex is treated in a generally humorous fashion, as a 

necessary adjunct to the "surprise-party, " essential to everyone's 

enjoyment. Only the Major shows some bashfulness and reserve when 

he is first alone with Zizanie, and that takes place after Antioche has 

made love to her to make sure that she is suited for his friend. The 

girls are usually viewed as an impersonal sex object which one brings 

along: "... les jeunes gens, qui etaient munis de complets tr&s longs 



et de compagnes tr&s blondes" (p. 17). The following advice is given 

with respect to girls: "Ne cherchez pas §. faire de 1'esprit. Elles ne 

comprennent jamais. Celles qui comprennent sont deja mariees" (p. 

25). There is extensive fornication at the "surprise-party" but Arnaud 

tells us that almost all of this is made up as the real parties that Vian 

often attended were relatively staid affairs. Perhaps closer to reality, 

albeit exaggerated and distorted were the many humorous difficulties the 

young men had when they tried to dissimulate their erections as well as 

their apprehensions that their garments would not hold up to the strain; 

"... il relacha rapidement son etreinte . . . [car il avait] . . . l'impres-

sion tr&s nette que son slip ne tiendrait pas le coup" (p. 23). "II 

l'enlaca assez etroitement pour dissimuler, au moyen de la jupe 

ecossaise plissee de la blonde enfant, la partie de son profil comprise 

entre la ceinture et les genoux" (p. 39). When Jacqueline kisses 

Antioche: "On entendit un craquement sinistre et Antioche introduisit 

successivement la main droite dans chacune des jambes de son panta-

lon pour en retirer les deux moities d'un slip atrocement dechiquete" 

(p. 60). As Fromental grabs Zizanie, "... [sa] passion, apparente 

sous l 'etoffe leg&re d'un pantalon d'et£, deculpait l 'energie si elle 

entravait quelque peu l'aisance naturelle de ses mouvements" (p. 133). 

Looking at a girl, "Son nez fremissait et sa braguette devenait 

enveloppante" (p. 174). 
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In an enlightened moment, Vian describes a couple fornicating 

as: "... les deux amateurs de physiologie. D'ailleurs ils ne faisaient 

rien de mal. A cet age, il est bon de se reseigner soi-meme sur les 

probl&mes naturels" (p. 45). However we still find Vian's preoccupa

tion with venereal disease, as mentioned in the chapter on Trouble. 

When the Major is worried, he says: "Ce qui me ronge le tre-

pon&me ... " (p. 83). We see this preoccupation in the Major's long 

poem, reminiscent of Baudelaire, where a poet dies a horrible death, 

vividly described, after he had contracted syphillis. 

There is less mention of non-normal sex in Vercoquin than in 

Trouble. Males no longer masturbate, but we have "... la rousse qui 

avait arrache un poireau et s'exerqait a la brimade macedonienne" 

(p. 59). Homosexuality is seldom mentioned. There is only one 

instance where it is underlined. Two homosexual policemen come to 

the party to complain about the noise. They are paired off with two 

"zazous" of the same tendencies. "Ils disparurent dans un placard 5. 

balais ... . Les manches balais sont utiles en cas de panne 

d 'allumage et l'encaustique constitue un bon produit de remplacement" 

(p. 183). There is only one rape scene in the novel; "... la cusinifere 

Berthe Planche, enfermee dans un placard, scandait la ronde sauvage. 

Comme elle se mettait a contre-temps, ils la liber&rent et la viol&rent, 

tons les cinq, deux par deux. Puis la remirent dans le placard, mais 

cette fois, sur la planche du bas" (p. 172). There is one fairly explicit 
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sex scene with an animal: "Le mackintosh, & cheval sur Jacqueline, 

evanouie, poussait de petits cris de plaisir" (p. 62). During the last 

party we find a fully dressed man in a bathtub of cold water with a dog. 

Subsequently the dog has difficulties in walking, but what had happened 

is left to our imagination. 

We find fewer strange animals in Vercoquin than were present 

in Trouble. With one notable exception, all the animals are quite 

ordinary in name but they sometimes have unusual characteristics or 

are found in unusual places. In the Major's park we have some wild 

rabbits looking for worms. These rabbits have tails "... produisant 

ce crissement caracteristique dont les explorateurs se sont plu 

reconnaitre la parfaite innocuite" (pp. 15-16). At the C.N.U. we find 

a little boy who is compared to " . . . un onagre dans la pampa canadien-

ne" (p. 79). Emmanuel keeps a giraffe in his office for no apparent 

reason than for the fertilizer it produces. The most unusual animal in 

Vercoquin is a tame "mackintosh. "" We are made to believe that in some 

sort of strange way he corresponds to the "rhizostomus" in Trouble. 

The "mackintosh" makes some brief appearances in the first section of 

the novel, revealing a few characteristics each time. Thus we find out 

that he is melancholic, misses his native hills where the "bagpiper" 

grows, makes a sound like "Pssh" or "Psssh! ", drips stinking drops 

when the Major strokes him between the legs, can jump twelve feet 

high, has sex with Jacqueline and folds his tail in eight unequal parts. 



He seems to understand humans, as when Antioche tells the Major that 

the latter had made a stupid promise, "Le mackintosh, apparemment, 

de cet avis secoua la tete d'un air degoute en esquissant un 'Psssh! 1 

meprisant" (p. 83). At the end of the novel, when Antioche has had all 

his hair burned off, we find him "... lisse comme une peau de mack-

intoch ... " (p. 188). 

Clothes hold about the same importance in this novel as they did 

in Trouble. We have descriptions of some of the girls' outfits, but 

much more succintly than the men's clothes. "... une robe de tru-

tru levantine decoree de grosses fleurs jaune petrole" (p. 121). There 

is a qualification before the only extensive description of a girl's 

clothes: "Sa tenue moins excentrique que celle de son compagnon, 

passait presque inaperque : chemisier rouge vif, bas de soie tete de 

n&gre, souliers plat de cuir de pore jaune clair ... " (p. 46). What 

really matters in girls' clothes is ease of access so that one can 

"... insinuer sa main dans l'entrebaillement lateral de la jupe de sa 

partenaire, fille intelligente et habillee intelligemment" (p. 26). Some 

of the descriptions of men's clothes are also brief at times: "complet 

pied de poule" (p. 52) and later "complet pied de poule au riz" (p. 82). 

The best dressed male at the party "portait une tignasse frisee et un 

complet bleu ciel dont la veste lui tombait aux mollets. Trois fentes par 

derrifere, sept soufflets, deux martingales superposees et un seul 

bouton pour la fermer ... " (p. 46). The Major is dressed in a 
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traditional Arab costume: "pipe en os, levite en tussor, turban com-

presseur et sandales de mouton brut de fonderie" (pp. 111-112). 

There was very little mention of food in Trouble. In Vercoquin 

we begin to have a premonition of one of the important topics in 

L'Ecume des Jours. For the party at the Major's house there are 

"... deux tables surchargees de friandises : pyramides de gateaux, 

cylindres de phonographes, cubes de glace, triangles de franc-maQons, 

carres magiques, hautes spheres politiques, cones, riz etc ... " (p. 

14). Here we wish to draw attention to how Vian gradually introduces 

the "unreal" element. The "triangles de franc-masons" comes after a 

series of shapes, quite acceptable in context if one can think of 

"cylindres de phonographes" as a "friandise. " A very "real" "pyra

mides de gateaux" leads the list, then after a somewhat dubious second 

item, relatively easy to accept, we go back to a perfectly legitimate 

"cubes de glace" before going on to a completely irrelevant and dis

torted item. In the same spirit, the procedure is followed in the list of 

things to drink; "Des bouteilles de nansouk tunisien voisinaient avec des 

flacons de toque, du gin Fun&bre Fils (du Treport), du whiskey 

Lapupace, du vin Ordener, du Vermouth de Thuringe ... " (p. 14). 

Vian shows an unusually good sense of timing in the introduction of 

fantasy but he does not follow it up in this novel. More often than not, 

food or drink is mentioned in humorous contexts. When Zizanie asks 
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for a drink, Antioche asks: "Du vitriol ou du cyanure?" (p. 22). She 

likes snails "Avec du vin blanc dans les narines" (p. 23). 

Dance is another topic used in Vercoquin which was not men

tioned in Trouble. There are several descriptions of wild dances but 

we will quote only one: 

De temps en temps, il se laissait tomber en arri&re, en 
tournant et en vrille, si l'on peut dire, sur les talons, le corps 
incline a soixante-quinze degres sur l'horizontale. II se rat-
trapait au moment de choir, par une sorte dc miracle, en 
changeant brusquement de direction avec la pointe de ses 
souliers immuablement dirigee vers le ciel et sa cavaliSre 
maintenue en respect a une distance respectueuse. II n'allait 
presque jamais en avant, mais tirait sa danseuse comme un 
petit bee de gaz de secours pour auquel se raccrocher. II ne 
se passait pas de seconde qu'il n'etendit au sol, knock-out, un 
couple imprudent et au bout de dix minutes, le centre de la 
salle lui appartenait sans conteste (p. 42). 

If the above dance seems wild, at the last party we have the couples 

dancing and playing "... la sauterelle, au canard, a la giraffe, §. la 

punaise, & la gerboise . . . lachant des jurons anglais, americains, 

n&gres, hottentots, hot-ce-matin, bulgares, patagons, terrafuegiens, 

et kohetera" (p. 181).^ 

The use of humor in Vercoquin is generally analogous to what 

we found in Trouble. We have already seen the use of humor in prac

tically all the examples quoted above. Without humor, the story of 

6. Distortions of dances exist in some of Vian's poems and 
songs, notably the "Valse Dingue. " Boris Vian, Textes et Chansons 
(Paris: Julliard, 1966), pp. 129-130. 
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bureaucratic frustrations and parties would make dull reading indeed. 

In Vercoquin we no longer have the pseudo-learned references and the 

distortions of history that we found in Trouble. We have seen Vian's 

humorous use of "un pepin d'heristal" (p. 39) and there is mention of a 

"tapis merovingien" (p. 169) but little else historical. There is some 

use of geography in descriptions, such as "une tarlatatane de 1'ile 

Maurice" (p. 46), "des pernamboucles du Gabon" (p. 163), "une armoire 

lapone" (p. 179) and two passing references to hindustani (pp. 146 and 

153), but by and large it is only in the titles of jazz compositions that 

we move out of the unities of time and place. As could be expected, the 

best imaginative humor is incorporated in some of the comparisons. 

During their weekly meeting, Miqueut looks at his subordinates with 

"l'oeil d'une taupe ayant fait la noce" (p. 67); old projects of Nothons 

are cancelled with "... une sequelle de signes comparables a l'elucu-

bration d'un hymenoptfere analphabfete et dipsomane" (p. 74); Miqueut, 

talking on the phone, "... se mit a glousser comme une poule her

maphrodite qui aurait echange trois os de seiche contre un couffin de 

dattes" (p. 90). Vian's descriptions also show the same combination of 

wit and imagination; an inexperienced adversary has "encore du 

placenta plein les narines" (p. 53); office furnishings include "... seize 

classeurs de chene sodomise passes au vernis bureaucratique, qui tire 

sur le caca d'oie ..." (p. 65); while dancing closely "Les pubis se 

frottaient vigoureusement, afin, sans doute, d'user ces projections 



pileuses, genantes pour se gratter et susceptibles de retenir des 

parcelles d1 aliments, ce qui est sale" (pp. 174-175). 

If we disregard humor as the overall theme of Vercoquin, we 

are left with the dual subjects of the Consortium National de l'Unifica-

tion and the "surprise-party. " The two topics are cleverly tied 

together near the beginning of the first section where a chapter is 

devoted to the various techniques to use in order to dispose of a pretty 

girl's escort at a party, all in outline form, following the bureaucratic 

style. Some of the advice is followed with excellent results by the 

Major to get rid of Vercoquin. Fortunately Antioche is also familiar 

with the advice so that when someone else tries to pull a trick on him, 

he knows how to counterattack. The C.N.U. and the parties are again 

tied together at the end of the novel when Miqueut, locked in a room at 

the party and smelling gas, starts to prepare a "Nothon" on his predi

cament. Aside from somewhat farfetched descriptions of what goes on 

at a "surprise-party, " the lack of character of most of the participants 

precludes further analysis. A description of the party goers at the very 

beginning of the novel gives us a good idea of what the young people are 

like; "... [ils] joignaient & un manque total de personnalite une liberte 

d'allures ..." (p. 17). 

Much can be said of the C.N.U. whose character is incorporated 

in the unsympathetic personality of Zizanie's uncle, Miqueut. We are 

introduced to this busy man during the first party when Antioche asks 
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"Oft cr&che ce vertebre?" and the Major answers: "Dans son bureau, 

au milieu des precieux documents reunis par ses soins et qui concer-

nent toutes les activites ininteressantes de l'industrie humaine" (p. 58). 

The essential activity of the C.N.U. is to standardize various useful 

items such as "des roudoudous metaLliques, " "des passoires a nougat" 

and, as we have seen earlier, the "surprise-party. " Vian, at the 

A.F.N.O.R., was also working at projects of standardization, but as 

Claude Leon tells us (quoted by Duchateau, p. 43) Vian "se plaignait 

d'avoir & normalizer des erreurs. " Further (p. 49), Duchateau tells 

us of Vian working on standardizing light bulbs and their sockets, 

using the method "entre" or "n'entre pas. " We find a very useful appli

cation of this method when at a party Antioche sees four legs on a pile 

of coats: "C'etaient deux qui etaient la-haut a verifier leur difference 

sp£cifique par la methode des calibres 'entre1 et 'n'entre pas, ' comme 

le recommande le Bureau de Normalisation de la Mecanique" (p. 45). 

We find further evidence of Vian's frustration when we see that "II 

arrivait souvent en effet au Directeur, emporte par le delire du tribun, 

d'^mettre des idees si raisonnables que la Commission rejetait pure-

ment et simplement les projets de Nothons presentes" (p. 139). 

Hequin, the government delegate, has the function "... h retarder le 

plus possible 1'aboutissement des Nothons" (p. 66). Miqueut, with his 

"discretion de gorille" (p. 95) has to hold back the zeal of his subor

dinates by emphasizing trivia and holding interminable meetings 



discussing such things as comas and semi-colons. Miqueut is des

cribed as having "un facies de cornichon grisonnant matine de chinois" 

(p. 79). He is so taken up with trivia that when Troude and his sacs of 

girafe fertilizer fall through several floors, he only reproaches Troude 

for having lost shirt and tie, necessary for office decorum. After 

warning his subordinates not to use the telephone too long, we find 

Miqueut receiving a three month long call. During this call the Germans 

invade France, Antioche and the Major defend a bar which is never 

attacked and they receive their "Croix de guerre. " Miqueut is still on 

the phone, oblivious to everything. The names of some of the organi

zations dealing with the C.N.U. gives us a good idea of the work 

involved. We find the "Commission des Emballages Perdus" (p. 185), 

several "Khomites de Desorghanisation" (p. 98), the "Syndicat des 

Confituriers sans Tickets" (p. 139) and "I'Union Francjaise des Adoucis-

seurs de pente, concernant les rondelettes de camemberts" (p. 94). 

Perhaps in a premonition of the recent controversies of "franglais" we 

have "des commissions speciales de terminologie" (p. 108) because 

"... au cours de nos travaux, de rencontrer des termes impropres, 

ou susceptibles de preter k confusion et de donner lieu a des interpre

tations differentes suivant le cas" (p. 109). Even in this early novel 

Vian shows rational linguistic awareness. 

At the end of Vercoquin we find a situation analogous to the con

clusion of Trouble. Instead of searching for the "barbarin, " Antioche 



and the Major have been pursuing Zizanie. In Trouble, the Major 

throws the "barbarin" into the sea after all the difficulties involved in 

obtaining it while in Vercoquin, Zizanie is killed when the house blows 

up, after all the trouble the Major and his friend went through so that 

the marriage could take place. Rather than the somewhat cryptic end

ing of Trouble where the eye of God still sees the friends as they disap

pear around a curve we have a Rabelasian ending of Vercoquin as the 

Major says "Au fond . . . je me demande si je suis bien fait pour le 

mariage ..." and Antioche answers: "Je me le demande ... " (p. 188). 

Although Vercoquin is an easier book to follow than Trouble, it 

is basically quite similar. Various stylistic devices, themes and 

humor are used in both novels as ends in themselves without being 

followed up into anything more substantial. We shall now see how in 

L'Ecume des Jours Vian uses the above mentioned items to construct a 

novel of significance. 

However, Vercoquin can be considered as a novel of transition 

between Vian's early works, written mainly to amuse himself and a few 

friends, and his writings of substance. This novel has shown us the 

beginnings of the author's frustrations and his attempts to resolve them 

through the distortions of his imagination and language. In the next 

novel we shall consider, L'Ecume des Jours, we shall see a convincing 

development of themes, supported by and integrated with verbal 



distortions. The author's imagination and language are combined to 

produce a distorted atmosphere in a novel of significance. 



CHAPTER 4 

L'ECUME PES JOURS 

L'Ecume des Jours, * Vian's third published novel, was written 

from March to May 1946. In February of that year he resigned from 

his work at the A.F.N.O.R. He had been badly paid and the relations 

with his director had become bitter. Thanks to his friend Claude Leon, 

who was also playing in Claude Abadie's amateur jazz band, Vian was 

hired at the Office du Papier, Branche Production—Distribution. The 

director of this office was trying to gain more importance by having 

another engineer work under him, along with Leon. In a certain way, 

the job was ideal for Vian: he was with a good friend and "il n'y avait 

strictement rien & foutre" (Arnaud, p. 88). It was mostly while he was 

at his office that Vian wrote L'Ecume as well as L'Autome h. Pekin. 

Claude Leon was an ideal office mate for the young novelist: "lis 

preferaient jouer avec les mots techniques en toute gratuite. Leur 

signification importait peu, mais la virginite de ce vocabulaire, les 

sonorites neuves, barbares de certains termes, les seduisaient" 

(Arnaud, p. 89). There were other changes in Vian's life. He was 

1. Boris Vian, L'Ecume des Jours (Paris; Union Generale 
d'Editions, Serie 10/18, 1963). Hereafter referred to as L'Ecume. All 
unspecified page numbers in this chapter refer to this work. 
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more involved in jazz, often playing for the American troops. At the 

beginning of 1945 Vian met Sartre and Simone de Beauvoir on a social 

basis. An almost ideal employment with sufficient time to write, a 

stimulating office mate, a settled family life, initiation into intellectual 

circles: these factors combined with a sense of frustration which Vian 

felt toward the "establishment" to create the tension leading to the com

position of L'Ecume. L'Ecume was nominated for the "Prix de la 

Pl^iade. " When Vian lost, there was some bitterness which we shall 

see in the next novel, L'Autome a Pekin. 

Before attempting an analysis of the novel, we have to establish 

Vian's relations with Sartre who appears in L'Ecume under the dis

torted name of Jean-Sol Partre. At this time the two men were quite 

friendly toward each other. This will not be the case in later years. 

Talking about Sartre, Vian, quoted by Arnaud, tells us; "lis ne lui ont 

jamais reproche d'aimer le ciel bleu. Or Sartre en parle quelques fois 

aussi. . . . Sartre n'aime pas la merde, et s'en debarasse en l'exorci-

sant. Une methode d'exorcisme classique est la composition litteraire: 

tout le monde se crfeve & vous le repeter" (Arnaud, p. 2 62). In an 

interview, Vian referred to Sartre as "un esprit superieurement 

/ 2 organise. Le plus gentil des gens que je connais au monde. " It is at 

this time that Vian begins his collaboration with Les Temps Modernes. 

2. Gilbert Ganne, Interviews Impubliables (Paris: Plon, 1965), 
p. 81. 



This association is probably due to Vian's personal relations with 

Sartre and Simone de Beauvoir as well as the journal's initial emphasis 

on literature. Vian's short story, "Les Fourmis" was published in Les 

Temps Modernes (n. 9, June 1946) and several chapters from L'Ecume 

were incorporated in the October 1946 issue (no. 13). He wrote a 

series of "Chroniques du Menteur" published in no. 9 (June 1946), no. 

10 (July 1946), no. 13 (October 1946), no. 21 (June 1947) and no. 26 

(November 1947). Although quite different from the tone of the rest of 

the journal, it was accepted for a while by the editorial board. Les 

Temps Modernes also published the first short story from Les 

Foumis and an important segment from L'Ecume. But before we 

associate Vian too closely with the existentialist movement, let us 

remember a note added to the article, "Sartre et la Merde": "Je ne 

suis pas existentialiste. En effet, pour un existentialiste, 1'existence 

pr£c£de I'essence. Pour moi, il n'y a pas d'essence" (Arnaud, p. 263). 

In a postscript to Les Morts Ont Tous la Meme Peau, Vian asks his 

critics "quand admetterez vous qu'on puisse ecrire aux Temps 

3 
Modernes et ne pas etre existentialiste?" Duchateau tells us (p. 69) 

that Vian had considered basing the character of the writer in L'Ecume 

on either Queneau or Mac Orlan, but decided on Sartre, turned into 

Partre, because he was known by a much wider public and had already 

3. Vernon Sullivan [Boris Vian], Les Morts Ont Tous la Meme 
Peau, translated by Boris Vian (Paris: Les Editions du Scorpion, n.d.), 
p. 188. 
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been subjected to all types of interpretations, distortions and criti

cisms. France-Dimanche, quoted by Arnaud (p. 253) tells us that Vian 

had proposed odoriferous covers for Les Temps Modernes: "pain 

brule, vomi, Catleya de Renoir, chien mouille, entre-cuisse-de-

nymphe, aisselles aprfes I'orage et un tirage special au rouleau hygieni-

que numerote pour lire aux cabinets. " It is in this same spirit that 

Vian proposed a public subscription to erect a statue of Sartre "... 

sous les traits d'un gracieux adolescent ..." (Arnaud, p. 307). What 

Vian was playing with in his novel was not Sartre the man, but an 

already very distorted public image of the philosopher. 

The philosophy of existentialism was also deformed at this time 

by repeated oversimplifications, misinterpretations and journalists' 

attempts to turn it into an ethic justifying the dissolute life style of the 

"zazous. " Vian wrote that some people go so far as to refer to bebop 

4 
as "jazz existentialiste. " In his play "Le Chasseur Franqais, " Vian 

invents a talking horse who is to go on television to talk about his 

"th&se sur les rapports du moi et du non-moi chez les equins. "5 

In L'Ecume Vian used many of the techniques and themes from 

Trouble and Vercoquin but this time he tied together all these disparate 

elements to create a very special atmosphere. As he said in the 

4. Vian, Chronique de Jazz, ed. Lucien Malson (Paris: La 
Jeune Parque, 1967), p. 129. 

5. Boris Vian, Theatre Inedit (Paris: Christian Bourgois 
1970), p. 361. 
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introduction, the story essentially takes place in " . .. une projection 

de la realite, en atmosphere biaise et chauffee, sur un plan de reference 

irreguliferement ondul&e et presentant de la distortion" (p. 5). He com

bines new themes, such as religion, love and cooking with a different 

sort of emphasis placed on previously used themes such as work and 

plants. These themes, along with his linguistic devices, all blend to 

build his particular atmosphere where his unique logic is given free rein. 

The 10/18 edition of L'Ecume has 174 pages divided into 68 

untitled chapters. There is no division into sections as we have seen 

in Vercoquin nor titled chapters as in Trouble. Perhaps Vian did not 

want to interrupt the flow of the story with section breaks even though 

some logical divisions are apparent. In the first third of the novel, up 

to Colin and Chlod's honeymoon, almost everything goes well for the 

protagonists. Although there are a few hints of tragedy in the air, they 

could almost be disregarded. In the second third of L'Ecume, the 

situation becomes critical with Chloe's sickness but there remains a 

little hope. In the last section almost everything is bleak and even the 

remaining humor becomes black. 

Of all of Vian's novels, L'Ecume has the most connected plot. 

Rather than separating our analysis into stylistic and thematic elements, 

we shall analyze this novel chronologically to show how linguistic tech

niques arid subject matter unfold concurrently with the plot. We believe 

that because of the plot's importance in this novel, by placing Vian's 
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various distortions in the context of the unfolding situation, a better 

appreciation will result. It is in this novel that Vian best followed his 

own advice about good linear novels: "une histoire dont le fil vous 

prend et que l'on suit d'un bout a 1'autre travers le paysage, le style 

0 
de l'auteur. " In his Chroniques de Jazz (p. 267), Vian reminds us 

that "la technique n'est pas un obstacle a 1'inspiration. " 

L'Ecume opens in Colin1 s opulent apartment. He has just taken 

a bath and he is combing his hair; "Son peigne d'ambre divisa la 

masse soyeuse en long filets orange pareils aux sillons que le gai 

laboureur trace I'aide d'une fourchette dans la confiture d'abricots" 

(p. 7). We already see here techniques from the previous novels: the 

use of humor, unusual comparisons, "illogical" rapprochement and 

color. When Colin is looking in the mirror he sees some blackheads 

around his nose but "En se voyant si laids dans le mirroir grossissant, 

ils rentr&rent prestement sous la peau" (p. 7). Perhaps the pimples 

are attempting to conform to Vian's ideal world, as sketched in the 

introduction, where "II y a seulement deux choses : c'est 1'amour de 

toutes les facons, avec des jolies filles, et la musique de la Nouvelle-

Orleans ou de Duke Ellington. Le reste devrait disparaatre, car le 

reste est laid" (p. 5). Vian attempts to create this very ideal atmos

phere at the beginning of the novel but men, nature and unexplainable 

happenings will conspire to doom the young protagonists. Colin is not 

6. Boris Vian, En Avant la Zizique (Paris: La Jeune Parque, 
1966), p. 52. 
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the ideal tragic hero. We sympathize v/ith him because we feel that his 

misfortunes are quite unjust as he has no fatal flaws in his character. 

All he wanted was a little happiness. "Le nom de Colin lui convenait a 

peu pr&s. II parlait doucement aux filles et joyeusement aux gar90ns. 

II etait presque toujours de bonne humeur, et le reste du temps il 

dormait" (p. 7). 

Colin's apartment is the physical focal point of the novel. Many 

of the events take place here and when events occur elsewhere we 

always return to the apartment. Many of the objects in the apartment 

as well as the apartment itself will change in the course of the novel. 

We will now take a close look at this apartment at the beginning so as 

to be better able to assess the changes therein as the situation turns 

into tragedy later in the novel. When Colin finishes his bath, he makes 

a hole in the bathtub and the water runs into a hole located just above 

the desk of the tenant on the floor below. But the tenant had changed 

the place of his desk and now the water falls on the pantry. This frag

ment of humor is not followed up in most of the descriptions. Nor are 

we given elaborate descriptions such as in the novels of Balzac. Rather, 

we have one or two sentences or a short paragraph interspersed in the 

narrative. In these descriptions Vian practices some distortions of 

reality to make the physical environment conform to his particular 

logic. Sunlight and its entry is a good example of this. Colin likes 

light and the passage way to the kitchen is glassed on both sides with a 



separate sun shining on each side. The suns' rays bounce off the care

fully polished faucets and "Les souris de la cuisine aimaient danser au 

sons des chocs des rayons de soleil sur les robinets, et couraient 

apr&s les petites boules que formaient les rayons en achevant de se 

pulveriser sur le sol, comme des jets de mercure jaune" (p. 9). When 

Colin's lighter needs a refill he puts in some small drops of sun. In 

Vian's novels the sun and its light will always present a positive ele

ment in spite of some distortions. The author, often obliged to remain 

indoors, confers on sunshine the symbolic value of an ideal. Lack of 

sunshine always produces a depressing atmosphere. In the dining room 

mirrors without backing let in the smells of spring. The centerpiece 

on the table has a " ... bocal de formol a l'interieur duquel deux 

embryons de poulet semblaient mimer le Spectre de la Rose, dans la 

choreographie de Nijinsky" (p. 11). Stainless steel eating utensils 

each have a stuffed ladybird embedded between two sheets of plexiglass, 

to bring luck. We also have strips or thongs of mimosas: " ... un 

jardinier de ses amis l'obtenait par croisement du mimosa en boules 

avec le ruban de reglisse noir que l'on trouve chez les merciers en 

sortant de classe" (p. 11). Arriving at the apartment, Chick rings and 

the doorbell detaches itself from the wall to inform Colin. 

We have a description of the elaborate cooking facilities in the 

kitchen. The cook, Nicolas, makes wonderfully complicated dishes, 

following the Livre de Cuisine by Gouffe. Arnaud (p. 295) tells us that 



Vian very much appreciated Gouffe: "Les recettes sont scientifiques. 

Le 'Gouffe' flattait chez Boris l'ingenieur epris de calculs rigoureux. " 

With a bait consisting of pineapple flavored American toothpaste, 

Nicolas captures an eel which had been sticking his head out of the cold 

water tap. The eel is prepared with an elaborate recipe found on page 

638 of Gouffe. The only problem is that the recipe calls for a "pointe 

d'ail" but Colin's grindstone is worn down and unable to "sharpen" the 

garlic (literal interpretation of words). In this same vein, Gouffe's 

advice includes the preparation of some "pattes de homard emincees et 

revenues a toute bride" (p. 23) and to grease "un moule . . . pour qu'il 

ne rouille pas" (p. 23). A turkey is prepared with "une sauce a la 

cr&me de mangue et au geni&vre, cousue dans des paupiettes de veau 

tisse" (p. 15). We shall see later what happens to the kitchen and the 

elaborately prepared food when the story turns tragic later in the novel. 

Colin likes music, as one would assume from the previous 

novels and from Vian's biography. Colin's apartment is on Avenue 

Louis Armstrong. Colin built a "pianocktail" which makes drinks 

according to the tune played on the piano. Each note corresponds to an 

alcohol, a liqueur or an aromatic. The pedals of the piano correspond 

egg whites and ice. If a trill is hit, selzer water is added. The 

quantities always correspond to the length of the notes. The only prob

lem is when a piece of hot jazz is played some scrambled eggs fall in 
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cocktail. Music and the pinocktail will also play a role in the degen

erating atmosphere of Colin1 s apartment. 

The theme of work will greatly contribute to the tragic atmos

phere toward the end of the novel. However in the opening we only see 

that Colin has enough money to live comfortably without working for 

others. His friend Chick, who is an engineer, does not earn enough to 

keep himself on the same level as the workers he is directing. And it 

is difficult to give orders to people better dressed and fed than one's 

self. 

Philosophy in general and existentialism in particular, or rather 

the superficial understanding thereof, does not fare well in L'Ecume. 

Speaking to Colin about his sister, Nicolas says: "Elle a fait des 

etudes de philosophic. Ce ne sont pas des choses dont on aime se van-

ter dans une famille fifere de ses traditions" (p. 12). Chick meets 

Alise, Nicolas' niece, at one of Jean-Sol Parte's lectures. His "exis

tentialist" experience with her ends when they find themselves in bed. 

It will be Chick's overwhelming passion for Partre and his works that 

will lead to his downfall and contribute to the tragic atmosphere at the 

end of the novel. 

The first two chapters of L'Ecume give us a slightly abnormal 

but very delightful atmosphere. We find many of the stylistic devices 

of the previous novels but seldom as ends in themselves. Although 

humor is inherent in Nicolas's attempt to establish Chick's "ordre 



spatial de ses gouts et de ses degouts" (p. 10), it does more to prepare 

us for what will be coming on existentialism, especially the distortions 

of the title of Sartre's novel La Nausee. Some of the previous themes 

such as clothing are used to a much lesser extent, then almost dis

carded. After his bath, Colin puts on his sandals of flying-fox leather 

and his "pantalon de velours a cotes vert d'eau tres profonde" (p. 8), 

but we will seldom have other descriptions of clothing, especially the 

elaborate costumes we saw in Vercoquin. 

Coming out of the subway station, Colin walks to meet Chick 

and Alise at the ice skating rink. To get his bearings, "II prit la 

direction du vent avec un mouchoir de soie jaune et la couleur du 

mouchoir, emport^e par le vent, se deposa sur un batiment, de forme 

irreguli&re, qui prit ainsi 1'allure de la patinoire Molitor" (p. 16). As 

he goes into the building, Colin winks at the ticket-taker with one of the 

two holes already punched in his card. Colin puts his card back in his 

"portecuir en feuilles de Russie" (p. 16), reversing an accepted word 

combination. To the employee who opens his locker, Colin gives a 

"pourboire qui lui servait pour manger car il avait l 'air d'un menteur, 

et l'abandonna dans cet in-pace [impasse]" (p. 16). We see from these 

examples at the beginning of the section on ice-skating many of the 

devices from Vian's previous novels. They are used here to distort 

reality somewhat further and to prepare us for this first segment on the 

Molitor. It is a violent place and the ice-skating rink will be used 



again effectively later in the novel to contribute to an atmosphere of 

impending doom. 

While Colin is preparing himself to skate he hears the "rumeur 

ovale" from the rink. The sound of the skaters resembles "le bruit des 

pas d'un regiment dans de la boue giclant sur du pave" (p. 17). We see 

more of Vian's logic when Colin, seeing the bad state of his soles, 

fixes his shoes with some concentrated fertilizer to make the leather 

grow. In the same vein, "une patineuse, a la fin d'un magnifique grand 

aigle, venait de laisser tomber un gros oeuf . a , " (p, 17). The front 

of Colin's skates are split in two so that he can change directions more 

easily. 

Violence is handled almost casually at the ice skating rink, with 

some humor and historical distortion mixed in, but it is not sadistic as 

in Trouble. As Colin steps on the rink, he causes a huge pile-up as he 

starts skating the wrong way. He is pulled out of a mass of skaters by 

Chick, but the rest of the people are left to the "varlets-nettoyeurs, qui, 

desesperant de retrouver, dans la montagne des victimes, autre chose 

que des lambeaux sans interet d'individualites dissocies, s'etaient 

munis de leur raclettes pour eliminer le total des allonges, et foncjaient 

vers le trou h. raclures en chantant l'hymne de Molitor, compose en 

1709 par Vaillant-Couturier" (p. 18). Chick, Alise and Colin say a 

quick prayer and start skating again. A little while later a speedy 

skater slams into a wall "et restait coll£ la, comme une meduse de 



papier mac he ecartelee par un enfant cruel" (p. 20). A cross of ice is 

planted at the site of the accident and religious records are played 

while the cross melts. 

Colin is ready to fall in love with any pretty girl. Although the 

girls in L'Ecume have a little more personality than those in Vercoquin, 

they are still generally considered as objects., as much desired toys. 

A notable exception will be Alise at the end of the novel, but at the 

beginning Colin would like to get his hands on any pretty young thing. 

At the rink he carefully looks at Alise1 s clothes and ascertains that 

"Elle regardait au moyen d'yeux bleus ouverts et son volume etait 

limits par une peau fraiche et dor£e" (p. 18). Close consideration also 

reveals that she has "un buste si bien dessine que l'on eut dit une 

photographie" (p. 19). Pretty girls are interchangeable at this stage. 

When Colin sees Isis, she is dressed exactly the same way as Alise. 

At a party at Isis's house, Colin will again notice Isis's dress and a 

couple of minutes later he will see another girl wearing exactly the 

same thing. Back at his apartment, Colin conjugates "Je voudrais etre 

amoureux. " When he licks his finger and sticks it up in the air, it is 

like in an oven. From this Colin concludes that there is love in the air. 

He then speaks about girls to his favorite mouse, the gray one with the 

long black whiskers. In the street he starts to follow what looks like a 

good looking girl. When he looks at her however he sees that she is at 

least 59 years old and Colin starts to cry: "Qa le soulagait beaucoup et 



les larmes gelaient avec un petit crepitement et se cassaient sur le 

granit lisse du trottoir" (p. 30). With the above preconditions, it is 

obvious that Colin will fall for the first pretty girl available. This is 

exactly what happens when he sees Chloe at the party. When he is 

introduced to her "Sa bouche lui faisait comme du gratouillis de 

geignets brules" (p. 33). He asks her if she is "arranged" by Duke 

Ellington (i.e. the song Chloe), then wants to run away, thinking he has 

said something stupid. Inside his thorax, "9a lui faisait comme une 

musique militaire allemande, ou l'on entend que la grosse caisse" (p. 34). 

When he finally dances with Chlo£, he uses anatomy to bring her closer 

by "un raccourcissement du biceps droit, transmis, du cerveau, le 

long d'une paire de nerfs craniens choisie jiidicieusement" (p. 34). 

Vian also uses scientific vocabulary in the description of the invented 

dance, the "biglemoi" whose etymology perhaps comes from the slang 

term "bigler, " meaning to squint. The principle of the dance "repose 

sur la production d'interferences par deux sources animees d'un 

mouvement oscillatoire rigoureusement synchrone" (p. 24). Although 

there are no descriptions of wild dances such as we have seen in 

Vercoquin, Nicolas' explanation of the dance is more subtle, in keeping 

with the tone of the novel. He tells Colin that when unscrupulous per

sons dance the "biglemoi" in a style similar to that of the blacks, the 

result is "un foyer mobile aux pieds, un a la tete et, malheureusement, 

un intermediaire mobile la hauteur des reins" (p. 25). Colin does not 



perform this dance with Chloe, but as he concentrates on her, "la 

majeure partie du monde se mit k compter pour du beurre" (p. 34). 

Thinking about Chloe afterwards, Colin tells Chick: "je suis a la fois 

desespere et horriblement heureux. C'est tr&s agreable d'avoir envie 

de quelque chose a ce point la" (p. 37). He would like to be somewhere 

in the grass with sunshine and Chloe. Colin is desperate because he 

does not know how to get in touch with Chlo6. But Nicolas has arranged 

for him to meet her and puts a paper with the rendezvous inscribed on 

it inside a freshly baked cake. 

The high point and the happiest moments for Colin and Chloe 

come on their only date. The atmosphere in this chapter not only rein

forces the happiness but almost creates it. We shall see later how the 

same technique applies to the tragic moments later in the novel. While 

waiting for Chloe, Colin sees the sun waiting for her as well. "Le 

soleil aussi attendait Chloe, mais lui pouvait s'amuser h. faire des 

ombres, & faire germer des graines de haricot sauvage dans les inter

stices adequats, a pousser des volets et rendre honteux un reverbkre 

allum£" (p. 39). As Colin and Chloe are walking, a little pink cloud 

comes down and envelops them. "A l'interieur, il faisait chaud et <ja 

sentait le sucre II la canelle" (p. 40). We find other techniques to rein

force the mood of the chapter. Trying to decide where he could take 

Chloe, Colin runs through the gamut of possibilities, only to reject all 

of them. He does not want to take her to tea because the atmosphere 



there is rather depressing: "les dames goinfres de quarante ans qui 

mangent sept gateaux a la cr&me en detachant le petit doigt" (p. 40). 

He can't take her to the "deputodrome" (invented word, based on 

"velodrome) because she would not like it. Or to the Saint-Louis 

hospital, because it is forbidden. Nor to the Louvre because "il y a des 

satyres derri&re les cherubins assyriens" (p. 40). When she says that 

she does not want to take tea, Colin is relieved, "ses brete'lles craqu£-

rent" and he blushingly explains that he had just stepped on a dead 

branch. Combined with the humor seen above, we are again exposed to 

Vian's particular logic. Colin and Chloe walk in an underground passage 

where "les Arrangeurs Urbains entreposaient les pigeons-de-rechange 

pour les Squares et les Monuments" (p. 42). A bare breasted woman 

in a display window has her breasts brushed upward with a silky brush, 

but the advertisement states: "Economisez vos chaussures avec 

l'Antipode du Reverend Charles" (p. 41). The seamier side of reality 

is not totally excluded, however. Colin and Chlot? see a propaganda 

window for the Assistance Publique where "un gros homme avec un 

tablier de boucher, egorgeait de petits enfants" (p. 41). Later, when 

he is with Alise and Chick, Colin finds out that they do not have enough 

money to get married. "II etait si heureux que ga lui faisait enorme-

ment de peine" (p. 44). He offers one fourth of his fortune of 100, 000 

"doublezons" to Chick so that he can marry Alise. "II etait si gentil 

qu'on voyait ses pens<Ses bleues et mauves s'agiter dans les veines de 



ses mains" (p. 46). Colin explains the reason for his generosity: "Ce 

qui m'interesse, ce n'est pas le bonheur de tous les hommes, c'est 

celui de chacun" (p. 46). 

The theme of love dominates the positive and somewhat dis

torted atmosphere in the first third of L'Ecume. We accept the 

distortions partially because of the integrated humor and partially be

cause of the somewhat unreal world in which young lovers live. Several 

other themes such as cooking and music reinforce the positive atmos

phere in this section. Most of these same themes will be used later to 

create a tragic aura. 

We have seen some descriptions of food above. Nicolas is per

petually cooking succulent and complicated dishes. There is "un 

andouillon des lies au porto musque" (p. 23), and "la queue de boeuf 

broyee et un bol de punch aux aromates avec croutons beurres 

d'anchois" (p. 27). Shortly before the marriage, Nicolas prepares 

"deux figurines de foie-gras sculpte qui representaient Colin en 

jaquette, et Chloe en robe de mariee" (p. 47). 

The weather at the beginning of the novel is quite cold. People 

hide their chins where they can; "leur col de pardessus, leur foulard 

. . . meme . . . une cage li oiseau en fil de fer dont la po.rte & ressort lui 

appuyait sur le front" (p. 21). The cold literally keeps people at home; 

"Ceux qui reussissaient S. s'arracher sa prise y laissaient des lam-

beaux de vetements et mouraient d'angine" (p. 30). Just before the 



wedding we are given some hope that it will get warmer, perhaps to 

embark the newlyweds on a period of happiness: "Les arbres, tout 

noirs, montraient, au bout de leur bois terni, des bourgeons verts et 

gonfles" (p. 48). Spring should be just around the corner. 

During the cold weather, Colin picks a rose and blue orchid 

that the frost had forced out of the ground. In the same chapter he ob

serves that florist shops never are closed with an iron grill because no 

one tries to steal flowers. Just before going back to his apartment, 

Colin picks another orchid "orange et grise dont la corolle delicate 

flechissait, Elle brill ait de couleurs diaprees" (p. 22). On the eve of 

the wedding, Colin orders many flowers for Chloe. We do not find the 

exotic plants nor the made-up names for plants that we saw in the two 

previous novels. Here Vian's use of flowers and plants is quite differ

ent and they will figure again prominently later in L'Ecume. 

Throughout most of the first third of the novel, Chick's passion 

for the works of Jean-Sol Partre is handled in a humerous context. 

Among the works collected by Chick we find the Paradoxe sur le 

Degueulis and the "Choix Prealable avant le Haut-le-Coeur de Partre, 

sur rouleau hygienique non dentele" (p. 36). Colin's gifts to Alise and 

Chick include "un examplaire relie mi-moufette du Vomi, et, . . . une 

grosse bague en forme de nausee" (p. 45). There is a mock-serious 

description of Nicolas' "Cercle Philosophique des Gens de Maison" 

(p. 26) where they discuss "1'engagement. Un parall&le est etabli entre 
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l'engagement d'apr^s les theories de Jean-Sol Partre, l'engagement ou 

le rengagement dans les troupes coloniales, et l'engagement ou prise & 

gages des gens dits de maison par les particuliers" (p. 27). We are 

given an occasional glimpse of Chick's consuming passion for the works 

of Sartre along with a premonition that it could perhaps lead to disaster. 

However in this section Chick keeps his collector's impulses under con

trol and he can even joke about it a bit. This will drastically change 

later. 

We have already seen above some examples of the use of music. 

Before the party at Isis' apartment, when Colin wants to learn how to 

dance the "biglemoi, " Nicolas advises him to put on "un tempo d'atmos

phere, dans le style de Chloe, arrange par Duke Ellington ..." (p. 24). 

When Colin and Chick are having dinner a strange atmosphere is created 

with style and other themes integrated with the dominant motif of music. 

Nicolas brings out a cake, but the two friends want to wait before cut

ting it. "L'attente, dit Chick, est une prelude sur le mode mineur" 

(p. 38). They drink some wine, and Chick's eyes "se mirent & briller 

de feux alternatifs et rougeatres" (p. 38). Colin puts out the lights, 

leaving only a green light in front of a Scottish icon. "Dans le cristal, 

le vin luisait d'un eclat phosphorescent et incertain, qu'on eut dit emane 

d'une myriade de points lumineux de toutes les couleurs" (p. 39). The 

light from the wine stays on their lips. Colin then traces a spiral on 

the frosting of the cake, takes a holly leaf, spins the cake, and places a 
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tip of the leaf in the spiral. "Ecoute, dit-il. . . . C'^tait Chloe, dans 

1'arrangement de Duke Ellington" (p. 39). Chick can not stand the 

tension and plants the knife in the cake. 

Physical descriptions in the first third of the novel are used 

sparingly to reinforce the prevalent mood. We are made aware, how

ever, that some objects have a personality, or at least are not com

pletely inert. In the latter sections of the novel, the non-fixity of 

objects will contribute greatly to heighten the atmosphere of tension and 

tragedy. Going up to his apartment, "Colin monta l'escalier de pierre 

habilee de laine" (p. 22). When Colin and Chick stop talking for a 

moment, "Une carafe en profita pour emettre un son cristallin qui se 

repercuta sur les murs" (p. 37). As Colin dances with Chloe, he loses 

track of everything around him. However, when the music stops, 

"Colin revint a la vraie realite et s'apercjut que le plafond etait a claire-

voie, au travers de laquelle regardaient les locataires d'en dessus, 

qu'une epaisse frange d'iris d'eau cachait le bas des murs, que des gaz, 

diversement colores, s'echappaient d'ouvertures pratiquees Qa et 

la . . . " (p. 34, my italics). 

We will now consider Colin's wedding and associated events. 

This passage introduces the theme of religion and uses many of the other 

themes to create an ambiguous and at times uneasy atmosphere. After 

the wedding, Colin's life, as well as everyone's happiness, will slowly 

start to disintegrate. 



The wedding section begins with the twins, Pegase and Coriolan, 

"pederastes d'honneur. " They can be told apart by their eyebrows: 

yellow for one, green for the other. They have become homosexuals 

by necessity as well as inclination. Since they are paid so well to be 

"pederastes d'honneur" they have too much leisure time and "cette 

oisivite funeste les poussait au vice de temps a autre" (p. 49). This 

vice has to do with being with women. When Coriolan says that he finds 

Chloe so pretty that he would like to touch her breasts, his outraged 

brother throws him the worst insult he can think of: "Tu es plus vicieux 

que n'importe qui ... . Un de ces jours, tu vas te marier avec une 

femme! " (p. 50). One item in this dress retains the attention; "des 

culottes speciales, a braguettes en arri&re, difficiles a fermer tout 

seul" (p. 49). 

The church is made ready for the elaborate wedding by the 

"Religieux" the "Bedon" (bedeau) and a "Chuiche" (Suisse). The 

"Peintureurs " are to paint the altar in yellow with violet stripes because 

the "Cheveche" is to come for the benediction. There are to be 

"septante-trois" musicians and fourteen "Enfants de Foi" since it is a 

wedding for rich people. The "Chuiche" wants to take his "hallebarde 

rouge" and his "canne & pomme rouge" but he is told that the yellow 

halberd and the violet sword-stick would be more distinguished. The 

"Religieux, " the "Bedon" and the "Chuiche" climb to decorate the 

musicians' stand by "l'£troit escalier en vis d'Archim&de" (p. 51) where 



they have to stop for breath after twenty-four turns of the screw. From 

the platform, some 100 meters above the floor of the church, they can 

see the clouds enter the church. The clouds "sentent le serpolet . . . 

avec une trace d'aubifoin ..." (p. 51). When the task is finished, the 

three men parachute down graciously: "Les trois grandes fleurs 

versicolores s'ouvrirent avec un clapotement soyeux, et, sans en-

combre, ils prirent pied sur les dalles polies de la nef" (p. 52). 

Preparing herself for the wedding, Chloe talks to the mouse who 

scampers around her breast. Chloe finds Alise and Isis very pretty 

when they are naked, and wishes that they could come to the wedding 

just like that. In the meanwhile, Colin is having trouble with his tie. 

Three times it breaks in the middle while Chick is trying to tie the 

knot. When Chick tries one more time, "la cravate se referma 

brutalement, lui ecrasant l'index" (p. 54). Finally the knot is tied and 

Chick takes a bottle of pastel fixer: "Le jet de pulverin frappa la 

cravate en plein milieu du noeud. Elle eut un soubresaut rapide et 

s'immobilisa, clouee a sa place par le durcissement de la resine" (p. 

55). 

On their way to pick up the girls for the wedding, Chick sees a 

copy of Remugle of Partre, "relie de maroquin violet, aux armes de la 

Duchesse de Bovouard, [qui] scintillait, tel un precieux bijou" (p. 55). 

Right away "II commen9ait baver de convoitise. Un petit ruisseau se 



se formait entre ses pieds ... " (p. 55). Chick borrows some money 

from Colin, and after purchasing the book "Chick semblait monte sur 

dragons volants" (p. 56). 

Chloe's room is full of flowers, and their smell, mixed with the 

perfume of the girls, makes Chick behave like a bee in a hive. Driving 

to church, they are greeted by the pedestrians who think that it is the 

President of the Republic and his party. After the car goes by, the 

passers-by "repartaient dans leur direction en pensant a des choses 

brillantes et dorees" (p. 57). 

When the car pulls up at the church the "Enfants de Foi" per

form a ballet. "Le Religieux tenait la grosse caisse, le Bedon jouait 

du fifre, et le Chuiche scandait le rythme avec des maracas" (p. 57). 

There is a harsh sound from the orchestra as the conductor falls from 

the platform. The musicians hit a chord together to cover the noise but 

the church still shakes when the conductor is crushed on the flagstones. 

The "Bedon" lets in the bigots waiting outside for the ceremony. The 

wedding party also comes in and the "sous-Chiuches" break some 

crystal containers full of lustral water on their heads. Incense sticks 

are planted in the hair of the participants. These are lit and there is a 

yellow flame for the men and a violet flame for the women. The wed

ding party then climbs in small wagons on rails and go through a dark 

tunnel reminiscent of a tunnel of horrors in an amusement park. "Le 

wagonnet enfonca une porte, tourna a angle droit, et le Saint apparut 
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dans une lumi&re verte. II grimacjait horriblement ... . La seconde 

vision fut celle de la Vierge, et la troisi&me, face a Dieu qui avait un 

oeil au beuirre noir et l'air pas content" (p. 59). When they reach the 

end of the tunnel they see the large crowd, happy to be able to see such 

an elaborate ceremony. The "Chuiche" and the "Bedon" cut capers in 

their beautiful clothing. The altar is surrounded by flowers and light. 

Smells, heat and music are combined to create the atmosphere: 

Partout, de grandes lumi&res envoyaient des faisceaux de 
rayons sur des choses dorees qui les faisaient eclater dans 
tous les sens et les larges raies jaunes et violettes de 
l'eglise donnaient a la nef l'aspect de 1'abdomen d'une enorme 
guepe couchee, vue de l'interieur. . . . Les nuages . . . avaient 
une odeur de coriandre et d'herbe des montagnes. II faisait 
chaud dans l'eglise et on se sentait enveloppe d'une atmosphere 
benine et ouat£e. . . . L'ouverture et le ceremonial etaient 
ecrits sur des thfemes classiques de blues. Pour l'Engage-
ment, Colin avait demande que l'on jouat 1'arrangement de Duke 
Ellington sur un vieil air bien connu, Chloe (p. 60). 

Jesus is seen on a large black cross. The author notes that he seems 

happy at having been invited, looking at everything with interest. Colin 

smiles vaguely at Jesus but he is tired and the ceremony has cost him 

5000 "doubezons. " Chick has his fingers rapped by the "Chuiche" 

because he starts looking at his book instead of listening to the cere

mony. 

Throughout the first third of L'Ecume a great deal of humor is 

used in conjunction with the themes and stylistic devices, all used to 

build a slightly distorted environment in an atmosphere with a bit of 

fantasy. The sequence of the wedding marks the end of the happy and 
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carefree ambience. From this point the situation starts disintegrating, 

slowly at first then more rapidly as the novel draws to its tragic close. 

It is immediately after the wedding that the atmosphere begins 

to change and the mood starts to take a turn for worse. A partial 

elucidation comes from Vian's statement "on commence a avoir des 

7 
malheurs quand on a cesse de ne penser qu'a soi. " People are still 

dancing in the church where "l'on servait la glace lustrale et les 

rafraichissements pieux" (p. 61), but the "peintureurs" are already 

taking down their yellow and violet colors to put them in disgusting 

little pots. As the wedding party leaves the church, "[ils] sentirent 

l'air froid les frapper au visage en arrivant sur le perron. Cbloe se 

mit h tousser" (p. 62). The musicians, being taken away in a police 

van because of their debts, blow in their instruments, making an 

abominable noise. 

Back in Colin's apartment on the morning after the wedding, we 

have a description of their bedroom which will serve as a yardstick for 

physical changes later on. Its general form is sensibly square with a 

high ceiling. A window runs the whole length of one side of the room. 

The floor is covered with a thick, orange colored rug. The bed is on a 

platform half-way up to the ceiling. 

7. Boris Vian, En Verve, ed., Noel Arnaud (Paris: Pierre 
Horay, 1970), p. 24. 



The gray mouse with the black mustache comes to tell the 

newlyweds that Nicolas is ready to drive them on their honeymoon. As 

the mouse returns to the kitchen we have another premonition of a 

change for the worse. The mouse "s'arreta dans le couloir. Elle 

voulait voir pourquoi les soleils n'entraient pas aussi bien que 

d'habitude, et les engueuler a l'occasion" (p. 63). The lack of sunlight 

and the closing off of the windows will be a major item as Chloe's sick

ness becomes more serious. For the moment however, things are still 

going quite well for the protagonists. Humor and good food are still 

present. For breakfast, Nicolas has made "des abricots fourres aux 

dattes et aux prune aux dans un syrop onctueux et caramelise sur le 

dessus" (p. 64). Suffering from a hangover and tired from having slept 

with three girls, Nicolas makes himself a horrible concoction which he 

swallows "en faisant le bruit d'un cyclotron en pleine vitesse" (p. 64). 

The scenery on the way to an unnamed honeymoon location gives 

us our first glimpse of what the atmosphere can be like outside the 

warm, almost hermetically sealed world of happiness that Colin and 

Chloe had up to now. The countryside is dismal with a low sky and the 

shrill cries of the red birds "se refletaient sur l'eau plombee des 

flaques" (p. 65). A secondary road must be taken as the usual highway 

has been used up since everyone wanted to ride on it because the 

weather was nice there all the time. Chloe is frightened so Colin puts 

up different colored windows and Chloe feels better in the resulting 
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rainbow of colors. But colors as well as plants are used to reinforce 

the desolate atmosphere outside the car: "II y avait, des deux cotes de 

la route, une mousse rase et maigre, d'un vert decolore, et, de temps 

a autre, un arbre tordu et echevele" (p. 65). The men working along 

the road fit in with the cheerless surroundings. When Chloe sees the 

first one she thinks it is "une bete ecailleuse. " The men, working in 

"D1 immenses etendues de cuivre verdatre, a l'infini" (p. 67), look at 

the passing car with derisive pity. They are big and strong and seem 

unchangeable. Chloe does not think that it is good to work but Colin 

explains to her that people work out of habit, so that they won't think 

about it. They work to live instead of building machines which would 

make them live without working. Society says that work is sacred and 

workers have a right to everything, but "on s'arrange pour les faire 

travailler tout le temps et alors ils ne peuvent pas en profiter" (p. 68). 

As soon as the car gets back on the main road the atmosphere 

changes for the better. "C'etait la bonne route, lisse, moiree de 

reflets photogeniques, avec des arbres parfaitement cylindriques des 

deux cotes, de l'herbe fraache, du soleil ..." (p. 69). Vian uses his 

particular logic to suit all possible tastes; "D'un cote de la route, il y 

avait du vent et de 1'autre pas. . . . Un arbre sur deux, seulement, 

donnait de l'ombre, et, dans un seul des fosses, on trouvait des 

grenouilles" (p. 69). We find the sun, plants colors and music combined 

with Vian's logic to create and reinforce the setting; "Le soleil cuisait 
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doucement les pommes tombees et les faisait eclore en petits pom-

miers verts et frais, qui fleurissaient instantanement et donnaient des 

pommes plus petites encore. A la troisi&me generation on ne voyait 

plus gufere qu'une sorte de mousse verte et rose ou des pommes 

minuscules roulaient comme des billes" (p. 70). In the sunshine the 

hearts of Colin and Chloe both beat on a boogie rhythm. 

But there is still snow on the ground, gentle and cool flakes 

which do not melt, covering different kinds of flowers. When Chloe 

plays with the snow, "elle se mit a tousser comme une etoffe de soie 

qui se dechire" (p. 71). This is where she probably catches the sick

ness which will lead to her death and the beginning of the gradual 

disintegration of the protagonists' world where previous themes will be 

distorted to fit with an increasingly gloomy mood. Standing next to the 

car, Colin playfully tosses one of his shoes at Nicolas. He breaks a 

window in the room he had just rented at a hotel. The glass, however, 

starts to grow back immediately: "Une mince pellicule se formait sur 

les bords du chassis, opalescente et irisee d'eclats incertains, aux 

couleurs vagues et changeantes" (p. 71). During the night the window 

does not heal all the way and in the morning Chlo£ tells Nicolas that the 

fontanel was open enough to let in a draft and that she had her lungs full 

of snow. The food is beginning to change as well. For breakfast they 

have a "pichet de sirop de capres. " But the section on the honeymoon 
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ends on a temporary note of optimism as "Le soleil entrait h. vagues 

dorees dans la pi£ce" (p. 72). 

While Colin and Chloe are on their honeymoon, the scene shifts 

back to Chick and a burlesque existentialist lecture by Jean-Sol Partre/ 

This is the last wholly humorous episode in the novel and although many 

people are hurt or killed, it is an impersonal violence which does not 

affect the protagonists directly. Crowds of existentialist fanatics try to 

reach the lecture hall without tickets, using any means available: 

"Certains arrivaient en corbillard et les gendarmes plongaient une 

longue pique d'acier dans le cercueil, les clouant au chene pour l'eter-

nite, ce qui evitait de les en sortir pour l'inhumation et ne causait de 

tort qu'aux vrais morts eventuels dont le linceul se trouvait bousille" 

(p. 72). The real ticket holders are easy to recognize: "Seuls les 

purs, les au courant, les intimes, avaient de vraies cartes" (p. 73). 

The public at the lecture perhaps summarize what Vian considered the 

disgusting artificiality of the postwar popularity of existentialism: "Ce 

n'etait que visages fuyants a lunettes, cheveux herisses, megots jaunis, 

renvois de nougats et, pour les femmes, petites nattes miteuses 

ficel£es autour du crane et canadiennes portees ci. meme la peau, avec 

8. Rybalka points out that this sequence was based on a lecture 
by Sartre at the Club de Maintenant in October 1945. Michel Rybalka, 
Boris Vian: Essai d'Interpretation et de Documentation (Paris: 
Minard, "Lettres Modernes, " 1969), p. 86. Subsequent references 
from Rybalka are from this work. 
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g 
echappees en forme de tranches de seins sur fond d'ombre" (p. 73). 

By contrast, Partre, who arrives on an elephant in an armored houdah, 

is described fairly sympathetically. To satisfy his audience however, 

Partre "presentait au public des echantillons de vomi empaille. Le 

plus joli, pomme crue et vin rouge, obtint un franc succ&s" (p. 77). 

As the ceiling collapses under the weight of daring admirers, "Partre 

s'etait arrete et riait de bon coeur . . . heureux de voir tant de gens 

engages dans cette aventure" (p. 77). 

In contrast to Colin, who has no particular faults to deserve his 

fate, Chick's downfall is due to his uncontrollable passion for anything 

pertaining to Partre. His mania for any trivia, as long as it has any 

rapport to Partre will lead him first to spend all his money, to the 

disintegration of his relationship with Alise, his death as well as the 

death of Alise. 

After the honeymoon, Nicolas finds Colin's apartment altered. 

These distortions will be one of the major components of the change of 

atmosphere in which the physical reality of the novel is distorted and 

bent to reflect the situation of the protagonists. As Colin will say later, 

"Lies gens ne changent pas. Ce sont les choses qui changent" (p. 149). 

The light is a key example; "Les soleils entraient decidement mal. 

Les carreaux de ceramique jaune paraissaient ternis et voiles d'une 

9. For a similar description of "existentialist" fanatics, see 
Boris Vian, "Divertissements culturels, " Dans le Train, no. 10, n. d., 
pp. 51-54. 



leg&re brume, et les rayons, au lieu de rebondir en goutelettes 

metalliques, s'ecrasaient sur le sol pour s'etaler en flaques minces et 

paresseuses. Les murs, pommeles de soleil, ne brillaient plus uni-

formement, comme avant" (p. 78). Only the gray mouse with the 

black moustache seems bothered by the decrease in sunlight. At this 

point some humor is interjected as the mouse spits out his chewing gum 

for cats, but we are soon back to the deteriorating situation. Through 

perseverence, the mouse is able to scratch one of the faded panes until 

it shines again like before but its "hands" are torn and bleeding and 

Nicolas has to make it a miniature pair of bamboo crutches. Other 

things are deteriorating as well. From a "tarte au poulet" the cuisine 

drops to the level of sandwiches. And Colin realizes with a dull shock 

that he does not have nearly as many "doublezons" left as he had thought. 

In contrast to the beginning of the deterioration in Colin1 s 

apartment, the street outside seems to change for the better. The 

leaves on the trees are big and the houses "quittaient leur teinte pale 

pour se nuancer d'un vert efface avant d'acquerir le beige doux de l'ete. 

Le pave devenait elastique et doux sous les pas et l'air sentait la fram

boise. . . . Des fleurs vertes et bleues poussaient le long des trottoirs, 

et la s&ve serpentait autour de leurs tiges minces avec un leger bruit 

humide, comme un baiser d'escargots. . . . Les fa9ades des maisons 

s'abandonnaient un peu, quittant leur severe rectitude" (pp. 81-82). 

Here again we see the use of plants, colors, odors, humor and slight 



distortions to build the atmosphere. Clothes and cuisine are combined 

in Nicolas' garments to add to the positive atmosphere: "II etait vetu 

d'un complet sport de chaud lainage moutarde, et port ait, en dessous, 

un chandail a col roule dont le jacquard dessinait un saumon & la 

Chambord, tel qu'il apparait a la page 607 du Livre de Cuisine de 

Gouff6" (p. 82). Music completes the picture when on Sidney Bechet 

Street a concierge is seen balancing in a mechanic rocking chair to a 

polka rhythm to reflect its antiquity. 

In the next chapter, Chick and Colin are skating at the Molitor 

when Colin is called to the phone to be told that Chloe is sick. Vian 

uses several themes to reinforce the atmosphere of desperation felt by 

Colin. First, the telephone booth quickly changes shape: "Les parois 

de la cabine se resserraient et il sortit avant d'etre broy£" (p. 84). 

Then we have the kind of violence, bordering on sadism, which we have 

not seen since Trouble, but this time with reason. When the cabin boy 

does not hurry enough to open his locker, Colin "Prenant son elan, 

sauvagement, il lui d^cocha un formidable coup de patin sous le menton 

et la tete du gar<;on alia se ficher sur une des cheminees d'aeration . . . 

une mince rigole de sang mousseux serpentait lentement, et la liqueur 

rouge se mit couler sur la glace en grosses gouttes fumantes et 

lourdes" (p. 85). As Colin runs back to his apartment, some logical 

distortions reinforce the despair; "les gens, devant ses yeux, s'in-

clinaient lentement, pour tomber comme des quilles, allonges sur le 
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pave, avec un clapotement mou, . . . Sous ses pas, il faisait nuit. Une 

nuit d'ouate noire, amorphe et inorganique, et le ciel etait sans teinte" 

(p. 85). But Chloe is not as sick as Colin had imagined. Back in his 

bedroom, he puts on The Mood to be Wooed by Johnny Hodges. The 

theme of music is then used in conjunction with the physical distortion 

of the room. The song gives out "La sensualite al'etat, degagee du 

corps. Les coins de la chambre se inodifiaieiit et s'arrondissaient sous 

l'effet de la musique" (p. 88). Cuisine and strange animals also enter 

into temporarily relaxed atmosphere. While the gray mouse pulverizes 

some of the ingredients with its sharp teeth, Nicolas makes up a fortify

ing drink found in Gouffe. Later he concocts a disinfectant: "C1 etait, 

dans un receptacle silico-sodo-calcique vitrifie, [un verre] un breuvage 

de couleur particuli^re, tirant sur le pourpre de Cassius et le vert de 

vessie avec un leger ecart vers le bleu de chrome" (p. 88). 

Nicolas first gets rid of one doctor and his "trousse ci doctori-

ser" (from "trousse de medecin") by giving him the disinfectant 

mentioned above, then showing him down the stairs with typical logic; 

"--Mais, oftsuis-je? --LIL... , dit Nicolas. --Ah! Bien! ... dit 

le docteur" (p. 89). The arrival of the doctor, Professor Mangemanche 

(who will reappear in the next novel, L 'Automne Pekin), provides 

added temporary relief for the worried Colin. Mangemanche wears 

black clothes with a bright yellow shirt which helps to prevent him from 

being run over in the street. He knows his music well enough to realize 



why the bedroom is round. As he leaves after the examination he tells 

Colin to put on Slap Happy so that the room will resume its old shape. 

Mangemanche's humor helps to relieve the atmosphere. As he leaves, 

Chloe is laughing and "Les rais de lumifere filtraient a travers ses 

cheveux, avec la couleur du soleil dans les herbes neuves, et la 

lumifere qui avait passe contre sa peau se posait toute doree sur les 

choses" (p. 93). 

Colin and Chick go to the pharmacist with Mangemanche's pre

scription for Chloe. Several themes (humor, unusual animals, non-

fixity of objects) are again used to create the atmosphere. There is 

still some humor left. As the two friends enter, the doorglass breaks 

and falls on a complicated system of laboratory apparatus. The phar

macist phones right away to get a new pane, as it is the noise of the 

glass breaking which informs Mm when a new customer comes in. The 

atmosphere at the pharmacy resembles what one finds in a "restaurant 

magdal£nien. " We have a physical distortion as the ground under the 

pharmacist's feet, "s'inclinait reguli^rement, d'avant en arri&re" (p. 

94). Literal meaning is used when Colin asks the pharmacist to 

"Executor cette ordonnance" (p. 94), which is obligingly done with a 

little desk model guillotine. Sex and humor are used in the description 

of a large frescoe showing the pharmacist "en train de forniquer avec 

sa m£re, dans le costume de Cesar Borgia aux courses" (p. 95). While 

waiting for the prescription the subject of Partre comes up when Colin 



finds out that Chick has spent all the money he had given him to marry 

Alise in order to buy Partre's works, including the "Renvoi de Fleurs 

en maroquin perle, avec des hors-texte de Kierkegaard" (p. 97). A 

strange animal manufactures pills at the pharmacy. It is a modified 

rabbit, half flesh and blood, half metal. Logically enough, it eats 

"des carottes chromees" (p. 96). When this "machine" gets out of hand, 

"Les pillules sortaient en cataracte et des eclairs violets jaillissaient 

au moment oft elles tombaient dans les cornets de papier" (p. 97). The 

pharmacist is obliged to pull out a carbine and shoot it; "La machine 

cabriola en l'air et retomba pantelante" (p. 98). The use of humor, 

incorporated in the themes of this sequence, is no longer enough to 

change the basically dismal environment. 

The weather is still improving and everything seems more 

pleasant outside. "Le vent se frayait un chemin parmi les feuilles et 

ressortait des arbres tout charge d'odeurs de bourgeons et de fleurs" 

(p. 99). People walk higher and breathe more strongly as there is 

plenty of air. The sun is slowly unfolding its rays and cautiously 

places them in spots it cannot reach directly, but withdraws its rays 

quickly when they come in contact with a black object. In their bedroom, 

Colin pinches a ray of sunlight that was going to reach Chloe's eyes. 

"Cela se retracta mollement, et se mit h se promener sur des meubles 

dans la pi&ce" (p. 99). Chloe notices that the sunlight, which had come 

as far as a certain design in the rug, does not reach it any more. 



When Colin makes love to Chlo£, she feels much better. In 

keeping with her good mood, she wants to walk to the doctor's and for 

the occasion she puts on "une petite robe bleu tendre, decolletee tr&s 

bas en pointe et . . . un mantelet de lynx" (p. 102). Colin says that 

"lynx" is too hard to pronounce so he calls her "chatte. " As Colin and 

Chlo£ go to see Professor Mangemanche, they cross the medical quar

ter. With Vian's typical logic, in the gutter "coulait de l'alcool 

melange d'ether qui charriait des tampons de coton souille d'humeurs 

et de sanies, de sang quelques fois. De long filaments de sang a demi 

coagule teignaient Qa et la le flux volatil et des lambeaux de chair, a 

demi decomposee, passaient lentement, tournant sur eux-memes, 

comme des icebergs trop fondus" (p. 103). At the doctor's office there 

is a slight attempt at humor and verbal distortion as Mangemanche per

fumes his beard with a toothbrush soaked in "opoponax" (for opopanax). 

The mood, however, is generally negative as we find out that Chloe's 

sickness is due to a water lily in her lung. Among the cures, plenty of 

flowers must be kept around Chloe to scare the one she has in her lung. 

It is at this stage that Colin's apartment starts disintegrating in 

earnest. The rug is duller and thiner than before. A painting has com

pletely disappeared. The atmosphere is no longer the same. The walls 

are shrinking. It is much darker. There is only a light halo around the 

lamps and Chlo£ says that they are dying. A sort of stalk has formed 

in the middle of the big bay window in the bedroom, cutting the sunlight. 
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The gray mouse, however, ameliorates the situation somewhat by 

bringing a pane which it had cleaned and the pane gives out a bright 

light in the room. The physical setting mirrors Chloe's desperate situa

tion as objects respond to and create the mood of despair by changing 

for the worse. Nicolas also changes physically, literally getting six 

years older, proved by his altered passport. It is at this moment that 

Chick's passion for Partre really begins to get out of hand. No longer 

satisfied by Partre's books, such as La Lettre et le Neon, he is now 

looking for books with Partre's fingerprints and buys such items as an 

old pair of Partre's pants and one of his pipes, at exorbitant prices 

from a clever bookstore owner. But we know that his plight could get 

even worse when Chick is told that Partre is working on "une ency

clopedic de la nausee en vingt volumes" (p. 115). 

Back in Colin's apartment we have three important transforma

tions to support the further degeneration of the atmosphere: physical 

changes, including the light, the cooking and the strange gray mouse. 

Chick says "on a l'impression que le monde s'etrique autour de soi" 

(p. 116). The rug has changed from wool to cotton. The window frame 

has become smaller. The kitchen has shrunk. In the hallway to the 

kitchen, the panes hardly let any light in: "Quelques maigres faisceaux 

de rayons reussissaient & penetrer dans le couloir, mais, au contact 

des carreaux de ceramique, autrefois si brillants, ils se fluidifiaient 

et ruisselaient en longues traces humides" (p. 118). The walls of the 
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hallway smell like a cellar. The gray mouse is too weak to try to 

make the panes shine any more. It just trembles, its mustache stuck 

together by the humidity. There are no more elaborate dishes, but 

"Une soupe au Kub et a la farine de panouilles" (p. 116). Nicolas 

explains that it is from a Pomiane recipe, as Gouffe is for snobs. 

Even if he wanted to, he could not cook anything more elaborate as all 

there is left in the kitchen is "juste le gaz et un frigiploque, comme 

partout" (p. 116). He has a hard time cooking some sausages, as not 

even nitric acid was sufficient to finish them. Finally, Colin "reussit 

ci piquer une des saucisses avec sa fourchette et elle [la saucisse] se 

tordit dans un dernier spasme" (p. 118). 

We are given a brief respite when Chloe gets better tem

porarily. In the mountains, where Colin had sent her to recuperate, 

the weather is good but there are "snow moles" with bright orange fur. 

These moles make much noise at night and build knolls of snow which 

trip strollers. When Mangemanche comes to see Chloe at the apart

ment we have a trace of humor combined with an object with a mind of 

its own. "[il] baissa la tete pour ne pas se heurter au chambranle, 

mais celui-ci s'inflechit au meme moment et le professeur emit un 

gros juron" (p. 130). Inside the bedroom the physical degeneration has 

been halted and even temporarily reversed. In contrast to the other 

rugs, the one in the bedroom has become thicker. The light is a little 

gray but clean and it is warm in the room. Chloe is wearing a 
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"mantelet de duvet" and she is resting "sur les draps bleu lavande 

ourles de pourpre" (p. 132). Chloe feels better because the water lily 

in her lung was killed by other flowers, especially the flower of the 

vanilla tree. Mangemanche had thought that the flower of the juniper or 

the acacia would have been more efficient and concludes from this that 

medicine is "un jeu d'andouilles" (p. 130). When Chloe has a relapse, 

Isis comes to see her. She is wearing a carnation and Chloe wants to 

smell it to feel better but "L'oeillet blemissait soudain, se fripa, parut 

se dessecher. II tombait, maintenant, en fine poussi&re sur la poitrine 

de Chloe" (p. 139). During the day the water lily lends Chloe the 

beautiful cream color of her skin but when she sleeps it is not worth the 

bother. When awake, Chloe "respirait avidement le parfum des lilas 

qui se deroulait en volutes lentes autour de ses cheveux brillants" (p. 

140). 

In chapter XLV we are given some relief for the last time from 

the deteriorating situation. We also find a certain accent on themes 

and linguistic devices which had been neglected in the preceding pages. 

Colin goes to the "antiquitaire" (for "antiquaire") to sell his "pianock-

tail" (piano-cocktail). Similar to the elaborate description leading to a 

banal set of stairs at the beginning of Vercoquin, we have "des piles 

d'etranges vieux objets en forme de fauteuils, de chaises, de consoles 

ou d'autres meubles" (p. 124). A stool is made of "bois de fer etame" 

(p. 124) from "bois de fer" and "fer etame. " Strange smells reappear; 
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"9a sentait la cire des Indes et le vibrion bleu" (p. 124). We again 

have objects with a personality: "II avait retire le bec-de-cane de la 

porte qui, de ce fait, se trouvait muette et ne les derangerait pas" 

(p. 124). Colors become brighter. The song Misty Morning "donne un 

cocktail gris perle et vert menthe, avec un gout de poivre et de fumee" 

(p. 126). There is a literal interpretation of a figure of speech when, 

as the merchant wants to offer Colin more money for the "pianocktail" 

than Colin is willing to take, he says "coupons la poire en deux" but 

Colin wonders "Mais qu'est-ce qu'on va faire de cette sacree poire?" 

(p. 126). It is, however, the beneficial effect of music which is para

mount. When Colin hears the "antiquitaire" play, "La musique passait 

a travers lui et ressortait filtree, et l'air qui ressortait de lui resem-

blait beaucour plus a Chloe qu'aii Blues du Vagabond" (p. 125). For a 

change, Colin is completely happy, just like when Chloe was not sick. 

Chick expels Alise from his apartment because he no longer has 

room for her clothes in the closet, taken up by Partre's old clothes and 

above all because "II ne pouvait plus perdre son temps a l'embrasser" 

(p. 150). Several themes and devices are interwoven in the chapters 

dealing with the violent and tragic end of Chick and Alise. Verbal inven

tion and distortion are used in conjunction with humor and a form of 

logic. Light and sunlight are also used at the end of the section. 

Chick's latest acquisition comes back from the binder's covered 

with "peau de neant. " Luxurious bindings protect his editions "sur 
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tue-mouches ou verge Saintorix [Vercingetorix] " (p. 150). Chick has 

spent all his money on items acquired because of his passion for 

Partre. He neglected to pay his taxes and the police is called upon to 

collect them. All the policemen are called Douglas because the 

"senechal" can not remember their names and "Douglas etait un generi-

que traditionel" (p. 152). As the police chief walks by, the sentry "se 

mit au quant-a-soi [garde-a-vous] " (p. 153). The police carry their 

"egalisateurs a douze giclees" while Chick tries to defend himself with 

a "tue-fliques. " Alise kills Partre with an "arrache-coeur, " to find 

that "son coeur avait la forme d'un tetra&dre" (p. 156). The police car 

does not have wheels but "une multitude de pieds vibratiles" (p. 153) so 

that it will not have a flat tire. To take notes, the "senechal" tells the 

secretary "Blocknotez, " and the secretary takes "la position d'enregis-

trement reglementaire numero six" (p. 152). After Alise sets fires to 

the bookstores, we have the arrival of the "Pompeurs. " 

Vian's logic is manifest in his treatment of taxes. He asks if it 

is a good thing to pay taxes in order to have the right in return to have 

things confiscated, just because others pay their taxes which pay the 

police and high officials. "C'est un cercle vicieux a briser, que per-

sonne n'en paie plus pendant assez longtemps et les fonctionnaires 

mourront tous de consomption et la guerre n'existera plus" (p. 151). 

Existentialist logic is distorted in the conversation between Alise and 

Partre just before she kills him. "II [Chick] est trop engage, je trouve, 
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dit Alise. Moi, j'ai fait mon choix aussi, mais je suis libre, parce 

qu'il ne veut plus que je vive avec lui, alors je vais vous tuer" (p. 155). 

Faced with this logic, Partre can only ask "Comment voulez-vous que 

je touche mes droits d'auteur si je suis mort?" (p. 155). Linguistic 

logic is followed up when the police tell Chick "il faut que nous vous 

passions a tabac de contrebande. C'est un tabac tr£s fort;" (p. 159). 

The police order of "violation de domicile" is literally carried out on 

Chick's books by Partre. 

Nicolas attempts to rescue Alise from the burning library. It is 

too late to save her but "il aperqut 1'eblouissante toison blonde [Alise's 

hair], Les flammes n'avaient pu la devorer, car elle etait plus 

eclatante qu'elles" (p. 162). Nicolas takes the fleece with him and as 

he is walking away it gives him some comfort; "En ecartant un peu le 

revers de son veston, il se trouvait baigne de soleil" (p. 163). As else

where, light is associated with some hope and slightly mitigates the 

tragedy of Alise for Nicolas. 

In the last third of L'Ecume there are several passages refer

ring to work. We will now treat these chronologically to show how they 

contribute to the disintegrating atmosphere. 

In the first passage Colin is looking for work in an enterprise 

somewhat similar to what we have seen in Vercoquin. Although the 

atmosphere is more absurd in this novel, there is still some interplay 

with humor. During a job interview Colin sits in "un fauteuil retif, qui 
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se cabra sous son poids et ne s'arreta que sur un geste imperatif de 

son maatre" (p. 120). The theme of light is used in conjunction with 

verbal play. Asked by the director what he spends his time doing, 

Colin answers "Le plus clair de mon temps, ... je le passe a l'obscur-

cir" (p. 121). Anatomy and humor are combined to describe the 

director's aide: "Un homme, mine par l'absorption continuelle de 

poussi&re de papier, et dont on devinait les bronchioles remplies, 

jusqu'a l'orifice, de pate cellulosique reconstitute ... " (p. 121). The 

absurdity of the work is underlined when the director no longer remem

bers why they needed an employee. As it is suggested that Colin repair 

chairs he is told that he can not do this because these chairs are not 

repairable. 

The tone for the second passage is set when Professor 

Mar.igemanche says: "Le travail est une chose infecte" (p. 131). In 

this section we have a rendition of work as exclusively production 

oriented, without human values, with no regard for life and feeling. 

Noises, light and odors are combined to build up the depressing at

mosphere: 

Les bruits commen9aient & lui pervenir ; sourd vrombisse-
ment des turboalternateurs generaux, chuintement des ponts 
roulants sur les poutrelles entrecroisees, vacarme des vents 
violents de l'atmosph&re se ruant sur les toles de la toiture. 
Le passage etait tr&s sombre, eclaire, tous les six m&tres, 
par une ampoule rougeatre, dont la lumi^re ruisselait pares-
seusement sur les objets lisses, s'accrochant, pour les 
contourner, aux rugosites des parois et du sol . .. une de ces 
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gouettes lui tombait sur le cou, Chick frissonait. C'etait 
une eau terne et qui sentait l'ozone (p. 132). 

Human values are nonexistent as fluids pass through pip^s by the pulsa

tions of a mechanical heart. Colin had said earlier that work "rabaisse 

l'homme au rang de la machine" (p. 124). The working men are 

chained to their machines, and when the machines stop the men die with 

"une odeur horrible de bete vivante carbonisee" (p. 134). The bodies 

of the dead men are thrown in the "Collecteur General. " The imper

sonal aspect of work is underlined when Chick is dismissed and the 

chief of personnel asks for "Un ingenieur de rechange, type 5" (p. 136). 

In the next section on work, Colin is hired to make rifles grow 

with his body warmth. Vian disliked war perhaps even more than work, 

and from this passage it seems that the worst degradation of the indi

vidual is found when these negative ideas are combined. "La guerre 

est la forme la plus degradante du travail puisque l'on y travaille a 

rendre necessaires de nouveaux travaux. In his play, "Le Gouter 

des Generaux, " one of the characters remarks that "on ne peut aimer 

la guerre sans avoir quelque chose de detraque du cote sexuel. 

Colors contribute to the setting. The glass domes "prenaient, au jour, 

un eclat glauque et incertam" and Colin sees the sky "raye 

10. Vian, En Verve, p. 73. 

11. Boris Vian, Theatre I (Paris; Union Generale d'Editions, 
Serie 10/18, 1970), p. 231. 
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transversalement de marron sale et de bleu" (p. 140). Selected grains 

are made to produce grooved rifles but human body warmth is needed 

to make the grains grow. Colin does well at first but he then produces 

a batch where the ends of the barrels are enlarged. Some humor is 

interjected when he is told that "on peut les utiliser a faire des trom-

bons a feu . . . mais c'est le modfele d'il y a cinq guerres et nous en 

possedons deja un gros stock" (p. 144). Bureaucracy and the arms race 

have their ridiculous logic pointed out. There are no bullets for the 

latest rifles because there are no orders to make any. All the bullets 

available are for an outdated model of rifles. But even this does not 

matter as the enemy is making some "machines a roues" which could 

not care less about rifles. Furthermore Colin is told that "on finit a 

peine le programme de la derni^re guerre, alors elles [les machines 

a roues] ne marchent pas bien et il faut les demolir, et, comme elles 

sont tr&s solidement construites, cela prend beaucoup de temps" (p. 

145). At the end of each barrel in Colin's last batch of rifles "une jolie 

rose blanche s'epanouissait, fralche et ombree de beige au creux des 

petales veloutes" (p. 146). But the roses are metal and when Colin 

tries to take one back to Chloe, it cuts his hand. 

The atmosphere at Colin's job at the Gold Reserve parallels in 

some respects that of his apartment. It is quite dark and humid in the 

cave where the gold ripens in an armored room amidst deadly gases. 

When Colin tries to sing but "les echos lui renvoyaient des mots haches 
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et menaqants et chantaient un air oppose au sien" (p. 163). Colin's 

last job consists of announcing misfortunes one day before they happen. 

He is very well paid for this but "Ses yeux ne voyaient plus que les 

laideurs des gens" (p. 165). He is driven away by blows, tears and 

insults. When he finds out that the next misfortune which he has to 

announce is to himself "il jeta sa casquette et il marcha dans la rue et 

son coeur etait de plomb, car il savait que, le lendemain, Chloe serait 

morte" (p. 166). 

Colin's apartment continues to disintegrate at an accelerated 

pace in the last third of the novel. There is no question of cuisine any 

more: "Le four s'avachissait un peu sur le dessus et les toles mollis-

saient, prenant la consistance de tranches de gruy&re minces" (p. 127). 

The formerly bright kitchen hallway has transformed to fir wood. Colin 

tells Nicolas to work elsewhere because the crushing atmosphere is 

aging him too quickly. 

The staircase suddenly becomes smaller at the level of Colin's 

apartment. Towards the end of the novel it will resemble the entrance 

to a cave. Humidity and cold set in. The steps are subject to "un 

eclaboussement humide lorsqu'une marche se detendait" (p. 137). The 

floor in the apartment gives "la sensation du parquet froid comme un 

marecage" (p. 138). There is no more music as the pick-up no longer 

functions. It has to be hand wound for each record and Colin is too 

tired. The records are getting old and even the melodies are difficult 
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to recognize. The little light that enters is blue, becoming green in the 

corner. The window becomes smaller and eventually "Autour de la 

fenetre, on voyait un halo de clarte qui ne penetrait pas" (p. 137). 

Earlier, when Alise had come in the apartment her hair made every

thing lighter. She undressed and "II faisait trfes clair dans la pifece et 

Colin voyait Alise toute enti&re. Ses seins paraissaient prets a s'en-

vole r et les longs muscles de ses jambes deliees, a toucher, etaient 

femes et chauds" (p. 148). The apartment collapses completely after 

Chloe's body is taken away for the funeral. The gray mouse barely 

manages to escape from the apartment. "Derri&re elle, d'un coup, le 

plafond rejoignit le plancher et de longs vermicules de mati&re inerte 

jaillirent en se tordant lentement par les interstices de la suture" 

(p. 172). 

At the end of the novel, after Chloe dies, Vian uses the theme 

of religion again. In contrast to the wedding when Colin had sufficient 

money, he is now almost pennyless. The "Religieux" reacts accord

ingly, telling Colin that God can not be bothered for small sums of 

money. After some haggling over costs, a funeral is arranged, but 

Colin is warned that "ce sera une ceremonie veritablement infecte" (p. 

167). The humor used in this last section is vicious. The porters 

come to take the coffin with Chloe's body and "ils saluferent Colin en lui 

tapant sur le ventre, comme prevu au reglement des enterrements 

pauvres" (p. 168). The coffin with Chloe's body is thrown out the 
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window because "On ne descendant les morts & bras qu'li partir de cinq 

cents doublezons" (p. 168). Vian also uses music as the driver of the 

funerary truck "chantait a tue-tete. II ne se taisait qu'a partir de deux 

cent cinquante doublezons" (p. 168). At the church during the funeral, 

Colin has a conversation with Jesus on the cross. Colin asks why 

Chloe died but Jesus denies all responsibility. Jesus says that he had a 

good time at Colin's wedding but that now he is bored. He tries to get 

in a more comfortable position on the cross and shakes his head to 

change the position of the thorns. "Ses yeux s'etaient fermes et Colin 

entendit sortir de ses narines un leger ronronnement de satisfaction, 

comme un chat repu" (p. 169). 

Colors, plants and music are used during the burial sequence to 

heighten the desolate and dismal atmosphere. One of the porters starts 

to choke: "il devenait tout violet; sur le gris du brouillard, cela faisait 

tr^s triste" (p. 170). On the island where Chloe is to be buried we see 

"par dela le sommet des arbres malingres . . . le ciel, croise de noir, 

et marque par le vol pesant des alerions sur les champs de morgeline 

et d'aneth" (p. 171). The porters kick the trees along the way, leaving 

"de profondes meurtrissures bleuatres" (p. 171). The porters throw 

the coffin in the grave singing A la salade while the "Bedon soufflait 

dans un gros cromorne et les sons rauques vibraient dans l'air mort" 

(p. 172). 
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The novel ends with the gray mouse committing suicide. First 

he has to persuade a cat to kill him, which the cat is reluctant to do as 

it is not hungry. The mouse talks for the first time in the novel, trying 

to explain to the cat why it wants to commit suicide. The cat finally 

consents, the mouse puts its head in the cat's mouth and the cat unfurls 

its tail to wait for someone to step on it. Soon "II venait, en chantant, 

onze petites filles aveugles de l'orphelinat de Jules 1'Apostolique" 

(p. 174). 

In this chapter, the emphasis has been on the chronological 

unfolding of various themes, some of which were present in the pre

vious novels. Linguistic distortions, as used in Trouble and Vercoquin, 

were incorporated in the examples showing the evolution within the 

themes as they contribute in the construction of the atmosphere. In the 

next novel to be analyzed, L'Automne a Pekin, although there is an 

unfolding of the plot, there is no build up as in L'Ecume des Jours, the 

tone and the distortions being fairly consistent throughout the novel. It 

is perhaps the presence of an unfolding plot in synchrony with various 

distortions which makes L'Ecume the most accessible of Vian's novels. 

The underlying love story and the author's evident frustrations with an 

overwhelming "establishment" might be some of the factors which made 

this novel so popular with the stifled and baffled young people in France 

in the 1960's. The "real" world around them seemed inhospitable and 

they seemed to find a distorted reality more acceptable. As Vian, they 
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as being powerless to bring about any meaningful change. They sym

pathized with workers and herein we find parallels between Vian's 

thoughts on the subject as we have seen them in this chapter (especially 

on p. 90) and the ideas of Herbert Marcuse. Marcuse wrote that 

workers' innumerable choices of material goods "keep them occupied 

and divert their attention from the real issue--which is the awareness 

that they could both work less and determine their own needs and 

12 
satisfactions. " Marcuse explains that in our society "The pleasure 

principle was dethroned . . . because it militated against a civilization 

whose progress perpetuates domination and toil" (Marcuse, p. 36). We 

know that Marcuse was one of the most influential thinkers read by the 

younger French generation of the 1960's, by the same readers who gave 

Vian's novels a popularity not achieved in his lifetime. Existentialism 

no longer afforded a refuge, nor was escape from "reality" desired. 

As Grojnowski judiciously points out, "Boris Vian ne tente pas de fuir 

la realite. Ses livres ne prennent sens et saveur que par une constante 

13 
reference & la vie quotidienne. " 

12. Herbert Marcuse, Eros and Civilization: A Philosophical 
Inquiry into Freud (New York: Vintage Books, copyright 1955 by 
Beacon Press), p. 91. 

13. Daniel Grojnowski, "L'Univers de Boris Vian, " Critique, 
no. 212, January 1965, p. 18. ~ 



CHAPTER 5 

L'AUTOMNE A PEKIN 

L'Automne a Pekin, ^ Vian's fourth novel, was written between 

September and November 1946, some three months after the completion 

of L'Ecume des Jours. He was still working at the "Office du Papier" 

and playing the jazz trumpet but he has had a major literary disappoint

ment. Vian had expected to win the "Prix de la Pleiade" with L'Ecume 

des Jours but the prize was won by the abbot Jean Grosjean. The 

names of some of the members of the committee of selection for the 

"Prix de la Pleiade" are used in L'Automne 5. Pekin. Jacques 

Lemarchand, the secretary of the committee and a supporter of Vian, 

has an avenue named for him in the novel. Another member of the com

mittee, Jean Paulhan, appears under the name of the Baron Ursus de 

Janpolent with an unsympathetic minor role. Arland appears under his 

own name as the foreman and every time that his name is mentioned in 

2 
the text he is qualified as "un beau salaud. " This might lead us to 

1. Boris Vian, L'Automne & Pekin (Paris; Union Generale 
d'Editions, Serie 10/18, 1964). Referred to henceforth as L'Automne. 
Unspecified page references in my chapter five refer to this novel. 

2. In the short story "Les Bons Elfeves, " two characters, 
Arrelent and Poland, are referred to as "deux des fliques les plus 
arrieres de l'Ecole. " Boris Vian, Les Fourmis (Paris: Eric Losfeld, 
Editions du "Terrain Vague, " 1965), p. 26. 

114 
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believe that there was some bitterness associated with the name of the 

winner of the prize, but such is not the case. The abbot Grosjean 

appears in the novel under the deformed name of Petitjean but he is 

presented in a sympathetic albeit humorous light. However in the short 

story, "Le Penseur, " Vian has the protagonist declare, "Le succSs 

d'un auteur . . . depend de sa faculte plus ou moins grande a s'identifier, 

3 
sur le papier, a un imbecile. " More specifically, in his "Notes d'un 

naturalist amateur, Vian says that when someone wins a literary prize, 

"au moment de son couronnement, le president du jury . . . [lui injecte] 

un liquide paralysant & plus ou moins lointain echeance et qui garantit 

4 
son impuissance future. " 

L'Automne £l Pekin has many stylistic and thematic similarities 

with L'Ecume des Jours. It is, however, a more complex novel in that 

there are more characters of importance and some themes, especially 

the theme of love, are treated more in depth. We will also find some 

philosophical reflections on the particular use of words in language. 

The structure of L'Automne is more formal than that of L'Ecume where 

we simply had a number of succeeding chapters. In L'Automne there 

is a long introductory section where all the main characters, except the 

archeologist Athanagore, are presented to the reader. The rest of the 

3. Boris Vian, Le Loup-Garou (Paris: Christian Bourgois, 
1970), p. 178. 

4. Boris Vian, Textes et Chansons (Paris; Julliard, 1966), 
p. 39. 
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novel is divided into three "Mouvements" with chronologically succeed

ing chapters except in the second section where a chapter XXIII is 

inserted between chapters XI and XII. Frangois Caradec in his post

script to the 10/18 edition tells us that in the original edition the 

chapters in the novel were numbered from I to XXXVIII. When Vian 

was correcting the proofs for the re-edition of 1956, he simply left the 

number for this chapter in the original chronology by an oversight. A 

more important discrepancy between the two editions, according to 

Caradec, was the deletion of chapter VII in the second section. In this 

chapter Angel berates philosophers because they "ne se tiennent au 

courant de rien. lis ne savent pas un mot de la Technique ou tr&s peu. 

[lis] . . . raisonnent sur l'homme, comme si l'homme, objectivement, 

ne resultait pas exactement et uniquement de l'etat immediat de la 

technique" (p. 2 99). 

Perhaps the most important departure from the form of the pre

vious novels is the insertion of four "Passages, " one before each of the 

three "Mouvements" and one at the end of the last one. In these one or 

two page insertions the author writes to the reader in a style similar to 

that used in the rest of the novel. Vian talks to the reader sometimes 

in general philosophical terms, sometimes referring to characters 

either to be introduced, already present or ones that will not be men

tioned. The tone in these "Passages" is quite ambiguous, as though the 

undecided author is thinking out loud and invites us to share in his 
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deliberations. Vian follows a modified existentialist philosophy 

when he tries to decide what to do with his characters: "soit que 

l'enregistrement irregulier de leurs actes aboutisse a une indetermina-

tion a plusieurs degres de liberie, soit qu'ils n'aient pas d'existence 

reelle, malgre des efforts dans ce sens" (p. 239). In the last "Passage, 

following the conclusion of the novel, Vian tells what might happen with 

a new attempt to establish a railroad in the desert but warns that "II 

est inutile de tenter de le decrire, car on peut concevoir n'importe 

quelle solution" (p. 292). Many of the chapters are begun with a quote 

on some irrelevant topic. These are due to Vian's office mate, Claude 

L£on, whose reading was quite eclectic: Leon would tell Vian whatever 

sentence he happened to be reading when our author was beginning to 

write a chapter (Arnaud, p. 90). 

Stylistically, L'Automne is quite similar to Vian's other novels. 

As in L'Ecume, various linguistic devices and distortions are used to 

reinforce the somewhat surrealistic atmosphere as well as Vian's way 

of looking at various themes. There are many similarities with the 

previous works. At the beginning of the novel we find a bird and Amadis 

Dudu trying to sing "Bateliers de la Volga, " also sung by Antioche's 

father in Trouble. As in Trouble, we have the elevator "Roux-

Conciliabusier, " (from the elevator name "Roux Combaluzier" and 

"conciliabule ") and both Mangemanche and Cruc perform some "saut 

perilleux, " as did Antioche's father. In L'Ecume, Nicolas has a 
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"jacquard . . . [qui] dessinait un saumon a la Chambord, tel qu'il 

apparart a la page 607 du Livre de Cuisine de Gouffe" (p. 82), while one 

of Mangemanche's patients in L'Automne is knitting "un motif jacquard 

de Paul Claudel, qu'il avait releve dans un numero de 'La Pensee 

Catholique et le P&lerin Agglom^res' ... " (p. 53). 

Professor Mangemanche, who had appeared in L'Ecume has a 

somewhat expanded role in L'Automne. There is a specific reference 

to the previous novel when the intern accuses Mangemanche of being 

"un sale vieux bonhomme" and the professor replies: "C'est exprfes 

... . C'est pour me venger. C'est depuis que Chloe est morte" (p. 

89). In this novel, Mangemanche is also reading a good book, "La Vie 

de Jules Gouffe, par Jacques Loustalot et Nicolas" (p. 88). Most of 

the themes from L'Ecume are present, albeit presented in more detail. 

Objects at times have a personality of their own, the sun has an essen

tial role, love is analyzed quite thoroughly and work is still degrading, 

but not with the same degree of violence we found in L'Ecume. 

L'Automne represents both a stylistic and thematic link to Vian's 

previous novels. In L'Automne, under the veil of language and humor, 

Vian seriously looks at women and love along with some added ideas on 

previous themes such as work and the importance of sunlight. Whereas 

Vian called L'Ecume "chaste" and "bourre de sentiments jusqu'5. la 
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5 
geule, " L'Automne is more intellectual. Although the basic situation 

of building a railroad in the desert is perhaps more absurd than the 

setting of L'Ecume, within this underlying absurdity events develop in 

a more "realistic" fashion. This gives Vian a more stable foundation 

for introspection. We shall see this procedure followed in his last two 

novels. In L'Automne we find, once more, two conflicting and com

plementary aspects of Vian's character, represented by Anne and 

Angel. Two rational characters, the abbott Petitjean and the archeolo-

gist Athanagore, represent a rational outlook counteracting Angel's 

desperate conflict. The discussion of words and their meaning shows 

Vian's awareness of the problems of verbal communication. This will 

surface again in his last two novels. L'Automne shows a greater 

degree of verbal awareness than the previous novels, perhaps to cover 

the added emphasis given to ideas. 

In the introductory section we are shown why the protagonists 

go to Exopotamia. We are first presented to Amadis Dudu who will 

become a villain of sorts later in the novel. Amadis' misfortunes and 

frustrations seem curiously ill-deserved until we are shown the nega

tive side of his character and our satisfaction with his plight comes in 

retrospect, unless we follow Caradec's advice in his postscript and re

read LAAutomne immediately after the first reading. The next 

5. Gilbert Ganne, Interviews Impubliables (Paris: Plon, 1965), 
p. 80. 
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character is Claude L^on who owes his name to Vian's office mate. 

While Amadis gets to the desert of Exopotamia on a misguided bus and 

against his will, Claude Leon goes there as a hermit on Petitjean's 

suggestion after he had killed a bicycle rider. The next three charac

ters to be presented, Angel, Anne and Rochelle are persuaded into 

going to Exopotamia when Anne (a man with a dog's name, according to 

one of the persons in the novel) seriously wounds the engineer who was 

supposed to go there in the first place and Anne must replace him. 

Rochelle follows Anne because she loves him and Angel agrees to the 

journey because of his love for Rochelle and his friendship for Anne. 

Professor Mangemanche needs room for his hobby: flying model air

planes. Where is there more room than in the desert of Exopotamia? 

In a way somewhat analogous to Chick's passion for Partre in L'Ecume, 

it will be Mangemanche's frenzy for model airplanes that will even

tually lead to his downfall. Philosophy and Hying model airplanes can 

be dangerous passtimes indeed. As soon as Amadis arrives in Exopo

tamia he begins the bureaucratic work of planning the absurd project of 

a railroad in the middle of the desert, a railroad which will eventually 

cut through the hotel Barrizone, the only building in the region. Once 

the characters are set in the surrealistic atmosphere, doing their 

absurd work, Vian can start developing his ideas, centered around the 

triangle Anne - Rochelle - Angel. Unlike Alise in L'Ecume, Rochelle 

has very little strength of character and whe is quickly relegated to the 
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role of the woman-object which was the usual place for women in Vian's 

previous novels. In the quote at the beginning of chapter IX of the 

"Troisi&me Mouvement, " Vian uses Baudelaire's quote "Aimer une 

femme intelligente est un plaisir de pederaste" (p. 269). The abbot 

Petitjean and Athanagore (the archeologist who was already working on 

some excavations in the desert when the others arrived) try to help 

Angel while providing humor and consistently sane advice in an irra

tional setting. The environment, the actions of the protagonists as 

well as their words, by their very distortions and absurdity, reinforce 

the very sane and rational ideas that Vian incorporates in the novel. 

One of the bases of the many absurdities in our culture stems 

from our acceptance and reliance on words. In L'Automne, Vian has 

some of the characters express his views on words and expression of 

thought. These views bear some remarkable resemblance to the ideas 

of Alfred Korzybski, who Vian was to read and admire later in his 

life. Throughout the novel, by his style and linguistic devices, Vian 

forces us to question some of our blindly accepted verbal conceptions. 

It is relevant to note here that what Vian considers important is 

said by the sympathetic characters in the novel: either the tormented 

and introspective Angel, the nonconforming but sane abbot Petitjean or 

the equally sane but skeptical archeologist Athanagore. On the subject 

of ideas and words, Angel says that people who manipulate ideas do not 

bother to re-think basic matters because they are satisfied with words. 
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They have spent so much time in studying the forms of thought that 

these forms mask the thoughts themselves. On a more personal basis 

he says that "<ja m'embete tellement d'essayer d'exprimer une chose 

que je ressens si clairement;" (p. 191) and "On a un mal enorme a . . . 

dire [quelquechose] quand on n'est pas habitue aux mots" (p. 225). Of 

course Angel is as good at using words as anyone else but he resents 

the ordinary limitations put on words. The abbot and the archeologist 

get at the root of the problem in the course of a discussion. The abbot 

asks what good is it to know the name of something if we know what the 

thing is? He is told that it is useful for conversation but replies that 

another name could be given to the same thing. The archeologist ans

wers that in that case the word applied to a thing would have to depend 

on the person with whom we are engaged in the conversation. Later, 

Athanagore ells Anne; "je ne peux pas vous raconter des mots qui ne 

correspondent rien en vous" (p. 250). The very use of words is 

called into question. Vian expands on this same idea, saying that "la 

liberty est limitee & une quantite egale, a un coefficient de pr&s, au 

nombre de noms possibles que peut recevoir un objet donne. ... a la 

limite, chacun arrivera avoir pour designer chaque objet un mot 

different de tous les mots des autres servant & designer le meme 

objet. "6 

6. Boris Vian, En Verve, ed., Noel Arnaud (Paris: Pierre 
Horay, 1970), p. 83. 
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All the above discussions can be applied to Vian's style and 

linguistic techniques as a whole. We best respond to those ideas which 

we had thought about beforehand. It is difficult to understand, respond 

to and appreciate Vian's semantic confusions unless we have a pre

disposition for the questioning of linguistic expressions. It is by his 

distortions and verbal nonconformity that Vian helps us question our 

accepted values, linguistic and otherwise. We will now look at some 

of Vian's semantic distortions and plays on words in L'Automne. These 

devices form an integral part of his style and ideas. 

Vian's vocabulary in L'Automne is as rich as in his previous 

novels. There are many common and uncommon slang expressions as 

well as words from anatomy, from technical fields and words rarely 

used in contemporary expression. In looking at Vian's style we will 

see how he invents and distorts language, creating humor as well as 

awareness in the reader who is properly prepared for it. 

Some words in the text are pure invention. Most of the story 

takes place in "Exopotamie" where we find strange animals, "lumettes" 

and flowers, "hepatrols" and "scrub spinifex picoteux. " In the desert 

there is a reference to a river, the "Giglyon" and the archeologist has 

found traces of the "ville de Glure" by digging under the sand where we 

have rocks, earth and "pinpinaquangouse. " A list of common birds 

includes, after the magpie, the "fanfremouche, " the "ecubier" (hawser-

hole), the "caillebotis" (grating of the hatches — the same bird was 
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found in Trouble), the "mouture, " (grinding) the "epervuche" (epervier 

and perruche), the "amillequin, " the "betarde, " the "cantrope" and the 

"verduron des plages. " When Amadis tries to get on one of the buses, 

he is repulsed by priests and choir boys who use a "lance-hosties" 

("lance-mort" was used in L'Ecume). The interne's moaning is enough 

to touch the heart of a merchant of "canons paragrele. " As in L'Ecume 

we have a revolver referred to as an "egalisateur, " perhaps in literal 

translation from American gangster slang of the 1930's. 

Spelling deformation, at times phonetic, becomes another field 

for Vian's fertile imagination. In this category we also have gallicized 

spelling of English words such as peanut butter which becomes "pineute 

beutteure" and British Museum leads to "Britiche Museomme. " Some

times words have only a slight deformation as in "zoizeau" for "oiseau, " 

"gabinets" for "cabinets" "peuplages" for "peuplades" and "ompolate" 

for "omoplate. " Other times word deformations are greater, such as 

"exteriorizer " for "exproprier, " "vocables pretentiards" for "preten-

tieux, " "Liberationnement" for "Liberation" and "rationnement, " 

"pruneaux d1 agents" for "pruneaux d'Agen. " Sometimes the spelling 

deformation leads to another word which is followed up as in the case of 

"cordeli&re" which becomes "corde-lierre" whose leaves need a 

monthly trimming. As Mangemanche berates him, Amadis "s'amadi-

souait" instead of "s1 amadouait" and the door-deeper's mouth is in the 

shape of a "sphincter de galline" for "gallinace" and "bouche en cul de 
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instead of "sainte et apostolique. " Athanagore digs up a "pot turcique" 

which could either be "turque" or a perfectly correct anatomical term. 

To clean up the pot, the term "desincruster" is used. Phonetic logic 

is followed in the interchange ability of "sept oies" and "c'est toi" or 

the "s" is omitted in "sans crupules. " It is in the abbot Petitjean's 

hymn that we find the most concentrated series of spelling distortions 

to achieve rhyming couplets. We have the lines ending with "ver-teu" 

and "her-beu, " "di-seu" and "l'hui-leu" and finally "Carneau" with 

"Zereau. " 

Another linguistic distortion consists of the use of the wrong 

word in an often used phrase of expression. Vian uses "p£che volatil" 

instead of "peche veniel, " "arcs-en-terre" for "arcs-en-ciel, " the 

saying "heureux comme un entrepreneur" instead of "heureux comme 

un roi, " "chair d'oie" for "chair de poule, " almost hidden we find "pots 

de terre" for "pots de fleurs, " and someone preaches a "croisidre" 

instead of a "croisade. " Athanagore's nose is "fonciferement droit, " 

combining "nez droit" and "fonci^rement droit" while someone is asked 

brule-cravate" instead of brule-pourpoint. " In a more elaborate 

distortion, it is said of Amadis that "la moutarde ne faisiat pas vieux 

os sous ses pieds" (p. 12) combining the expressions "la moutarde lui 

montait au nez" with "il ne fera pas de vieus os" and "I'herbe ne pous-

sait pas sous ses pieds. " In the bus, since the ticket collector cannot 
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pace up and down, he must go "de long en long le long du couloir" (p. 

20). To catch up with someone Vian uses "bouchees doubles" instead of 

"enjambees doubles, " and "impressions oreilleuses" for "impressions 

auditoires." Amadis, who is homosexual, speaks in confidence to 

Angel "femme a homme" which in this case has somewhat more logic 

than the standard "homme a homme. " Repeating the standard nursery 

rhyme to learn numbers, we find "Une, deux, trois, nous irons au 

bois ... Quatre, cinq, six, cueiller des saucisses" (p. 128) whereas 

the correct last word is "cerises. " While on the sea, Vian uses the 

dish "blanquette de veau marin" instead of just "blanquette de veau, " 

and a soup is "au biscuit de mer interieure" (p. 92). The archeologist 

Athanagore finds some "fibules de savon" whereas normally he should 

have found only some "fibules" or amused himself with some "bulles de 

savon. " When Claude Leon is in too much of a hurry to become a 

hermit, Petitjean tells him "Minute, parpaillot. " Although "parpaillot" 

is an old term for an unbeliever, it is more than likely that Vian is 

distorting the standard expression, "minute, papillon. " The abbott 

Petitjean's religion is founded on outward forms, in parody of verbal 

exchanges found in church. He judges people by the rapidity with which 

they can complete and respond to his various distorted religious for

mulae. The owner of the hotel, Pippo Barrizone, sings a song which 

we also find in En Avant laZizique on page 25 of that work. The refrain, 

starting with the line "Chi va sano va lontano" (p. 160) is incorporated 
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in Vian's analysis and proverb distortions in "Lettre au provediteur-

editeur sur quelques equations morales. 

Semantic contradiction is used as another technique of verbal 

distortion. Vian uses phrases such as "le plus long des raccourcis" 

(p. 7), " une occlusion perforante" (p. 57), "des hepatrols sauvages 

fleurissaient sans repit dans des pots" (p. 72) and the Professor 

Mangemanche throwing "un regard rectiligne autour de lui" (p. 216). 

Words are often used in unusual context or to mean something else. 

We have already seen this in the list of birds enumerated earlier. 

Claude Leon's "alarm-trumpette" is "2l babord" of his bed. Distances 

are calculated in "mesures" and lengths measured in "piedouches, " 

probably in reference to the English "pied, " although the term literally 

means a pedestal. Athanagore's tent is held up by some "bois de 

bazooka cylindre" (p. 66). In the desert, Amadis sees "des dunes 

adventives, " the adjective probably coming from the old legal term 

meaning "not by direct succession. " Mangemanche's automobile con

tains, among perfectly correct mechanical items, some "pistons 

volubiles . . . du magma et de l'interne" (p. 88). On the sea, the wind 

is "sature d'ichneumon" (insects), while on the deck the cormorant "se 

rembobinait" (p. 95). Amadis looks like a "flamand zazou" (p. 110). 

The archeologists boots and socks give him "des balzanes claires" 

7. Boris Vian, Cantil^nes en Gelee (Paris; Union Gen^rale 
d'Editions, S6rie 10/18, 1970), p. 203. 
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(p. 119) which is first of all a tautology as the noun implies that it is 

white to begin with and secondly the term is usually used only for 

horses. Instead of saying that he is busy with the railroad, Amadis 

says that he is "en plein baccarat" (p. 104). Synonyms are sometimes 

followed up with humorous consequences. As Amadis tries to figure 

out some numbers in his head Vian uses "calcul" both in the sense of 

counting and bladder stone: "le calcul trop complique se dissolvit dans 

sa tete; il fut, normalement, par la suite, expulse par ses urines, en 

faisant toe sur la porcelaine" (p. 8). In the same way, "couturier, " 

meaning both ladies' tailor and the anatomical sartorius is distorted 

and ramified: "E avait mal au couturier droit, et tenta de se planter 

une epingle dans la joue pour faire passer la douleur; 1'etude de 

1'acupuncture dans les ouvrages du Dr. Bottine de Mourant etait un de 

ses passe-temps; par malheur, il ne visa pas bien et se guerit d'une 

nephrite du mollet qu'il n'avait pas encore attrapde, ce qui le retarda" 

(p. 11). 

Vian sometimes follows through on verbal expressions with his 

particular logic. We thus have "arretes de poisson-chat" (p. 14), 

"crottes de chat a neuf queues" (p. 31), and "fourchettes a cinq doigts" 

(p. 67). After the conductor of the bus says "Au pays des aveugles, les 

borgnes sont rois" (p. 20), he sticks a knife in one of his eyes. When 

Claude L^on is hit on the head and he sees three stars, he exclaims 

"Martell!" (p. 31). Later when he wants to have l'ame nette" it is 
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evident that it will be "comme si elle avait ete lavee avec Persill " (p. 

33). At the dance hall "ils se sentirent saisis par le battement car-

diaque de la section rythmique" (p. 40). If we know that in aviation 

slang "etre dans le cirage" means not to be able to see anything, we 

can appreciate "II etait dans le cirage, et ses yeux . .. affreux avoir" 

(p. 45). While alive, a chair "va 1'amble" but after it dies "II n'y a 

plus qu'a la remettre sur ses pieds et la faire empailler" (p. 61). It 

seems to follow that Athanagore, whose last name is logically enough 

Porphyrogen&te, should have ears "type universitaire en anse d'am-

phore" (p. 65). Athanagore's habits are rationally enough "sedentaires 

en dehors des periodes de transition" (p. 65). As a master of verbal 

logic, Athanagore uses his iron discipline for lighting as explained in a 

footnote; "Produisant ainsi des courants induits, par le moyen des-

quels, a travers des solenoides, il s'eclairait" (p. 67). For cooking a 

fire is kept up with "de sarments solennels"; whereas "sarments" by 

itself would be perfectly straightforward (if it could be found in the 

desert), a slight deformation to "serments" brings to mind right away 

the qualifying "solennels. " Out of a series of pornographic cards, the 

president of the administrative council prefers "les groupes cycliques 

O 
& doubles liaisons" (p. 76) because of his chemistry studies. A literal 

8. As the sailors are copulating "en masse" with the human 
robots, they succeed in establishing "quelques doubles liaisons ben-
zeniques." Vernon Sullivan [Boris Vian], Et on Tuera tous les Affreux, 
translated by Boris Vian (Paris: Eric Losfeld, Editions du "Terrain 
Vague, " 1965), p. 216. 
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translation from English is used to bring about further linguistic 

awareness as Petitjean says that Angel "n'est tout de merne pas assez 

noix" (p. 247) (not nuts enough) to do something very stupid. 

Using words in their literal meaning fits in easily with Vian's 

other linguistic distortions. When Amadis tells Athanagore that he is 

still young, the latter replies, "je vous donnerais vingt-huit ans" (p. 

72). Amadis thanks him but says that he would not know what to do with 

them. At the dance hall, one must remember to walk last in line to 

"fermer la marche" because when it is sometimes left open "le garcjon 

se cassait la figure a chaque coup parce que son plateau l'empechait de 

voir" (p. 40). At Professor Mangemanche's apartment there is "un pot 

vert qui contenait une grande palme academique" (p. 52). When the 

professor tells one of his patients "Allez vous faire foutre! " (p. 53), 

the patient tries to go, falls down and breaks his hip. Didiche swears 

with "un assez gros mot, mais bien proportionne" (p. 93). Amadis 

tells Athanagore "Vous me faites rigoler, tenez! .. . [and] se mit a 

rigoler" (p. 104). As their conversation continues, Amadis' nastiness 

begins to overwhelm the archeologist: "Tant de mechancete le confon-

dait avec le mur et Amadis crut le voir disparaitre, si'il est permis de 

s'exprimer ainsi" (p. 105). Athanagore takes linguistic revenge when 

Amadis says "L1 archeologue m'a plante la, et je ne peux plus me 

deplanter. " Mangemanche tells him "C'est idiot, ... C'est juste une 

facjon qu'on a d'ecrire" (p. 110). 
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In a different technique, Vian distorts accepted language and 

reality by giving animate attributes to inanimate objects. The number 

975 bus on which Amadis was refused passage "s'en alia en se cour-

bant, car il se sent ait un peu honteux" (p. 10). The engine of the bus 

purrs regularly because "on venait de lui donner une pleine assiettee 

d'aretes de poisson-chat;" (p. 14). Amadis tries to scare his watch 

"pour que l1 aiguille recule, mais seul l1 aiguille des secondes se mit a 

tourner S.l'envers;" (p. 9). Many objects are alive in Claude Leon's 

bedroom when he gets up in the morning. As he is rising from bed, he 

"rejeta la couverture; affectueuse, elle remonta aussitot le long de ses 

jambes et s'entortilla autour de lui" (p. 21). As he murmurs some

thing between his teeth, "Ces derniferes s'ecart^rent a l'improviste et 

sa voix resonna brusquement dans la pi&ce" (p. 21). This makes him 

think that he will wake up the household, "Mais, en pretant l'oreille il 

percjut la cadence r£guli£re, la respiration souple et posee des plan-

chers et des murs et se rasserena" (p. 22). After dinner the same day, 

"Le fromage . . . grouillait paresseusement dans l'assiette" (p. 24) but 

when a revolver is placed next to it, "[le] fromage . . . effraye, s'eloign-

ait de toute sa vitesse, sans oser toutefois, quitter son assiette 

nourricifere" (p. 26). It is not only the cheese which is afraid. As 

Claude Leon aims the revolver, "un pot de fleurs . . . s'ecarta de la 

ligne de mire" (p. 25). Children in a park like to "accoupler des 

punaises des bois" (p. 37) and a broken turn signal on Anne's car is 
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fixed with catgut. The car is willing to go but "la rue refusait de 

continuer plus loin" (p. 40). At the hospital a cleaning woman had put 

a chair on a vacant bed while she was tidying up a room. Mangemanche 

sees the chair and asks the intern what is wrong with it. The tempera

ture of the chair has to be taken, so the intern "retourna la chaise cul 

par dessus tete, et se mit a percer un trou sous le si&ge" (p. 54). The 

intern is quite brutal with the chair, "lui arrachant un horrible craque-

ment" (p. 55) whereas later the chair gets back at the intern with "une 

serie d'eclatements ricaneurs" (p. 60). Mangemanche is solicitous 

with the chair, using "des gestes delicats de gobeur d'oeufs profes-

sionnel" (p. 55). As the condition of the chair gets worse, "la chaise 

fit retenir une horrible serie de craquements osseux. Une odeur 

degoutante se repandit autour de son lit" (p. 57). The chair, a Louis 

XV, "avait vieilli de vingt ans. Elle etait froide, inerte, et Louis XVI" 

(p. 61). Finally the intern kills the chair with a shot of strychine, so 

it must then be stuffed. As Amadis is telephoning, the party on the 

other end of the line is getting impatient "car le recepteur se tordait 

violamment . . . Amadis saisit une epingle dans le plumier et la planta 

dans le petit trou noir. Le recepteur se roidit et il put le reposer sur 

1'appareil" (p. 70). Sometimes just one word in a phrase is sufficient 

to give a little animate trait, which at times can also be interpreted as 

a literal description: "Le metro . . . vomissait un paquet d'individus 

palis et amoindris" (p. 82); "un taxi libre dont les pneus palirent et qui 
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s'arreta" and "L'egout se mit a vomir peu apr§s, et l'on dut detourner 

la circulation ... " (p. 154). On the boat "l'engin [le pavilion du 

capitaine] tapi derric^e un rouleau de corde, qui guettait le moment oil 

une mouette passerait pour se jeter dessus" (p. 91). Athanagore finds 

marvelous objects "dont s'enorgueillissait, quand elle etait seule, sa 

collection" (p. 122). As Mangemanche accelerates brutally, "La 

voiture renacla au bas de la dune et l'avala d'un coup" (p. 220). Getting 

ready to type, Rochelle "decouvrit sa machine a ecrire, bien chaud 

sous sa housse et qui frissona au contact de 1'air. Rochelle la calma 

d'un geste ... " (p. 232). 

Perhaps more effective than giving animate traits to objects is 

Vian's technique of physical attributes to what we shall call mental 

processes. We believe that the aim in both instances is to make the 

reader aware of the infinite number of possibilities which are hidden to 

him if he accepts the constraining realistic and conventional view of the 

physical and linguistic world. Thus when Angel is thinking "Des choses 

passaient dans sa tete pas tellement vite, mais en vibrant si serre qu'il 

ne pouvait pas les reconnaltre" (p. 281). Athanagore thinks about "des 

choses anciennes, douc.es, avec un parfum presque evapore" (p. 268). 

The abbot Petitjean "ne pense pas de la m&me couleur que [ses] 

coll&gues" (p. 134). Thinking about his black mistress, Claude Leon 

had ideas which are black but not sad. As Athanagore is trying to 

advise Angel, he has "des idees longues et minces et compl&tement 



aplaties sous une couche d'ev&nements plus recents, si aplatis que, 

vues de profil comme en ce moment, il ne pouvait ni les differencier 

ni distinguer leur forme et leur couleur : il les sent ait seulement se 

deplacer en dessous, sinueuses et reptiliennes. II secoua la tete et le 

mouvement s'arreta; effrayees, elles s'immobilisaient et se retrac-

taient" (p. 117). When Angel tries not to think about Rochelle, "[il] se 

mit a penser 45 degres plus a gauche" (p. 188). Sleep and dreams can 

also acquire physical attributes. "Derange par un reve erotique de 

grand format ... " (p. 15); "une espece de somnolence hardie qui 

s'infiltrait en lui comme un poisson ravageur" (p. 14); "Le sommeil ne 

s'echappait qu'a regret de tous ses pores dilates, en faisant un bruit 

tr&s doux, comme un souris qui reve" (p. 22). The act of looking can 

be objectified as when the conductor of the bus ejects Amadis off "en 

lui percant l'epaule gauche d'un regard de mepris. Amadis se mit 

sauter sur place de douleur" (p. 10). Amadis sees his reflection in 

store windows but "rougit quand il le [son reflet] vit profiler de sa 

position commode pour derober des choses qui etaient en vitrine" (p. 

14). The best example of this occurs when Angel is looking at a girl 

and "le regard d' Angel rampa le long de ses genoux dores et polis pour 

s'insinuer entre les cuisses longues et fuselees; il y faisait chaud; sans 

ecouter Angel qui voulait le retenir, il avan$a un peu plus loin et 

s'occupa a sa faQon. Angel, gene, se decida, ci regret, a fermer les 

yeux. Le petit cadavre resta sur place et la fille le fit choir sans s'en 
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appercevoir, en tapotant sa jupe lorsqu'elle se leva quelques minutes 

plus tard" (p. 36). Sounds can also behave in an animate way as when 

"les notes se faufilaient parmi les volutes grises des megots en train 

d'agoniser ... " (p. 42). A possible physical attribute of sounds is 

given as "des eclats de voix venaient se ficher dans le plafond avec un 

bruit sec ... " (p. 144). 

The environment does not respond to the plight of the protagon

ists the way it did in L'Ecume. This happens only once when Angel 

thinks about Rochelle and Anne who are together in one of their cabins 

on the boat taking them to Exopotamia. Angel is in love with Rochelle 

and tries not to think about her. When he does "le vent fraachit. Le 

soleil se cachait et le bateau dansait plus fort. Les cris des mouettes 

se firent agressifs" (p. 101). But if the physical environment does not 

respond, the sun and the shadows are still somewhat distorted and con

tribute to the surrealist setting. At the beginning of the novel, Amadis 

sees garbage falling, making clouds of dust, "il aimait 9a parce que 

cela rendait le soleil visible" (p. 8). In a way reminiscent of the mis

chievous sun rays in L'Ecume, we find "Un rayon de soleil entrait par 

le vide qu'avait laisse le barreau de la fenetre en se descellant, faisait 

un petit tour et se perdait dans la tinette" (p. 32). When the compass 

directions play by changing places, the sun is lost and "les engrenages 

des cadrans solaires travaillaient dans le mauvais sens et se detra-

quaient les uns apr^s les autres au milieu de craquements et de 
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gemissements sinistres; mais la gaate de la lumi&re attenuait l 'horreur 

de ces bruits" (p. 36). In the desert there is a very particular sun: 

"il donnait une lumi&re inegale; il etait entoure de couches rayonnantes, 

alternativement claires et obscures, et les points du sol en contact 

avec les couches obscures restaient toujours sombres et froids" (p. 

117). In the "Passage" preceeding the second "Mouvement, " the author 

states that the atmosphere of the desert is "passablement deprimante, 

& cause, notamment, de ce soleil a bandes noires" (p. 142). In a des

perate mood, Angel enters one of the dark zones and finds it "une 

absence de lumifere, un vide compact, une solution de continuite dont 

rien ne venait troubler la rigeur" (pp. 150-151). When the police 

inspector is chasing Mangemanche, the professor drives his car into 

the dark zone. "A l'endroit oft elle [la voiture] venait de penetrer dans 

la nuit subsistait une legfere depression, qui se combla peu 5. peu" (p. 

220). When Angel is thinking of committing suicide, Petitjean tries to 

dissuade him by asking "Rien que ce soleil ... ga ne vous suffit pas?" 

(p. 282). As in L'Ecume, there is no doubt here as to the positive 

value of the sun and its light and the negative aspects of the dark. The 

shadows produced by the sun's rays (as opposed to the dark, compact 

mass), can be gallant and playful. As Rochelle is walking, "le soleil 

lui faisait une ombre tr&s belle, malgre l'irregularite du sol" (p. 119). 

Petitjean and Athanagore are walking in the sun, "mais par un hazard 

curieux, celle de l'abbe etait la place de l'ombre de l'archeologue" 
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(p. 215). An even more unusual shadow occurs as Rochelle is taking a 

dictation from Amadis. "Rochelle le not ait sous la dictee, qui faisait 

une grande ombre mouvante dans la pi&ce" (p. 231). As Cuivre is run

ning "son ombre dansait prfes d'elle et lui donnait quatre dimensions" 

(p. 259). 

Although we believe that Vian's main purpose in L'Automne was 

to create a surrealist and distorted atmosphere and setting which he 

could manipulate at will to force us to expand our consciousness beyond 

our narrow confines, there is a continuing theme in the novel and this 

is Angel's love for Rochelle. Love does not have the central importance 

it has in L'Ecume where most actions could be related to it. In 

L1 Automne there is more analysis and the characters are more involved 

in ideas. However, the theme of love is developed in a way quite dif

ferent from what we found in L'Ecume, with some enlightening philo

sophical discussions on the subject which reflect perhaps Vian's way of 

thinking more closely than the simple idealized love in the previous 

novel. When Angel first meets Rochelle, we have a situation somewhat 

analogous to Colin meeting Alise in L'Ecume: he is attracted to her but 

she is not available to him as she belongs to a friend. "II trouvait tr&s 

difficile de la regarder en face. Elle brill ait trop. Pourtant, ses 

yeux . . . il fall ait voir la couleur" (p. 38). "Toutes les fois qu'il ren-

contrait une jolie fille, il eprouvait un desir de propriete. L'envie 
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9 
d'avoir des droits sur elle. Enfin, Anne etait son ami" (p. 41). 

Professor Mangemanche asks Angel if he loves Rochelle. "Oui, dit 

Angel. C'est pour qa qu'il faut qu'Anne I'aime aussi, puisqu'elle 

l'aime; elle sera contente. CJa vous regarde [answers Mangemanche]. 

Mais mefiez vous de ce raisonnement" (p. 63). Angel does not like the 

looks of Rochelle's eyes when she looks at Anne, "des yeux un peu 

noyes, horribles, des yeux qui bavaient, avec des paupi&res comme des 

fleurs meurtries, aux petales leg&rement ecrases, spongieux et 

translucides" (p. 98). 

It is in a conversation with Athanagore that Angel reveals what 

is really bothering him in his love for Rochelle and knowing that Anne 

is sleeping with her; "elle s'use. Chaque baiser qu'elle regoit I'use un 

petit peu, et c'est sa poitrine qui sera moins ferme, et sa peau moins 

lisse et moins fine, et ses yeux moins clairs, et sa demarche plus 

lourde, et ce n'est plus la meme Rochelle de jour en jour" (p. 116). 

When Angel cries, it is not for her, but for what she was and what she 

will be. Physical changes resulting from love-making is another of 

Vian's distortions of reality. However it is interesting to note here 

that in his poem "Je voudrais pas crever, " expressing himself about 

his wife Ursula, Vian wrote: 

9. The combination of love with the idea of possession is best 
expressed by Dan Parker, the protagonist in Les Morts Ont Tous la 
Meme Peau. Vernon Sullivan [Boris Vian], Les Morts Ont Tous la 
Meme Peau, translated by Boris Vian (Paris; Editions du Scorpion, 
n.d.), p. 100. 
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Je voudrais pas crever 
Avant d'avoir use 
Sa bouche avec ma bouche 
Son corps avec mes mains 
Le reste avec mes yeux 

10 
• • • • 

In his "Approche discr&te de l'objet, " Vian returned to the idea of 

wearing out when he says that "l'homme jalouse l'objet pour d'autres 

raisons, dont une des principales est que l'objet s'use moins vite que 

lui. In his most succinct statement on the subject, Vian says 

^ 12 
"Tout s'use. L'ennemi, c'est la lesion" (Vian's italics). Vian 

returns to this theme of physical love as damaging or spoiling, but first 

we hear Anne's practical if sceptical philosophy of love. "Moi, 

j 'aimerais mieux qu'elle le fasse un peu avec tout le monde, et que cja 

me soit egal. Mais elle ne veut le faire qu'avec moi; de plus, <ja ne me 

serait pas encore egal" (p. 146). Anne goes on to say that there is 

always a degradation in love. One might love one's first woman for two 

years, then it is realized that the same feeling is no longer there. 

Another woman produces the above feeling, but this lasts only one year. 

And so on. "En effet, on n'a besoin d'aucune femme, specialement. . .. 

10. Vian, Cantil^nes en Gelee, pp. 130-131. 

11. Jean Clouzet, Boris Vian: Etude, Choix de Textes et 
Bibliographie (Paris: Editions Pierre Seghers, Po&tes d'aujourd'hui, 
1966), p. 161. 

12. Vian En Verve, p. 37. 
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aucune femme n'est indispensable" (p. 147). Anne goes on to say that 

women "n'ont pas d'imagination . . . elles croient qu'il suffit d'elles 

pour remplir une vie. . . . [Pourtant] il y a tant de choses" (p. 147). 

Angel tells Anne that he would not spoil Rochelle. "Je ne la toucherais 

pas. Juste l'embrasser, et la mettre nue dans une etoffe blanche" 

(p. 148). But Anne replies that when he will have left her "elle aura 

l'air tr&s abimee, mais si elle t'aime, cela reviendra tr&s vite. 

Presque comme avani. Poui-lant, elle s'abimera de nouveau deux fois 

plus vite, et tu ne pourras pas le supporter. . . . elle s'abimera avec 

une rapidite qui augmentera en progression geometrique" (p. 149). So 

in this work it is not so much the physical environment, but Rochelle's 

body which is degenerating as the novel progresses. Thinking about 

her, Angel visualizes what she must look like "ses seins . . . De plus 

en plus bas. Anne va la bousiller compl&tement. La distendre. 

L'amollir. La presser. Une demi-peau de citron" (p. 187). Angel 

tries to rationalize his way out of love by telling himself that, after all, 

a girl is only "un trou, du poil autour" (p. 188). As that does not seem 

to work, he thinks sadistically, reminiscent of Trouble; "H faut la 

prendre et arracher ce qu'elle a sur le dos, et crocher dans ca & coups 

13 
d'ongle, l'amocher & son tour" (p. 188). However, Angel realizes 

that all this is useless because when Anne will leave her "il ne restera 

13. This same violent attitude toward women is expressed in the 
poem "Les Mers de Chine. " Vian, Cantil&nes en Gelee, pp. 66-68. 
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plus rien 5. faire. DejS. tant abimee, tant fletrie, cernes, marbrures, 

muscles mous, rodee, salie, relachee" (p. 188). Later, when 

Rochelle's arms have taken the shape of Anne's body, Angel says "ses 

yeux ne disent plus rien, et son menton s'en va, et ses cheveux sont 

gras. Elle est molle, . . . molle comme un fruit un peu pourri ... " 

(p. 205). But even in her present state, Angel still wants her. "J'ai 

envie de l'etaler sur moi, elle doit se preter comme du mastic" (p. 

205). In a conversation with Petitjean, Angel shows a very idealistic 

streak when he says "Je voulais aimer la premiere femme avec qui je 

coucherais" (p. 224). But now he sees what Anne does with Rochelle: 

"H l'amoche. II la bousille. II la demolit. D'accord avec elle, et 

sans le faire exprfes" (p. 225). Angel proposes an interesting alterna

tive as to what to do with her. "je l'aurais laissee en repos bien avant 

de l'ablmer. . . . Elles r.i'ont gu&re que cja pour trouver des hommes. 

Leur forme. ... on doit quitter ou laisser libre une jolie femme avant 

de 1'avoir reduit a zero" (p. 22 6). An interesting corollary to this 

philosophy is that "au moment oft vous les laissez libres, vous devez 

les aimer encore. . .. Vous ne pouvez pas ne pas etre jaloux, puisque 

vous n'etes pas alle jusqu'au bout avec celle d'avant. II y a toujours ce 

reste-lk" (p. 22 7). When Anne finally gets tired of Rochelle, his 

philosophy on women becomes; "II faut les tripoter; mais on peut pen-

ser k autre chose" (p. 250). Rochelle has also realized that it is all 

over when she tells Amadis that now she could sleep with Angel because 



"Je ne pourrai plus avoir grand chose d'Anne" (p. 254). At this 

moment, Angel's pesterings become "une esp&ce de reserve de 

security" (p. 255) for Rochelle. Angel finally kills Anne, not realizing 

that he no longer wants Rochelle. He is in despair about his act, but 

the abbot and the archeologist reassure him that it was an accident, 

physically and morally speaking. Rochelle tries to turn the situation 

to her advantage by flirting with Angel, but Angel remains sad and 

apprehensive. When he sees her body, it is "marque, a tous les 

endroits fragiles, de rides et de cassures imperceptibles en apparence. 

Ses seins affaisses pesaient sur le tissu frele du soutien gorge blanc, 

et ses cuisses charnues laissaient transparaitre des veines sinueuses 

et bleutees" (p. 274). Rochelle dies when Angel gives her too much of 

a sleeping potion. His despair increases until the abbot hits him hard 

in the nose and tells him that there are many things worth living for, 

especially the sun. Besides, the abbot says that Anne and Angel "sont 

morts pour vous reveiller" (p. 280). As we have seen, the theme of 

love is much more complex in L'Automne than it was in L'Ecume. We 

can almost see two conflicting aspects of the author's attitude toward 

love the ideal and the practical, expressed by Angel and Anne. Perhaps 

the ambiguous handling of this theme at the end of the novel is a reflec

tion of Vian's own indecision concerning love. 

In contrast to Vian's other novels, where homosexuality is 

mentioned in an almost exclusively humorous context, the subject is 
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treated somewhat more seriously here but does in no way comprise an 

alternate solution for either of the two principal male protagonists. 

Although some humor is still present in this context and none of the 

homosexual characters are particularly sympathetic, the subject does 

lead to some philosophical discussion. There is a homosexual triangle 

in L'Automne which in some ways parallels the heterosexual one des

cribed above. The triangle is between Dupont, the archeologist's black 

cook who never appears but becomes the object of contention for 

Lardier, Athanagore's factotum and Amadis Dudu. Amadis, who is the 

most despicable character in the novel, starts both discussions on 

homosexuality. In the first one he makes a pass at Angel who quickly 

discourages him but does not go any further in the conversation, saying, 

"Vous etes affreux, mais c'est vous le patron" (p. 171). Although he 

is trying to understand, Amadis cannot perceive how anyone can love a 

woman; "C'est inconcevable [ Ces choses molles qu'elles ont partout. 

Ces esp&ces de replis humides" (p. 171). The second conversation 

about homosexuality, much more enlightening than the first, takes place 

between Anne and Amadis. Amadis makes an effort to understand the 

situation when Anne tells him "Rappelez-vous que vous etes normale-

ment, c'est-a-dire ordinairement anormal" (p. 233). Amadis thinks 

that being homosexual is a proof of originality. Anne replies that 

homosexuality is enormously limiting as normal people can assume a 

much greater number of personalities. Amadis complains that "Nous 
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sommes toujours brimes par les gens qui menent une vie normals : je 

veux dire ceux qui couchent avec les femmes ou qui ont des enfants" 

(p. 234), but Anne tells him that "ce n'est pas 9a qui vous brime; ce 

sont les cadres de la vie, et les individus dont 1'existence se reduit a 

ces cadres, qui vous accablent . ... A cause d'une legfere anomalie 

glandulaire ou mentaie, vous recevez une etiquette. C'est deja triste. 

Mais, ensuite, vous vous effoi oez de correspondre a ce qu'il y a sur 

l'etiquette. De lui faire dire la verite" (p. 234). Anne's concluding 

argument, "Vous etes aussi limite qu'un bonhomme inscrit a un parti 

politique" (p. 236), perhaps summarizes Vian's dislike for organiza

tions demanding comformity. Some violence surfaces in this homo

sexual context when Amadis tries to get Carlo and Marin back to work 

as they want to catch their breath. Marin calls him "une sale tante et 

un enmerdeur" (p. 243), then kicks him. "Le pied de Marin l'atteignit 

au bas-ventre. II poussa un cri etouffe et tomba sur le sol, replie sur 

lui-meme. Sa figure etait blanche et il haletait comme un chien qui a 

couru" (p. 244). When he tells about what he would like to do to 

Lardier, Amadis says "Le tuer .... A coups de pied dans le ventre. 

Tout ecraser" (p. 255). The violence in these instances does not reach 

the level found in other novels, especially in Trouble, but it is explain

ed and has a purpose, as does the theme of homosexuality, which is 

used as a vehicle for some of the author's philosophy. 
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Aside from the contexts of love and homosexuality, sex per se 

does not play a very important role in L'Automne. The descriptions of 

women, aside from Rochelle, are usually in a humorous setting. As 

Amadis goes to work, he sees "Des femmes aux gros desirs mous . . . 

leur peignor ouvert sur un grand manque de vertu" (p. 7). Olive's 

young breasts are "deux jeunes renflements par devant, dont le petit 

jesus venait de lui faire present trois mois plus tot" (p. 93). They are 

enough to make the captain become red in the face as he pinches and 

pulls on them and they also have an effect on the police inspector. The 

latter's ardor is cooled when Olive tells him, "Tirer sur les gens, 

voilS. ce qu'ils savent faire les fliques" (p. 223). Cuivre who is older 

and better endowed has "Les pointes des seins, presque violettes, [qui] 

se dressaient aigues, au devant des deux globes polis et durs" (p. 123). 

On close inspection, the abbot Petitjean says that they are enough to get 

one excommunicated. Claude Leon's holy act as a hermit consists of 

making love to Lavande ("l'interieur d'elle c'est du velours rose" (p. 

140) every time that pilgrims come for edification. The subject of 

masturbation appears in several instances, also couched in humor. As 

he is distributing the obscene cards before the meeting of the adminis

trative council, the old doorman "esquissa le geste de deboutonner sa 

braguette, mais le contact de son engin desole fit rembrunir sa figure 

ridee. II se rappela de la date et se souvint qu'il n'y trouverait rien de 

serieux avant deux jours" (p. 76). Things will go better for him before 
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the next meeting when "Un rictus las aux l&vres, et les mains trem-

blantes et la braguette humide, car c'£tait son jour" (pp. 153-154). 

The intern half admits to masturbation and Mangemanche proceeds to 

tell him "C'est pour qa que vous etes de mauvaise humeur! . . . C'est 

tr&s malsain" (p. 177). Talking to Athanagore about Angel, the abbot 

says "11 doit se griffer! . . . Excusez-moi, c'est de 1'argot de sac-

ristie" (p. 197). 

The theme of work, found in the two previous novels, is taken 

up again in L1 Automne. Although the work on the railroad forms the 

framework of the novel, the subject does not have the importance it had 

in L'Ecume. The theme is treated with a mixture of humor, as found 

in Vercoquin, and seriousness as in L'Ecume. At the beginning of the 

novel, Amadis' mishaps come about as he is trying to get to work on 

time. As soon as he arrives in the desert, he finds a desk and starts 

writing letters. He tells Athanagore "Vous vous rendez bien compte 

que sans bureau, il n'y a pas de travail serieux, non?" (p. 104). 

Claude Leon's difficulties also start at his job. His boss makes him 

lick up inkblots and "L'encre etait ranee et sentait le phoque" (p. 23). 

He is berated by his boss for being only nine minutes early to work, as 

he is usually fifteen minutes early. It is a result of his intimidation by 

his employer that he agrees to buy a revolver for him, putting up some 

of the money himself as his boss does not want to spend too much. 

Vian's attitude toward the administrative council is expressed in their 
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preoccupation with obscene cards, their concern for saving money by-

paying the workers less and their nepotism. A doctor is hired for the 

moment when "les accidents du travail auront atteint leur plein rende-

ment" (p. 79). In L'Ecume it had already been stated that the only 

worthwhile work is that which gives people time to stay at home, kiss 

their wives, go to the swimming pool and have a good time. Anne takes 

up the same idea when he says "faire des maisons de pierre pour les 

gens, leur donner des voitures, de la lumi&re, tout ce que tout le 

monde peut avoir, pour qu'ils puissent ne rien faire aussi et rester sur 

le sable, au soleil, et avoir la tete vide et coucher avec des femmes" 

(pp. 148-149). There is another possible justification for work as 

stated by Vian, when it involves the possibility of improvement, such 

as in art. As the blood is drying in their veins from working, Carlo 

and Marin think about "des etendues fraiches et vertes et des filles 

robustes, nues dans l'herbe qui les attendaient" (p. 166). 

As Vian was supposedly performing office work when he was 

writing this novel, it is logical enough that this type of work should be 

prominently mentioned. Office workers, Anne says, are legion. "lis 

s'emmerdent le matin. lis s'emmerdent le soir. . . . lis dig&rent 

l 'apr^s midi en pedant des trous dans des feuilles, en ecrivant des 

lettres personnelles, en telephonant a leur copains" (p. 236). Anne has 

a solution as to what to do with office workers. "A peu pr&s pour 

chaque homme vivant, il y a comme 9a un homme de bureau, un 
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homme parasite .... Si chaque homme vivant . . . se levait et cher-

chait, dans les bureaux, qui est son parasite personnel, et s'il le 

tuait . . . tous les bureaux seraient des cercueils, et, dans chaque 

petit cube ... il y aurait un squelette de parasite, ..." (pp. 236-237). 

Amadis, of course, has different ideas. He tells Angel to tell Rochelle 

after Anne's death that it is only by working that she can cope with the 

situation. "Le travail, puissant derivatif, donne a I'homme la faculte 

de s'abstenir temporairement des inquietudes et des charges de la vie 

quotidienne" (p. 269). Amadis' philosophy is that if there is no work to 

do, one must pretend to work. He berates Marin and Carlo who com

plain that they must breathe once in a while, not being able to work 

like brutes. He tells them that they must work like brutes, as "Les 

contremaitres sont la pour faire respecter cette r&gle irrefragable" 

(p. 242). The railroad collapses on its initial futile ride in the middle 

of the desert, giving us an idea of the absurdity of the work performed. 

Soon thereafter however, the administrative council starts to plan 

another railroad and the vicious cycle continues. 

L'Automne a Pekin is less emotional than Vian's previous 

novels. Although the same distorted and absurd atmosphere prevails, 

there are more pauses for reflection and philosophy. Vian shows a 

continued awareness of existentialism. As the abbot says, "... il faut 

choisir . ... C'est emmerdant, mais c'est comme qa" (p. 262). Vian's 

idealism and drive for the absolute as seen in Colin's purity in 
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L'Ecume, has also diminished. At the end of the novel, Petitjean tells 

Angel "Cessez de vous croire responsable du monde. . . . Vous etes 

partiellement responsable de vous et c'est suffisant" (p. 287). Vian's 

last two novels will reflect this philosophy in that he will put more 

emphasis on introspection as a responsibility to one's self. 



CHAPTER 6 

L'ARRACHE-COEUR 

Boris Vian's last two novels, L'Herbe Rouge'*" and L'Arrache-

2 
Coeur were published in 1950 and 1953 respectively. Although he 

continued his other literary activities, he did not publish another novel, 

under his own name or a pseudonym. In the spring of 1959, the year of 

his death, he had told his second wife, Ursula, that he was planning to 

write fiction again (Duchateau, p. 212), but no manuscripts have been 

found. 

From the dates of publication, as well as the dates on the manu

scripts, it would seem that L'Herbe Rouge should preceed L'Arrache-

Coeur in the chronology of Vian's work. The manuscript for L'Herbe 

Rouge is dated Frankfurt a/M, August 1948 and St. Tropez, September 

1949, while the manuscript for L'Arrache-Coeur is dated 25/l/1951 

(Arnaud, pp. 595, 599). The subtitle of the manuscript of L'Arrache-

Coeur, "Les Fillettes de la Reine. Tome 1 ; Premiere manche. 

1. Boris Vian, L'Herbe Rouge (Paris: Jean-Jacques Pauvert, 
1962). 

2. Boris Vian, L'Arr ache-Coeur (Paris: Jean-Jacques Pauvert, 
1962). All unspecified page numbers in this chapter are from this 
novel. 

150 
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Jusqu'aux cages" (Arnaud, p. 240), would lead us to believe that Vian 

wrote this novel after L'Herbe Rouge and that he was planning at least 

one other volume in conjunction with L' Arrache-Coeur. However this 

was not the case. Arnaud tells us (p. 245) that L'Arr ache-Coeur was 

begun after the first draft of L'Automne a Pekin and quotes a note by 

Vian, dated January 16, 1947, to support this sequence: 

Roman. M&re et ses enfants, commence par les laisser 
libres parce que quand ils sont petits elle n'a besoin de rien 
pour les retenir, ils reviennent naturellement. Au fur et a 
mesure que se developpe leur personality elle les boucle de 
plus en plus et finira par les enfermer dans des cages. 

Un personnage de ce roman devrait etre un type qui con-
trairement a son entourage, interesse par les 'gens, ' les 
peuples et le journalisme social, s'acharnerait sur un type 
et l'etudierait jusqu'ci tout savoir de lui. Lui demander les 
choses les plus secretes" (Arnaud, pp. 245-246). 

Arnaud quotes several other notes by Vian, all dated 1947 to support 

his thesis and we shall also adopt this chronology. 

The late 1940's were the most tumultuous years in Vian's life. 

In August of 1947 he quit his job with "l'Office du Papier. " Between the 

5th and the 20th of August 1946, Vian wrote J'irai cracher sur vos 

tombes, followed by three other novels, all published under the pseud

onym of Vernon Sullivan. The first novel of this series, after a trial 

involving public morality, became a "succ&s de scandale" and, gave 

Vian many headaches. He was also disappointed that the public will not 

buy the better novels published under his own name. The Sullivan 

series permitted the author a great deal of financial independence. The 
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sale of the books published under the pseudonym of Vernon Sullivan 

provided Vian with over twenty times his yearly salary of 1947. J'irai 

crachcr sur vos lombes sold over 600, 000 copies yet a book which wins 

the prestigious "Prix Goncourt" usually only sells 100, 000 copies 

(Duchateau, p. 134). Both Arnaud and Duchateau point out that 1947 

was an eventful year for Vian: "I'annee la plus riche en p^ripeties de 

son existence" (Duchateau, p. 146); "la publicite s'empare de lui" 

(Arnaud, p. 232). Aside from the scandal around J'irai cracher sur 

vos tombes, this is the year when Vian became one of the leading 

figures of the life at Saint-Germain-des-Pr£s. From the very begin

nings of the bar "Tabou" he played his trumpet there. He also wrote 

a Manuel de Saint-Germain-des-Pr&s which was accepted but never 

published. When on the advice of his doctor Vian finally stopped play

ing the trumpet, he remained as one of the animators of night life in 

this quarter of Paris. It is also in this period that he had difficulties 

with his wife, problems which will lead to a break in 1949, separation 

in 1951 and divorce in 1952 (Duchateau, p. 164). He had a second 

child, Carole, in 1948 (Patrick was born in 1942). He met Ursula 

Kubler, who was to become his second wife, at a cocktail party given 

by the publisher Gallimard in 1949 (Duchateau, p. 180). 

In his introduction to L'Herbe Rouge, Pierre Kast says that 

L'Arrache-Coeur contains "Une violence, un tumulte, une diversite qui 

en font d'abord l'oeuvre de Vian la plus difficile h. saisir, et qui 
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indiquent l'echo d'une sourde et douloureuse colore" (p. 18). Although 

L'Arrache-Coeur is not the most introspective of Vian's novels, we will 

see the introduction of a very personal theme, that of an over-protective 

mother, which will be elucidated in L'Herbe Rouge. From our knowl

edge of Vian's biography, this was probably partially inspired by the 

author's mother's personality, as well as that of his wife, Michelle. It 

is also likely that much of Angel's attitude toward Clementine and the 

triplets reflects Vian's feelings toward his wife and children. Arnaud 

(p. 241) tells us that of ail of Vian's novels, L'Arrache-Coeur was the 

only one which bothered his wife Michelle. Angel's departure could 

well be a symbolic transposition of Vian's separation from his wife. 

An atmosphere of brutality and violence pervades much of this 

novel. This ambience contributes to place added emphasis on the 

manner that work is made degrading for the apprentices in L'Arrache-

Coeur. The subject of religion is an important theme in this novel and 

has some analogies to what we have seen in L'Automne and especially 

in L'Ecume, but the theological accent on luxury is presented as an 

antithesis to the brutal pragmatism found in this novel. There are 

more unexplained events and unresolved situations in this novel than in 

any of Vian's other works but the pervading brutal tone with which he 

underlines the themes makes these shortcomings seem unimportant. It 

was also pointed out earlier that Vian had planned a sequel to this novel 

where some of the events might have been explained or resolved. We 
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believe, however, that in L' Arrache-Coeur, as in Vian's other novels, 

it is the linguistic devices and the themes themselves which are impor

tant and not the construction of a work which could follow the rules of 

classical novel writing. Although many linguistic distortions are still 

present, they are handled more carefully and Vian's language reflects 

the increasing importance of his themes. This novel and his last one 

will be much more serious, with less humor than the preceeding works. 

The title of the novel L'Arrache-Coeur is probably taken from 

the device by the same name, used by Alise in L'Ecume des Jours 

when she killed Jean-Sol Partre. There is no mention of an "arrache-

coeur" in this novel, but perhaps the title indicates Vian's reaction to 

some of the heartless characters who have no shame, being extremely 

brutal and unfeeling. As in all of Vian's other novels, we have two 

male characters complementing each other. Jacquemort is a psy

chiatrist with a beard, born last year, who is a hollow physical shell 

and has to fill himself with other people's character and desires. It has 

been pointed out that these characteristics make Jacquemort the existen-

3 
tialist person par excellence. Angel (the name of one of the protagon

ists of LAAurtomn^ lived in the area where the novel takes 

place for the last two years. Although there is no description of Angel's 

past, he says at one point: "j'avais des desordres de conscience. 

3. Michel Rybalka, Boris Vian ; Essai d'Interpretation et de 
Documentation (Paris: Minard, "Lettres Modernes, " 1969), p. 126. 
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J'ai rate pas mal de choses'1 (p. 24) which could point to a continuation 

of the ending of L'Automne. Jacquemort's answer, "II restait de la 

marge" could reflect on the abbot Petitjean's advice to Angel when he 

wanted to commit suicide in L'Automne. We found no further referen

ces to the previous novel. Although there is some development in 

L' Arrache-Coeur, the accent is on a series of incidents, dialogues or 

monologues through which various themes are developed. Jacquemort 

is present in most of these as a not quite impartial psychiatrist. He 

observes what happens at the village as well as in the house on the cliff 

where Angel and his wife Clementine live. He usually represents the 

point of view of logic or humanity in the face of strange circumstances 

and occurrences. 

L1 Arrache-Coeur is divided into three parts, each with a num

ber of chapters continuing the formal structure we have seen in 

L'Automne. The first part is comprised of twenty-one chapters, some 

of which are dated from the 28th of August to the 2nd of September. 

The second part has eighteen chapters. In the first fourteen chapters, 

the dates proceed normally from May 7th to the 24th of July. There

after we have distortions in the names of the month as well as the 

number of days per month. Chapters fourteen to sixteen are dated the 

27th of "juinet" (juin, juillet), the next chapter is the 39th of the same 

month to be followed by the 39th of "juinout" (juin, aoflt). There are no 

indications as to years, except for Jacquemort's occasional remarks 
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and the growth of his beard. The third section starts with Jacquemort 

saying "Deja quatre ans et des jours que je suis la" (p. 131). This 

section has thirty chapters with months made up of variations of 

accepted names of months. One month, "juillembre" has at least 348 

days. In the first chapter of the third section, Jacquemort's beard has 

grown longer, while in the fourth chapter of the same section he trims 

his beard. In the eleventh chapter, Jacquemort says "Deja six ans, 

trois jours et deux heures que je suis venu m'enterrer dans ce sarcre 

pays" (p. 162), and Ms beard "se maintenait d'une longueur moyenne" 

(p. 162). Toward the end of the novel, the only explanation for all this 

comes when Jacquemort remembers coming to the area on the 28th of 

August, but "maintenant, les mois sont devenus si droles--ala cam-

pagne, le temps, plus ample, passe plus vite et sans rep&res" (p. 215). 

Elsewhere in the text there are also a few references to months. In 

the first one, "gel£e de juillet" (p. 10), the name of the month is not 

distorted but frost does not come at this time. Conversely in the next 

reference, "la secheresse de juillembre" (p. 136) the month (juillet, 

septembre) has a usual characteristic but the name is distorted. The 

month of "novrier" is "le mois du froid du crachin" (p. 195). 

Distortions and invention are abundant in L'Arrache-Coeur. 

Among the lexical devices there are many invented plants. At the very 

beginning of the novel, we find some flowering "calamines" (a mineral 
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4 
in proper usage) and "brouillouses" with blackened petals. The 

"calamines" have "le coeur rouge sombre [qui] battait au soleil. A 

chaque pulsation, un nuage de pollen s'elevait, puis retombait sur les 

feuilles agitees d'un lent tremblement" {p. 9). The garden in front of 

Angel's house contains a plethora of invented plants, reminiscent of the 

invented birds in L'Automne: 

II y avait des calaios, dont le feuillage bleu-violet par-
dessous, est vert tendre et nervure de blanc S. l 'exterieur; 
des ormandes sauvages, aux tiges filiformes, bossuees de 
nodosites monstrueuses, qui s'epanouissaient en fleurs sfeches 
comme des meringues de sang, des touffes de reviole lustree 
gris perle, de longues nappes de garillias cremeux accroches 
aux basses branches des araucarias, des sirtes, des mayangues 
bleues, diverses espfeces de becabunga, dont 1'epais tapis vert 
abritait de petites grenouilles vives, des haies de cormarin, de 
cannais, de sens aires, mille fleurs petulantes ou modestes . . . 
(p. 23). 

Sometimes plant names are created from existing terms, such as the 

"sauvages plantes vertes, utricantes et filassouzes [from filasse]" 

(p. 81) which are called "malorties" (mal, orties). Another plant, the 

"fouille-p^trin" is made up of two perfectly common words. Perhaps 

symbolically from its linguistic origin, this plant has the characteristic 

to give its discreet user the qualities of courage and determination. 

Sometimes there is only a slight spelling deformation leading to word 

distortion: "trumeaux" (for "trijumeaux"), "merdres" (for merde, 

4. Clouzet points out the lack of fixity, in a cataloged sense, 
of animals, vegetable matter and minerals in Vian's works. Jean 
Clouzet, Boris Vian ; Etude, Choix de Textes et Bibliographie (Paris: 
Editions Pierre Seghers, Po&tes d'aujourd'hui, 1966), p. 40. 
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5 
probably from Jarry), "crobe" (from microbe in a "combinaison 

ternaire [of microbes which results in] un hybride immonde, un crobe 

monstrueux" p. 196). A psychiatrist can either "psychiatrer" or 

"psy . . . choser. " Under Jacquemort's feet, "le chemin gemissait . . . 

Chuintait. Gouillait. Resouillait. Gluissait" (p. 136). In the warm 

sun some cats "se solasaient indolemment" (p. 81). An invented word 

is used at times in association with an accepted one: "d'ecrevisses et 

vibrouzes" and "de crabes, d'arapedes. " Vian often uses diaeresis 

with proper names in this novel, sometimes in proper usage, often in 

distortion. The triplets are called Joel, Noel and Citroen, but the 

villagers names include Jean, Chretien, Nuffere and Nezrouge. 

Diaeresis is also incorrectly used in a poem to rhyme "fet" (faite) with 

progret (progr&s). 

In the sentence "Les cheveux raides d'un dracoena ... " (p. 46) 

we have an interesting and unusual word usage. In modern French, 

"dracena, " a tropical tree, derives its etymology from the latin botani

cal term "dracoena, " itself derived from a female dragon. Most of the 

author's foreign language allusions are to English. Some of these words, 

such as "genuine, " and "nurse" are not uncommon in current French 

usage. Vian's inventiveness is more striking with "leur tetee de 

5. Vian uses the word "onmerbete" in Elles Se Rendent Pas 
Compte. Vernon Sullivan [Boris Vian], Elles Se Rendent Pas Compte, 
translated by Boris Vian (Paris: Eric Losfeld, Editions du "Terrain 
Vague, " n. d.), p. 79. 
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troizocloques" (p. 73) where he combines a French word with the 

phonetic spelling of an English one. The register of a merchant is 

made out of "moleskine" and his hat is made from "peau de taupe. " 

The expression "d'eiders d'eiders" is justified by the analogy with 

"gentlemen's gentlemen, " who are, according to Vian, gentlemen's 

children. 

As in Vian's other novels, there is an extensive vocabulary in 

L'Arrache-Coeur. This includes fairly common slang terms such as 

"biques, " "defenestrer, " "sacripan, " "s'ampiffrer" and "taloche. " 

Often slang terms are used pejoratively, such as in "valetaille, " "l'air 

p^quenaud, " "maquignon" and "bouseux. " Technical terms, especially 

from construction and carpentry are also used. Sometimes a humorous 

item is included in an enumeration of technical items, such as a green 

mouse, inserted in a list of various tools found in a carpentry shop. A 

few terms from anatomy such as "fontanelle" and "phalanges" are also 

used. Insect names are also employed, as when Angel's boat leaves, 

it "marchait sur l'eau comme une notonecte. Ou une n&pe. Ou une 

araignee" (p. 127). 

A certain number of accepted expressions are distorted to fit 

the situation! The sacristan, who is also the devil, says "foi de moi-

meme" instead of "foi de Seigneur. " One of Jacquemort's ideas ends 

"en queue de psychiatre" rather than "en queue de poisson. " After a 

diarrhea, the "elixir paregorique" becomes "lixirs paracoliques. " 
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Jacquemort smells the religious atmosphere with "une volupte de vieux 

viveur" instead of "bon vivant. " 

Some words and expressions are used in completely new con

texts. We have already seen the name of a mineral, "calamine" used 

as a flower. The "chasse-mar<§e" (a fishing boat) brings the salt to the 

beach. When Clementine is giving birth, a. "baquet a eplucher les 

chiens" is used. Instead of cutting the umbilical cords, the nurse ties 

them in "rosettes" because it is more elegant this way. The bizarre 

and irregular goat droppings lead Jacquemort to suspect the presence 

of a "bouc de Sodome. " A "buanderie" becomes a "lavanderie, " which 

would seem like a logical term, since "lavadiere" exists but is not an 

accepted derivation of "laver. " Sound associations are followed as 

when Jacquemort "doigta" his "doigtier, " and in the description of the 

rain which can "raviner les champs, combler les ravins, ravir les 

corbeaux" (p. 195). When Angel says "La mer suffit a tout" and 

Jacquemort tries to make a play on words, he is told "je sais, le 

retour a la m&re, la mer, le meme tabac" (p. 112). 

Verbal logic is often distorted by being followed up "logically. " 

Angel "tendit l'oreille, & personne en particulier" (p. 12); as he tries 

to look through a keyhole, one of the legs of a bed is in the way and "il 

se tordit douloureusement l'oeil droit sans resultat appreciable" (p. 

12). In a boxing match "C'etait une grele de coups qui pleuvait, si l'on 

peut dire qu'une pluie peut greler" (pp. 155-156). Certain pictures 
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seem "propres (ou sales) 5. faire rougir un dominicain. Ou plusieurs 

dominicains. Ou meme le colonel des Jesuites" (p. 150). A ticket 

taker "dechira la moitie de son billet ou, plus exactement dechira la 

totalite de son billet en deux moities" (p. 149). Jacquemort is told that 

"On n'a pas les yeux fermes parce qu'on met des paupi&res devant" 

(p. 11.6) just as a rock in front of an open door does not close the door. 

Cliches are persued for their literal meaning as in "tache ingrate s'il 

en fut (et il en fut)" (p. 106). When Angel asks as a point of information 

"Vous venez passez les vacences?" (p. 18), Jacquemort takes this in 

the sense of an invitation and accepts. As he gets ready to leave, 

Jacquemort says "je vais m'en aller. " The priest answers "vous allez 

vous en aller, " Jacquemort replying, "Alors je m'en vais, ... et il 

s'en alia" (p. 211). The bizarre and irregular goat droppings lead 

Jacquemort to suspect the presence of a "bouc de Sodome. " When 

"impressionant" is taken in the older definition of an imprint or a trace, 

"II etait toujours impressionant, mais encore plus dans l'ombre, car 

cette impression restait imprecise et grandissait de ce fait" (p. 114). 

Although technically correct, some tenses are used out of the 

general tone of the novel, again to heighten our linguistic awareness. 

The narrative past is used in the exclamations "Vous futes enorme! . . . 

Vous futes sensationnel! . . . Vous futes. . . sublime! . . . Vous futes.. . 

epique["(pp. 62-63). The imperfect of the subjunctive, almost, gone 

from spoken language, very restricted in familiar writing and not 
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expected in Vian's novels, is used when Clementine tells Jacquemort 

that "je desirerais que mes enfants le devinssent" (p. 166). At a cer

tain point, Jacquemort decides to speak to himself in the third person, 

as this inspires him. A few lines of stream of consciousness elicit 

added linguistic awareness: "Et raccourci se trouvait se chemin; pieds 

connus, pas deja faits (pas de marche et non de negation). Embrouiller, 

devait-il, inverser mais c'est insuffisant, les meler, mieux, de para

sites lettriques et logiques pour la parcourir, la route, sans ennui, 

ses pensees simples" (p. 113). 

Unusual descriptions and associations create uncommon and 

sometimes humorously surrealistic images. Briefly returning to the 

use of clothing in earlier novels, "une chemise de satin lilas bouillon-

nait dans l'echancrure de son col" (p. 18) and "une chemise de soie 

pourpre et une ample veste de velours marron, assortie a la couleur 

du pantalon. ... il se vetait simplement" (p. 46). In a description 

reminiscent of the sides of the road after the car stops during the 

honeymoon in L'Ecume des Jours, there is a garden in this novel where 

"II y avait de l'ombre et du soleil, du sec et du mouille, du dur et du 

tendre, du mineral et du vegetal, du vif et du mort" (p. 160). Very 

appropriately, a child's stomach problem makes "un brusque bruit de 

degringolade" (p. 42). One of the children, just after birth, has "une 

petite bouche humide de pieuvre et des yeux de viande plissee" (p. 22). 

As Jacquemort prepares himself to sleep, he closes "ses paupi&res 
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lasses sur des retines lacerees par les lani&res reches de visions 

insolites" (p. 70). The monastic simplicity in a girl's room "titillait 

en Jacquemort l'athee lubrique epris de chair brute qu'il aurait pu etre 

en y reflechissant bien" (p. 119). The carpenter is described as hav

ing "un nez en pied de marmite" (p. 37) and a child's unhapp}^ face gives 

us a "figure . . . morose comme celle d'un saint de pierre apr&s un 

bombardement" (p. 77). Rainfall is related as some "gouttes [qui] 

claquaient contre les marches comme des grenouilles molles" (p. 61). 

The prow of Angel's boat is like "un braquemart [sword] phenicien" 

(p. 109). A bearded man has "un gros rire velu" (p. 223), but he could 

be "aussi nu qu'un barbu rase" (p. 113). As Jacquemort tries to look 

unconcerned, he is "aussi naturel que des guetres sur une pompe a 

purin" (p. 118). A child smiles "d'un sourire timide comme un ecureuil 

bleu" (p. 129). 

Although practically nonexistent in Vian's other novels mythology 

makes an occasional appearance in L'Arrache-Coeur as when Jacque

mort compares himself to "un tonneau des Danaldes" (p. 24) and as a 

seamstress bites through the thread "comme une Parque dont les 

ciseaux sont chez le repasseur" (p. 117). 

Although there are no particularly unusual animals in this novel 

such as the "mackintosh" in Vercoquin, common animals have strange 

characteristics and are sometimes treated in an unusual fashion. A 

goat and a pig do some hitch-hiking. The animals which behave are 
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left alone to walk around while the others are punished. A horse comes 

in to be shod and seems to understand what is said to him. He is 

patted by the blacksmith. Another horse, however, is crucified. When 

Jacquemort asks why, he is told: "C'est un etalon. II a faute" (p. 83). 

A cow is punished in a way somewhat reminiscent of the convicts in 

Kafka's In the Penal Colony (a work which Vian admired): its head is cut 

off and a sign bears the faded inscription "La prochaine fois ... tu 

donne . . . plus de lait" (p. 137). The triplets each have a tame bear 

which can talk. When Jacquemort says to himself "je trouve Qa 

revoltant, " he hears "Revoltant, approuva un gros chat noir assis sur 

un mur" (p. 55). It will be this same cat that Jacquemort will psycho

analyze, leaving only the cat's empty fur while he takes on some of the 

cat's tastes and characteristics. 

Trees are treated in the same manner as animals and possess 

some animal characteristics. When Clementine worries about what 

could happen to her children with the trees in the garden, she orders 

their removal. The chief of the logging team first finds the exact posi

tion of the trees' hearts by carefully putting his ear to their trunks. 

This is marked with a red spot and a heated metal hook is stuck in this 

mark to kill the tree. "La touffe de feuilles du dattier se mit a fremir, 

imperceptiblement d'abord, puis plus vive, et Jacquemort serra les 

dents. Une plainte s'elevait, si aigue et si intense, qu'il fall ait se 

boucher les oreilles. Le tronc du dattier oscillait et, a chaque 
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oscillation, le rythme des cris s'accelerait. La terre, au pied du 

dattier se fendit et s'ouvrit" (p. 180). Even after the trees become 

wood, they can still have reactions; "La rampe de chene sculpte 

s'aplatit servilement sous la poigne robuste de Jacquemort" (p. 28). 

As it is being carved, "Le chene blanc et poli semblait fremir sous ses 

mains" (p. 39). When Clementine is getting ready to give birth, "Le 

lit commengait a geindre" (p. 16). 

Sometimes objects are personnified through an incorrect 

grammatical term; "Elle alia jusqu' a 1' armoire, H qui [oCt] elle prit un 

drap ... " (p. 17). At times personnification is achieved through con

text as in the two separate places where "La porte se referma sur lui" 

(pp. 20, 35). Angel's boat has "Onze paires de pieds articules [qui] en 

sortaient sur toute la longueur" (p. 109) (reminescent of the police car 

in L'Ecume) and when it goes out to sea, Jacquemort sees "un objet 

maigre qui marchait sur l'eau ... " (p. 127). The most personalized 

object, literally, is the "androide" made by the blacksmith to look 

exactly like Clementine. When the blacksmith copulates with it, 

Clementine, in her house, far away, feels exactly as if he were actually 

making love to her. In the same context as Clementine climbs "L'Hom

me de Terre, " a particularly steep rock, "Elle etait mouillee entre les 

jambes" (p. 73). 

The sun, the wind and the sky are described with uncommon 

characteristics. Night, which is to become of paramount importance in 
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L'Herbe Rouge, is mentioned only once: "La nuit se dechirait sans 

bruit ... " (p. 16). The sun, which was so important in the two pre

vious novels, has a lesser role in L' Arrache-Coeur. It can still do 

unusual things but is no longer a major factor in influencing the pro

tagonists or reflecting the general atmosphere. At the beginning of the 

novel, "Le soleil corrodait la surface de la mer et la salissait de 

graffiti obsc&nes" (p. 10). As Jacquemort begins to walk fast he finds 

himself in the shade because "les rayons du soleil ne parvenaient plus 

& le suivre" (p. 10). In Clementine's room there is no noise except for 

"le clapotis du soleil au bas des rideaux" (p. 21). As the air becomes 

cooler, "a la place du soleil, il y avait une flamme creuse, a contour 

carre" (p. 24). The wind becomes the most personnified of the ele

ments through the use of verbs: "Le vent tramait des pailles ... . Le 

vent s'etait leve le matin. II avait racle la surface de la mer . . . il 

avait grimpe la falaise . . . il tournait autour de la maison, se taillant 

an sifflet du moindre recoin . . . ecorchant de sa rape la croute s&che 

d'anciennes flaques" (pp. 92-93). Later the wind becomes more menac

ing, "discret d'abord, sautelant par-dessus les corniches et les 

cheminees, et bientot plus tendu, plus dur, arrachant un zonzon aigu & 

chaque angle de la pierre, courbant la tete inqui&te des plantes, ..." 

(p. 212). The sky, which is usually "bleu immuable" (p. 65) becomes 

"transparent jusqu'k l'os" when the peasants need rain. The sun, the 

wind and the sky all present possible dangers, in Clementine's paranoid 
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eyes, when she thinks, in her tortuous logic, of what could happen to 

harm her children. 

The theme of religion appears again in L'Arrache-Coeur. In 

L'Automne, religion was embodied by the abbot Petitjean, one of the 

most sympathetic characters of the novel. Petitjean had very rational 

advice to give but he certainly did not elicit an overall religious philo

sophy. Whenever religious rites were mentioned the pseudo-liturgy 

was always in a humorous context. The treatment of religion in this 

novel is closer to the way the theme was treated in L'Ecume des Jours, 

but without the negative connotations. Although humor is still very much 

inherent in the theme, Jacquemort says of the village priest, who 

represents the religious philosophy in this novel as Petitjean did in 

L'Automne, "II [le cure] a de la religion une conception plutot same . .. " 

(p. 166). For the priest, religion is above all luxury and he never 

bothers to analyze any fundamental human problems. The description 

of the village church, quite unusual in its construction, does not pre

figure the priest's philosophy as does the church in L'Ecume. When 

Jacquemort first sees the church, it resembles an egg on a nest. It is 

the first time he sees a church built "de cette faqon artificieuse, en 

forme d'oeuf, sans colonnes de pierre, sans arcs, sans doubleaux, sans 

croisees d'ogives, sans tambour ni trompette et sans souci du lende-

main" (p. 51). A complex network of beams and "longrines supportait 

la couverture de schiste noir de la nef ovoide" (p. 51). The walls are 
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supported by geodesic bracing. Within the walls, Jacquemort can 

guess the eyes of saints, serpents and demons which shine in the 

shadows. At the two sides of the altar, two multiple torches throw out 

a trembling light which "trouaient les ten&bres de leur halo degrade" 

(p. 52). 

In their first conversation, the village priest explains to 

Jacquemort that religion is a luxury and it is only brutes, meaning the 

peasants, who want to make something useful out of it. Suffering and 

violence do not seem to bother the priest, but he half-heartedly states 

that he would like to see this suffering in God. The peasants are only 

interested in religion to make the sainfoin grow, but the priest has a 

plan to shock them out of their pragmatism. He tells Jacquemort to 

come to church on Sunday where he will use the technique of "[venir] a 

bout de la mati&re par la mati&re. . . . L,eur [les paysans] inertie se 

heurtera S. une inertie plus grande. . . Et de ce choc naitra 1'inquietude 

qui les ramfenera a la religion. . . au luxe! " (p. 55). The priest does 

not neglect material logistics for his weekly encounter with the peasants. 

He has the village carpenter build him a preaching booth with hinged 

shutters for* protection. Once everyone is in church, the crowd of 

peasants clamor for rain but the priest tells them that they are in a 

church and not in a watering can. The mood of the crowd begins to turn 

to violence when the priest tells them they have no shame. He pru

dently closes the shutters of the pulpit. From his protected space, the 
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priest expounds Ms theory of religion under a shower of stones which 

the peasants are throwing at him. lie tells them that God does not like 

the sainfoin and that they are living sordid material lives. They are 

ignorant of luxury which is what he is offering them. The priest says 

that God is a "coussin de brocart d'or, c'est un diamant serti dans le 

soleil, c'est un precieux decor cisele dans 1'amour, c'est Auteuil, 

Passy, . . . I1 inutile, le rnerveilleux, les ostensoires electriques" (p. 

60). As the crowd is still shouting for rain, the priest continues: 

! 'Dieu, c'est la volupte du superflu. . . . Dieu n'est pas utilitaire. . . . 

Dieu est en plus. II n'est ni pour ni contre. C'est du rabiot! " (p. 60). 

Rain is still the only item that the villagers want and the men closest to 

the pulpit begin to shake its massive oak supports. Oblivious, the 

priest continues. "II ne pleuvra pas! ... II pleuvra des ailes d'ange! 

II pleuvra des duvets d'emeraude, des vases d'albatre, des peintures 

admirables . . . mais pas d'eau! Dieu se moque du sainfoin, de l'avoine, 

du ble, du seigle, de l'orge, du houblon, du sarrasin, du trfefle, de la 

luzerne, de I'orpin blanc et de la sauge ... " (p. 61). As Jacquemort 

admires the erudition the peasants finally succeed in breaking the oak 

supports of the pulpit, the priest capitulates and the rain begins. 

However the priest's surrender is, however, only temporary. 

He writes and has the children sing a first communion hymn; 
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L'aubepine, c'est une fleur 
La graisse, c'est du gras 
La m. .. , c'est du bonheur 
Jesus, c'est mieux que tout 9a. 
L'herbe, c'est pour les betes 
La viande, c'est pour papa 
Les cheveux, c'est pour la tete 
Jesus,  c 'est  mieux que tout  9a.  
Jesus, c'est du rabiuxe [rabiot and luxe] 
Jesus, c'est en pluxe [plus and luxe] 
Jesus, c'est du luxe. . . (p. 85). 

As Jacquemort listens to the hymn, he thinks about how time is passing 

and how the association of the music and the darkness becomes unctuous, 

putting a dressing on the soul. 

The priest's next endeavor is to put up signs advertising a 

luxurious spectacle. Curious, the peasants come in their Sunday best, 

that is dressed as for a funeral. The spectacle is to be a boxing match 

between the priest and his sacristan who is the devil. Around the box

ing ring, near the priest's corner, there are familiar pictures from the 

life of Jesus: "Jesus se grattant les pieds sur le bord du chemin, 

Jesus se tapant un litre de rouge" (p. 150). Around the devil's corner 

there are infernal pictures, lewd enough to make a dominican blush. 

The crowd vociferates when it finds that the cheaper seats are unusuable. 

The priest explains with an allegory: "Dieu refuse le paradis aux sauces 

maigres, aux coqs mal garnis, aux haridelles efflanques. Dieu est. . . 

un oeil de diamant au fond d'un pot de chambre d'or, Dieu, c'est la 

volupte des carats, les grands myst&res platines, . . . Dieu vit dans le 

metal precieux, les perles liquides, le mercure bouillant, le cristal de 
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l'ether" (p. 152). The priest wins the boxing match in the third round 

by pulling a cord which makes a loudspeaker fall on the devil's head. 

Sometime afterwards, in the sacristy, the priest tells Jacquemort 

what he would like to do for his next spectacle. "Au milieu d'un 

deploiement inimaginagle d'ornements et de costumes ... [il veut 

monter dans] une montgolfi&re d'or attache au sol par mille fils d'argent. 

. . . sitot parvenu a 1' altitude c.onvenable, je defenesterai ce sacripant 

de sacristain" (p. 208). He will perform this because God needs sump

tuous presents, gold, myrrh, miraculous visions and adolescents as 

beautiful as centaurs. Although we feel a certain humorous sympathy 

on the author's part toward the priest and ideas, the brutish peasants 

certainly do not respond to any of the exhortations. In the next novel, 

Vian will return to traditional religion and briefly give Ms reactions to 

it. His somewhat idealistic incursions into a possible basis for religion 

will not be developed further. 

In L'Arroche-Coeur there is less emphasis than in Vian's other 

novels on the dual protagonists, which often represent two sides of the 

same question or the author's character. There are two male protago

nists, as in the other novels, Jacquemort and Angel, but Angel leaves 

in a boat at the end of the second section, never to return. Most of the 

story is seen through Jacquemort but in two separate encounters with 

Angel a certain number of philosophical problems are discussed. In the 

first conversation, Jacquemort tries to explain to Angel his particular 
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kind of phychoanalysis. Being psychologically empty to begin with, he 

conserves others' words, contents and labels. He knows the terms 

under which passions and emotions are classified but he does not feel 

any of them. He wants to take other peoples wishes and desires. 

"Savoir qu'il existe des passions et ne pas les ressentir, c'est affreux" 

(p. 25). Angel counters by saying that having this desire makes 

Jacquemort less than empty. However Jacquemort has no reason to do 

one thing rather than something else and therefore wants to take others' 

reasons for doing things. But Angel says that in order not to have 

desires, one must have had a perfectly neutral social conditioning, to 

be untouched by any influence and without an internal past. The only 

reply Jacquemort can make to this is to show a paper with the inscrip

tion "'Psychiatre. Vide. A remplir'" (p. 26). Based on this printed 

paper, he says that he is not free. Angel says that if he has a desire 

to take others' desires, he is free. If he did not have any desires at 

all, he would be dead. For Jacquemort, however, being free is wish

ing for nothing because to want something is to be chained to the desire. 

The conversation ends when Angel suggests that Jacquemort try to get 

rid of all of his desires. Upon trying this, Jacquemort begins to become 

transparent and he accuses Angel of using magic to undermine his con

victions. 

The second and last important conversation takes place shortly 

before Angel prepares to leave on his boat driven out by his wife. 



Earlier he had said that he would like to stay with his children, "Mais 

on a toujours quelque chose qui vous manque. Autant que ce soit 

quelque chose d'important" (p. 110). He will leave because his wife's 

suffering in childbirth gave her rights. Jacquemort counters: "Je 

conteste, . . . qu'une chose aussi inutile que la souffrance puisse donner 

des droits quels qu'ils soient, a qui que ce soit, sur quoi que ce soit" 

(p. 80). As he prepares to embark, he says "On ne reste pas parce 

qu'on aime certaines personnes; on s'en va parce qu'on en deteste 

d'autres. 11 n'y a que le moche qui vous fasse agir. On est laches" 

(p. 124). For reasons to be elucidated in L'Herbe Rouge, Angel does 

not want to be too much of a coward, so he takes no provisions, has a 

small hole in the hull of the boat and very little drinking water. Thus 

"9a reste une lachete du point de vue moral, mais physiquement, c'est 

hardi" (p. 125). Jacquemort cannot counter this argument but neverthe

less tries , and fails, to dissuade Angel from leaving. 

After talking to Clementine, Jacquemort goes back to his room, 

"fa.] remonta, cogitant. Done il etait. Mais que lui" (p. 100). He 

still has not t alt en any human's desires and character. But he does 

seem to have an innate love for trees. "Sans leur attacher de valeur 

sentimentale, ainsi qu'il convenait un individu ne sans souvenirs 

l'age adulte, il estimait les arbres pour leur beaute probablement 

fonctionelle et leur anarchique uniformite" (p. 177). He feels intimate 

enough with the trees not to feel a need to talk to them or to write them 
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odes. "EL admirait les pins, aust&res en apparence, mais prets h la 

moindre chatouille une semence de resine odorante, et il aim ait aussi 

les chenes mal foutus comme des gros chiens costauds et ebouriffes" 

(p. 178). lie likes all the trees. Each tree has its personality, cus

toms and quirks but all are sympathetic to him. 

Jacquemort's particular psychological make-up also helps him 

to see the strange birds, the "malicttes. " These birds die as soon as 

someone looks at them too long, or someone laughs at them or turns 

their back on them or takes his hat off or if the evening falls too quickly. 

The birds are subtle and tender with hearts which occupy their whole 

abdomen where other animals have ordinary organs. Even if we do not 

see these birds we must pretend we do. People find beautiful what is 

familiar to them. This is not the case for Jacquemort, perhaps be

cause his lack of what is common knowledge lets him see something 

else in its place, some "maliettes" for example. Jacquemort rectifies 

his thought; "Nous trouvons beau ce qui nous est assez indifferent pour 

nous permettre de voir ce que nous voulons a la place" (p. 193). Thus 

Jacquemort's lack of a past helps him see beyond the banal but this will 

not prevent him from finishing in the most degraded position possible at 

the end of the novel. 

Violence and degradation seem to be casually accepted by the 

peasants. The villagers are divided into two groups; the one who 

administers the violence and the ones who must submit to it because 
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they are not strong enough. The strong males have an aura of confi

dence about them: "Us avaient tous l'air bien vivants, solides, tannes 

par l'air et le soleil, et surs de quelque chose" (pp. 57-58). "La race 

paraissait trapue et resistante" (p. 34). As Jacquemort is "empty" he 

should have no particular reaction against violence, but like his love 

for the trees, he reacts against it from an innate aversion. On his 

first trip to the village he sees a "foire aux vieux" where old and use

less people are sold for amusement and to bear the brutality of the 

strong. While being auctioned off, an old man is obliged to undress as 

the auctioneer "se pencha sur le vieux et soupesa la miserable chiffe 

en se tordant de rire" (p. 33). After the sale, the buyer's children 

beat the old man and throw him down. An old woman is also obliged to 

get undressed and Jacquemort "entrevit l'horrible masse graisseuse et 

boursouflee de varices" (p. 34). While everyone is laughing, Jacque

mort asks one of the men if he is not ashamed and gets hit in the mouth 

in return for his concern. Shortly thereafter when he asks the carpen

ter the same question after he sees an apprentice mistreated, he 

receives a similar blow. When the priest tells the peasants that God is 

ashamed of them the crowd starts to throw chairs at him. Shame is a 

word not to be mentioned. There is someone to take care of everyone's 

shame. 

There is a strange stream near the village whose surface is 

almost level with the ground, without a ripple or any sign of movement. 
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It seems like a tight membrane and when a stone is thrown into the 

stream, it disappears as in a river of down. Wood sinks in the stream 

but organic matter floats. The color is "de la bave du crache-sang, 

rouge, claire et opaque" (p. 32). The water has one of the character

istics v/e saw in the underground stream in Trouble dans les Andains: 

it does not get anything wet. In L'Arrache-Coeur, "L'eau du ruisseau 

rouge passait sur ses vetements, en perles vives, sans les mouiller" 

(p. 47). Jacquemort sees La Gloire in a small craft on the stream. It 

is an old man who is doing his work. "On jette les choses mortes dans 

cette eau pour que je les repeche. Avec mes dents. . . . Les choses 

mortes ou les choses pourries. . . . Souvent on les laisse pourrir 

expr&s ... . Pour qu'elles cr&vent entre mes dents ... et on me paie 

de honte et d'or" (p. 49). La Gloire has to digest the shame of the 

village. He is paid to have remorse instead of the peasants. "De tout 

ce qu'ils font de mal ou d'impie. De tous leurs vices. De leurs 

crimes. De la foire aux vieux. Des betes torturees. Des apprentis" 

(p. 49). The first person to have more shame than La Gloire must take 

his place. The first one to weaken or to revolt. The gold that La 

Glo'ire is paid is useless because he cannot buy anything with it. There

fore it is the only thing of value as it does not have a price. La Gloire 

tells Jacquemort that if he stays long enough he will become like the 

other peasants. 
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As Jacquemort's stay in the village becomes longer, he begins 

to lose some of his compunctions against violence. As he puts it, "J'ai 

ete eu" (p. 136). He even hits one of the choir boys because "il etait 

naturel que Jacquemort ne se dressat point en public contre les coutumes 

du pays, malgre le degout qu'il avait toujours pour ces pratiques" (p. 

149). In a general brawl he breaks the carpenter's teeth, but his 

uneasiness is transitory. La Gloire will take care of his shame. He 

still feels like fighting: "II cogna et 9a le soulageait enormement de 

cogner sur des adultes" (p. 157). He is uneasy about the choir boy. 

Perhaps this is the root of his downfall. As he begins to psychoanalyze 

La Gloire, the old man becomes more and more transparent and when 

La Glo'ire dies, Jacquemort takes his place in the craft on the stream. 

Aside from animals and old people, it is the apprentices who 

must bear the violence. As the carpenter says, it is cheaper to have 

something hand made because machines are expensive, "tandis que des 

ordures comme celui-ci [l'apprenti] on en a treize a la douzaine" (p. 

37). Work has nothing humorous about it in this novel, nor is work 

made out to be degrading to the adults. For the apprentices however it 

is a different story. Jacquemort sees the carpenter's apprentice as "un 

miserable automate, rive a son labeur sans fin" (p. 37). When the 

young boy faints, the carpenter throws a canful of water on him and as 

the boy does not recover consciousness, he throws the can at him. 

After the boy dies, his body, ghostly and thin, is thrown in the red 
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stream. All the visitors to the blacksmith's shop hit the apprentice 

because "cet apprenti tapait sur la ferraille et il etait juste qu'il 

encaissat en retour" (p. 118). With this type of treatment it is not sur

prising that the young apprentice at the end of the novel should be 

envious of the fate of the triplets who are put in cages. "Qa devait etre 

merveilleux de rester tous ensemble comme 9a, avec quelqu'un pour 

vous dorloter, dans une petite cage bien chaude et pleine d'amour" 

(p. 225). The author does not necessarily approve of this attitude but 

he certainly makes it plausible after he shows what the apprentices 

have to bear. 

Jacquemort's attempts to psychoanalyze women are not at all 

successful. They do not feel like talking and only want to make love. 

The nurse, Culblanc, asks Jacquemort: "Vous me montez ou non? .. . 

Je suis venue pour qa. ... Je ne sals pas parler" (p. 67). Nezrouge, 

the blacksmith's maid, is no more loquacious. Jacquemort does not 

advance his basic purpose very much when he tells her to undress as 

"C'est la base indispensable d'une bonne psychoanalyse, ..." (p. 119). 

She cannot be really blamed when she wants to "psy. . . choser" again but 

Jacquemort needs ten minutes to recuperate and says to himself that 

women have no delicacy. These women, however, have a minor role, 

as did most feminine characters in Vian's previous novels. There is a 

major departure from this tendency in L'Arrache-Coeur with the 

character of Clementine, Angel's wife. 
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Clementine is not given much depth. Her singleminded love and 

protectiveness toward her children absorb her totally, except for the 

two deviations when she climbs "L'Homme de Terre" and her sexual 

dreams as the blacksmith copulates with the "androide" made to re

semble her. It has been often pointed out by Arnaud and Duchateau 

ihat even though Vian loved his parents, he harbored some resentment 

toward them because they were over-protective of him when he was a 

child. This tendency as well as the results will be set forth much more 

explicitly in L'Herbe Rouge whereas in this novel, Vian gives an 

exaggerated account of a mother who does not check her protective 

instincts. 

The theme of childhood, perhaps the most important in this 

novel, revolves around the person of Clementine who finds her justifi

cation in the pains of her childbirth. When Jacquemort first sees her, 

she is "en proie aux cent treize douleurs de l'enfantement" (p. 11). She 

hates her big stomach and does not want to be seen, keeping even her 

husband away with a revolver. After the birth of the triplets, she feels 

that her suffering has given her the right of life and death over them. 

She cannot trust her husband any more because a woman can not trust a 

man who has made children with her. Angel finds another girl to sleep 

with, but in a prefiguration of the plight of Lazuli in L'Herbe Rouge, he 

is taken by fever as soon as he goes to bed with her. Angel cannot 

understand his wife and his only explanation is that "Les femmes et les 
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hommes ne vivent pas sur le meme plan" (p. 110). Angel loses his 

temper with his wife only once. After he had fed the children she asks 

him what right he had to give them food. He hits her quite hard but 

decides to leave shortly thereafter because he prefers that she raise 

them by herself. He knows that they would not agree on child rearing 

and he detests discussions. The last thing Angel tells Jacquemort 

g 
before leaving is "j'ai horreur des enfants" (p. 126). As Angel leaves, 

Clementine feels that "Son dernier obstacle s'envolait" (p. 129) and 

that no one will interfere in her love for the triplets. 

Vian writes long paragraphs of stream-of-consciousness to 

show Clementine's logic and how she arrives at various idiotic con

clusions which form her framework of child rearing. Her initial suffer

ing is basic to her philosophy. She believes that children belong to 

their mothers because they suffered when they gave birth. Mothers 

love their children, therefore children must do what their mothers tell 

them. Mothers know best what is good for them "ce qui fera qu'ils 

resteront des enfants le plus longtemps possible" (p. 143). She con

siders herself a good mother because she thinks about everything which 

could happen to her children. 

lis peuvent etre tombes dans le puits, avoir mange des fruits 
empoisonnes, avoir regu une fl&che dans l'oeil si un enfant joue 
sur le chemin avec une arbal&te, attraper la tuberculose si un 

6. Rybalka, p. 33, tells us that according to his wife Michelle, 
Vian hated being a father. 
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bacille de Koch se met en travers ... ils vont aller au fond du 
jardin et retourner une pierre, sous la pierre, il y aura une 
petite larve jaune qui va eclore instantanement, qui va s'envoler 
vers le village, s'introduire dans l'etable d'un mechant taureau, 
le piquer prfes du nase; le taureau sort de son etable, il demolit 
tout; le voila qui part sur le chemin, dans la direction de la 
maison, il est comme fou . .. juste devant la maison, il se rue 
tete baissee contre une charette lourde ... la charette se 
disloque et un fragement de metal est projete en l'air a une 
hauteur prodigieuse . .. il retombe et en tombant effleure 1' aile 
d 'une fourmi volante et l'arrache, et la fourmi . . . s'abat soudain 
dans la direction de la pelouse, rnon Dieu, il y a la Joel, Noel et 
Citroen, la fourmi tombe sur la joue de Citroen et rencontrant 
peut-etre des traces de confiture, le pique ... (pp. 141-142). 

She begins to panic as she thinks about what the triplets may be doing 

only to find that her children are sleeping safely. She tries to justify 

her over-protective attitude by saying that she thinks only of the sim

plest things which could happen to them. After another long torturous 

passage of logic, Clementine decides to lick her children's backsides 

after they go to the toilet and clean them this w ay because of the terrible 

things which could happen if she washed them in a tubful of water. In 

spite of all the time she spends worrying about the triplets, she feels 

that she is not doing enough and she makes herself eat putrid meat 

because "il fallait racheter chaque minute pensee sans eux" (p. 140). 

The worse the meat smells, the more she has the impression of con

solidating her love for her children as they deserve this sacrifice. She 

feels "comme si des tourments qu'elle s'infligeait de la sorte pouvait 

naatre quelque chose de plus pur et de plus vrai" (p. 140). 
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Clementine's worries lead her to increasing control over her 

children's physical environment. After more of the type of logic 

illustrated above, she decides to have all the trees removed from the 

garden and to erect an invisible wall around it. "C'est pas noir et c'est 

pas blanc et il n'y a pas de couleurs, juste rien. C'est un mur de rien" 

(p. 2 01). She worries about what material to use to pave the ground in 

the garden as so many bad things come from the soil. She wants to 

build her children a perfect world, "un monde propre, agreable, 

inoffensif, comme l'interieur d'un oeuf blanc pose sur un coussin de 

plume" (p. 206). At the end of the novel she will have individual cages 

for the triplets, each set up in the living room where she can always 

care for them. 

Most of the time the triplets do not mind the constant attention 

from their mother. We shall see one of the reasons why in L'Herbe 

Rouge. In this novel they have their magical world to distract them and 

to get away when they wish to do so. After they find three pebbles of 

the right color, they put them in a triangle and a little girl comes out of 

the ground to dance for them. When they find a certain grain and spit 

on it five times, a miniature tree grows instantly with tiny birds flying 

around it. Their best discovery however, is that when they swallow a 

blue slug they acquire the ability to fly, and they can leave the garden 

at will. Three bites of a furry flea will make them as small as they 

wish. It is always Citroen who discovers these things and tells his 
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brothers about them. Toward the end of the novel he finds that 

"Quand il clignait d'une certaine facjon, il lui poussait deux doigts de 

plus" (p. 221). With this type of magic being at their disposal, the 

triplets do not have to worry when Clementine wants to have them shod 

by the blacksmith because she wants her children to be simple like the 

children of the peasants. As Jacquemort objects to the shoeing she 

calls him a snob. 

Citroen is always the leader of the triplets. He was the last to 

be born, and this gives him a certain advantage. Already as a baby 

"il etait inquietant, profond comme un petit dieu etranger" (p. 43). He 

never cries and as his brothers are howling he observes them with a 

cold eye. He is also the only one of the triplets to question Clementine's 

passion for them. As she is crying from worry and pulls him along "il 

n'aimait pas la main crispee sur son poignet; 9a le mettait mal a l'aise. 

II n'aimait pas les larmes non plus. line sorte de pitie le forgait a 

rester contre elle, mais cette pitie lui faisait honte" (p. 2 04). 

Jacquemort attempts to moderate Clementine's passion for her 

children. When he objects that putting them in cages will require con

stant attention on her part, she replies that "Se devouer pour quelqu'un 

que l'on est sur de garder, ce n'est rien" (p. 214). As she tells him 

that she is better placed than anyone else to judge what is the best for 

the triplets, Jacquemort tries to tell her that the children are even 

better placed than she is to know what is good for themselves. 
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Clementine tries to turn the argument by telling Jacquemort that he 

will close himself in just like the children when he will replace La 

Glo'ire but he answers that he will not close in anyone else. She 

answers by saying that she is the same tiling as her children because 

she loves them so much. To her, the world is her children. "Non, 

vous confondez, dit Jacquemort. . . . Vous souhaitez d'etre le leur. 

Dans ce sens-la, c'est destructif" (p„ 219). But there is nothing to be 

done. The idea that something could happen to her children makes her 

crazy but as the village priest observes judiciously, "Mais elle serait 

egalement folle d'avoir l'idee qu'il ne peut rien leur arriver, ... " 

(p. 210).7 

L'Arrache- Coeur shows a very marked evolution for Vian as a 

novelist. The style is more sober and the themes are more restricted 

in number and developed better than in the previous novels. The over

all tone is more intellectual and less emotional. Although a passionate 

involvement is present, as in the other works, this is moderated and 

controlled in L' Arr ache-Coeur. Vian channels his writing talents into 

fewer areas and he relies much less on a sometimes facile humor to 

hold the readers' attention. We will find these same modifications 

in Vian's attitude and style in L'Herbe Rouge. The theme of childhood 

7. For another justification for parental protectiveness, see 
Boris Vian, "Les Batisseurs d'empire, " Deux Pi&ces sur la Fin d'un 
Monde, ed. Renee Riese Hubert (New York: Macmillan, 1966), 
especially p. 126. 
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which we have not seen in any of Vian's other novels, will be continued 

in a more personal way in the next novel, providing one of the essential 

factors in the self-analysis to which the author will submit himself in 

L'Herbe Rouge. 



CHAPTER 7 

L'HERBE ROUGE 

In L'Herbe Rouge'*' we find the elucidation of many of the themes 

which Vian used in his other novels. We are given pertinent informa

tion which helps to understand the subject matter of Vian's previous 

work. Much of this material is biographical in origin and we are led to 

accept the basic thesis that the protagonist of the novel, Wolf, is a 

fairly close psychological copy of the author himself. Much of Wolf's 

self-revelations find their parallel in known biographical facts of Boris 

Vian. Duchateau calls this novel the most biographical of all of Vian's 

work and many facts about the author, as given by Arnaud in the Vies 

Parall&les de Boris Vian, concurs with his statement. 

The origin of the title of the novel is given us by Duchateau, him

self quoting J. Haa from Subsidia Pataphysica (#6) in which the transla

tion of a passage of H. G. Wells is given; "les semences que les 

Martiens apporterent avec eux donn&rent toujours naissance a des 

pousses rougeatres. Seule, la plante connue sous le nom populaire 

1. All unspecified page references in this chapter are from 
L'Herbe Rouge. Boris Vian, L'Herbe Rouge (Paris: Jean-Jacques 
Pauvert, 1962). 
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d'Herbe rouge reussit a entrer en competition avec les vegetations 

terrestres" (Duchateau, p. 177). The fact of Vian's predilection for 

science fiction as well as Ms association with the Coll&ge de Pataphy-

sique are well known. In his novel one of the characters says that 

formerly the fields were full of lilies of the valley but now there is 

another plant, "avec des fleurs orange, comme des petites plaques 

rondes" (p. 45). After the suicide of one of the protagonists, a woman 

sees the plants outside and shudders, "Cette herbe rouge . . . c'est 

sinistre" (p. 156). This is the only novel in which plants can have nega

tive characteristics. In addition to "l'herbe rouge, " when Wolf is about 

to commit suicide, "Des plantes aux griffes acerees dechiraient son 

corps en mille endroits" (p. 176). 

The plot in L'Herbe Rouge serves mainly as a vehicle for Vian's 

voyages back into his past as well as for the expression of a number of 

ideas. Although he uses all the stylistic devices he employed in his pre

vious novels, here they are always subordinated to and integrated with 

his basic attitude. In a way we are at opposite poles from Trouble dans 

les Andains where a fast moving story supported humorous stylistic 

devices, or vice versa. 

Wolf, the principal character of L'Herbe Rouge, is an engineer 

as was the author. His mechanic, Lazuli, is the other aspect of the 

male personality we have seen in all of Vian's other novels. Lil, 

Wolf's wife and Folavril, Sophir Lazuli1 s girl griend, are the female 
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foils of the male protagonists. Although it is never stated explicitly, 

we assume that Wolf had designed and constructed the machine which he 

uses to return into his past in order to erase his memories. A tone of 

anguished despair underlies the novel and finally both of the men com

mit suicide. 

We feel that it is in this novel that Vian gives us the greatest 

verbal awareness: an insight into the multiordinality (term borrowed 

from Korzybski) of words, their variations and hidden, unconscious 

power. There is an attempt at the correlation of words and the prop

erties of the object described as when Folavril calls some flowers "des 

asphod&les" because "j'aime ce nom-la et ces fleurs-la, je les mets 

ensemble" (p. 45). Conversely, when it is said that some people call 

"les porte-boules" by the name of "platanes, " we are told that "Ce mot 

ne change rien a leurs proprietes" (p. 77). As Wolf remembers his 

early religious education, he is surprised to realize to what extent "ces 

mots d'amour et d'adoration pouvaient rester denues de signification, 

se limiter a leur fonction sonore dans la bouche des enfants ... " (p. 

123). Later, when Wolf and Lazuli are arguing over what to call some

thing which Wolf had seen in the machine, Wolf says that all they are 

doing is replacing a mystery by a word, which makes for another 
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2 
mystery, nothing more. If the process is continued, magic results. 

Perhaps Wolf's (Vian's) basic awareness and distrust of words comes 

from the fact that people do not use simple words to express simple 

things. When Wolf is recalling his relations with women, he says that 

whenever he saw a woman who appealed to him, his first reflex was to 

3 
speak frankly and ask "Voulez-vous faire 1'amour avec moi. . . . mais 

elles repondent par un faux-fuyant . . . une betise" (p. 161). During the 

mayor's inauguration speech of the machine, some of Vian's feelings 

toward words might be reflected as the mayor "prit la parole par le cou 

4 
pour l'etrangler mais elle tint bon" (p. 70). In the final "interview" 

5 
with his past, conducted by an attractive young woman, Carla, who 

2. In his "Lettre au provediteur-editeur sur un probl&me cap
ital et quelques autres" Vian reflects on the disappearance of the letter 
"q" from the word "coquille" which gives us the word "couille. " He 
says that we proceed "en remplaQant un myst^re que l'on ne penetre 
point par un myst& plus mou, c'est a dire non mysterieux et par conse
quent inoffensif. C'est la 'comparaison' methode pataphysique s'il en 
fut. " Boris Vian, Cantil^nes en Gelee (Paris: Union Generale d'Edi-
tions, Serie 10/18, 1970), pp. 191-192. 

3. In the short story "L'Amour est aveugle, " Vian creates a 
female character who tells the protagonist "Votre autonomie erotique 
est dans le lac. Soyons francs et directs. " Boris Vian, Le Loup-
Garou (Paris: Christian Bourgois, 1970), p. 88. 

4. The protagonist in "Une Penible histoire" works on a "pi£ge 
mots, " adjusting "les alluchons du decompositeur, grace auquel les 

phrases se trouvaient scindees prealablement a la capture de ces der
nier s. " Vian, Le Loup-Garou, p. 157. 

5. Rybalka points out that Carla strangely resembles Vian's 
second wife, Ursula. Michel RybaEca, Boris Vian : Essai d'lnterpreta-
tion et de Documentation (Paris: Minard, "Lettres Modernes, " 1969), 
p. 150. 
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looks at Wolf and in her eyes he can read better than in an open book. 

She tells him that he was never able to read in the way someone was 

looking at him but Wolf objects that "Le livre, . . . n'est pas forcement 

ecrit dans une langue que l'on comprend" (p. 171). Trying to under

stand what someone was saying with their eyes seemed a problem, for 

Vian. This is brought out by two specific references in the Vernon 

Sullivan series. Dan Parker tries to tell himself "On ne voit rien dans 

les yeux-- On ne peut rien voir. A pretty girl is looking at Rocky, 

"elle veut me faire comprendre quelquechose avec ses yeux, mais je 

7 
ne suis pas intelligent du tout et ne comprends pas. " It is only in a 

thick fog containing aphrodisiac elements that someone will say "je n'ai 

g 
plus peur de votre regard. " But Vian was also aware that words can 

be misleading and must be supplemented by other means of communica

tion: "Les gens attachent beaucoup trop d'importance aux mots et pas 

9 
assez aux gestes qui les accompagnent. " In the short story "Le Danger 

des classiques, " a machine has digested the book Toi et Moi by Geraldy 

6. Vernon Sullivan [Boris Vian]. Les Morts Ont Tous la Meme 
Peau, translated by Boris Vian (Paris: Editions du Scorpion, n. d.), 
p. 25. 

7. Vernon Sullivan [Boris Vian]. Et on Tuera tous les Affreux, 
translated by Boris Vian (Paris: Eric Losfeld, Editions du "Terrain 
Vague, " 1965), pp. 33-34. 

8. Vian, Le Loup-Garou, p. 88. 

9. Boris Vian, En Verve, ed., Noel Arnaud (Paris: Pierre 
Horay, 1970), p. 84. 
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and tells a girl that there are some things that cannot be told "Sans la 

voix, les regards, les gestes, les sourires. Perhaps the emphasis 

on externals and the lack of psychological insights in Vian's previous 

novels come from his idea that "Nous n'avons plus a notre disposition 

. . . que le moyen d'investigation de notre peau. 

One can easily see Wolf's and Vian's problems of communication 

from these exchanges: both verbal and nonverbsl communications seem 

to hold a great deal of difficulty for him. Except for the above instance, 

he has little recourse to nonverbal communications systems but through 

his stylistic devices he tries to prod our verbal awareness, questioning 

accepted linguistic forms per se as well as accepted values. As in his 

other novels, these devices run the gamut from slang to phonetic distor

tions and surrealistic images. 

The vocabulary in L'Herbe Rouge is similar but somewhat more 

restrained than in Vian's previous novels. There is, however, the 

usual amalgam of archaic, regional and literary terms, ("escarboucles, " 

1 2  
"exciper, " "reginglot, " "sourdre"), but they are less frequently used. 

Slang is also used less often, but rather than in the humorous context 

10. Vian, Le Loup-Garou, p. 228. 

11. Ibid., p. 88. 

12. Rybalka (p. 165) points out that it is in L'Herbe Rouge that 
Vian uses the fewest plays on words of all his novels. 
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of the previous novels it judiciously strengthens Wolf's opinions, as in 

his diatribe against education: 

Vous savez maintenant ce que j'en pense, de vos etudes. De 
votre gatisme. De votre propagande. De vos livres. De vos 
classes puantes et de vos cancres masturbes. De vos cabinets 
pleins de merde et de vos chahuteurs sournois, de vos norma-
liens verdatres et lunettards, de vos polytechniciens poseurs, 
de vos centraux confits dans la bourgeoisie, de vos medecins 
voleurs et de vos juges vereux (p. 133). 

As Wolf dredges up his earliest memories, he thinks about 

"l'incertitude de l'orthographe" (p. 77). Vian distorts spelling in 

several instances, as in "ousque" (oil est-ce que?) and in the phrase 

"quasiflutement pouvouyoir fay&re une cheranceron" (p. 103). ("Quasi

flutement pouvoir faire une chance" or "charangon" which is a type of 

coleoptera). Two girls tell Wolf and Lazuli that they can "Touchotter, 

bigeotter, lichotter, mais rien de plus" (p. 99). Slight spelling distor

tions bring us out of our reading lethargy with words such as "zongles" 

(ongles), "Alsie mineur" (Asie mineur), "coadjupiles" (coadjuteurs), 

cardavoines" (cardamone), and "foi" for "fois. " The English word 

"pumpernickel" is given as "poumpernicayle. " Some composite words 

are made up, such as "blairnifler" from "blairer" and "renifler" and 

"sarcastifleur" from "sarcastique" and "persifleur. " Instead of "garde-

& vous, " Vian uses "gardien-h.-vous" (p. 113). Phonetics play a role in 

a word such as "tapotif" (tape au tif) and the phrase "Un coup de pinceau 

par cil, un coup de brosse par lli" (p. 55). 
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Phonetic interchange also plays a role in the verbal inventions. 

The sound of the "ticoticoto" is made by metallic objects "taillees en 

forme de coco contre un titito ... " (p. 68). Saphir says at the begin

ning of the novel that if anything goes wrong with the machine, he will 

learn "brenouillou" and will only speak that for the rest of his life. 

Wolf plays a game., reminiscent of golfing, the "plouk, " which has a 

particularly severe moral code. Some of the accessories for the game 

include "la pelle a creusir et le pointe-plante, sans oublier le compte-

coups et le siphon a billes pour les cas ou le trou etait trop profond" 

(p. 46). Other verbal inventions include the unit of currency in this 

novel, the "pelouque. " Wolf is dressed in leather boots lined with 

"peau de belant. " The characters at the inauguration of the machine 

include some "sous-maires" and a "tambour-major" (from the English, 

drum major). A wall is crushed by the "defonce-murs municipal. " 

With an almost accurate verbal term, Vian talks about an "ecran de 

televoyance" to see what goes on inside the various houses in the pros

titution district. 

Words and expressions are sometimes interpreted literally, 

bringing into question accepted language practices. Wolf and Lazuli 

leave, "marquant le pas au moyen d'un crayon gras" (p. 96). Lazuli's 

body resembles "un trou en relief. Une bosse, disent certains" (p. 

142). When Lil talks about "Une histoire a dormir debout, " Wolf 

replies that "On est tous debout, . . . il faut bien en profiter pour 
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quelque chose. Dormir par example" (p. 167). Wolf also corrects her 

as she uses the expression "se mettre dans la peau de quelqu'un" by 

stating that "on ne peut pas se mettre dans la peau d'un autre sauf en le 

tuant et en l'ecorchant pour la lui prendre" (p. 137). Returning to the 

distrust of words, we have "Comme elle ne disait pas tout, par pudeur, 

il la comprenait peu" (p. 38). 

It is perhaps through semantic contradictions that we are given 

the greatest linguistic awareness. A baby mole's eyes are described 

as some "yeux rouges [qui] brillaient comme des saphirs blancs" (p. 

44) and in two instances Folavril is given "des yeux de biche-panthfere" 

(pp. 33, 36). The invented animal, the "ouapiti" (see below) has "des 

piquants ronds" (p. 54). Lazuli wants to be with Folavril "sexuelle-

ment, c'est-a-dire avec mon ame, ... " (p. 97). 

Vian uses a certain number of surrealistic images both for the 

sake of humor and as a tool of raising linguistic awareness by the 

unusual juxtaposition of words and images. The maid fills the left ear 

of Senateur Dupont (a dog) "a la petite cuiller, de moutarde Colman 

apprivoisee" (p. 38). The grass of the "terrain a ploukir" is decorated 

with "boqueteaux et de terrains a lapins bigles" (p. 46). The "tambour-

major" is waving a "canepetifere" and he performs acrobatics such as 

"un coup de pied a la lune, avec demi-tonneau arri&re ... " (p. 71). 

Wolf remembers lightning as having had strange effects such as turning 

a fox into an earthworm and in another instance "sur une route, un 
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homme a ete entitlement deshabille et peint en bleu. En plus sa forme 

avait ete modifiee. On aurait cru une voiture. Et quand on montait 

dedans, elle marchait" (p. 168). As Wolf is beheading some "petoufle 

grimaqant, " from each cut stem "sortait un jet gluant de s&ve noire 

qui se gonflait en un petit ballon noil" a monogramme d'or" (p. 5 3). The 

sharp notes of the sound of feet take the shape of "clochettes de silex" 

(p. 42). The greatest concentration of surrealistic images comes dur

ing the inauguration of the machine when during the parade, the mayor's 

wife, "toute rouge et toute nue, se montra . . . avec un panneau reclame 

pour le principal marchand de fromages de la ville, qui s avait des 

histoires sur le compte de la municipalite et les obligeait a passer par 

tous ses caprices" (p. 69). The parade continues with "une grande 

liti^re de parade dans laquelle la rosi&re se faisait mettre a mal par un 

gros singe . . . [mais elle] s'etait evanouie depuis dix minutes et r.e 

criait plus; ... " (p, 69). The wagon of the merchant of babies brings 

up the rear of the parade, "propulse par une batterie de tetines & 

reaction; ... " (p. 69). This type of surrealistic and verbal logic is 

followed in other instances as "Les sons portaient loin : c'etait jour de 

repos et les gens s'ennuyaient dans le silence" (p. 31). Children are 

held "cul par-dessus tete afin de ne point trop les encourager au pen

chant de badauderie" (p. 70). As the inauguration of the machine draws 

to a close, the men of the guard use their "fusils sournois" to fire on 

the crowd which is approaching too closely and while some of the 
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spectators are discouraged, "les corps des autres s'eparpillaient en 

lambeaux" (p. 72). From a house comes "une rumeur incertaine, 

sophistiquee comme de la serge bleue11 (p. 45). Surrealistic associa

tions and verbal awareness merge in table conversation, such as 

"passe-moi le pain, j'ai pas de couteau, prete-moi ta plume, oft sont 

les billes, j'ai une bougie qui ne donne pas, qui a gagne Waterloo, 

honni soit qui mal y pense et les vaches seront ourlees au m&tre" (p. 35). 

This conversation is exactly the one which takes place between the pro

tagonists during a supper which follows two pages after its initial 

description. 

Objects are sometimes brought to life by the use of verbs not 

usually associated with them. As Wolf comes out of the toilet, "au 

risque de le choquer, il prit le couloir en sens inverse" (italics mine, 

p. 41). When the dog is pulling a cart, "La petite voiture . . . profita 

d'une leg^re declivity pour venir lui cogner le derri&re avec sournois-

erie" (italics mine, p. 52). Hurrying, Lil takes a street which "crevait 

d'ennui en longues fentes originales, pour tenter une diversion" (italics 

mine, p. 5 6). To go into a house Sandre "poussa la porte et elle admit 

cette argument" (p. 104). Houses seem to be able to grow larger (as 

the window grew over in L'Ecume). "II y eut des maisons, d'abord a 

peine poussees, puis des grandes" (italics mine, p. 56); "Les petites 

maisons en bouton, les demi-maisons presque grandes avec une fenetre 

encore enterree a moitie ..." (p. 97). Objects can have self-awareness 
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as an empty bottle, "ayant conscience de son inutilite totale, s'etrecit 

et se tassa, se tsantsa et disparut" (p. 96). Wolf tries to pick a flower, 

"II le manqua. L'oeillet s'eteignit et sa couleur se confondit avec celle 

du sol . . . [puis]. Se sentant pris, l'oeillet retrouva sa couleur 

naturelle" (p. 67). In a sequence reminiscent of Claude Leon's awaken

ing in L'Automne a Pekin, Wolf tries to shut off the alarm clock, but 

"la. chose, visqueuse, lui echappa et se lova dans un recoin de la table 

de chevet oft elle continua de carilloner, haletante et rageuse, jusqu'a 

epuisement totale" (p. 66). In another instance, the use of a physical 

object as the subject of the verb imparts life to it: "La combinaison de 

Saphir Lazuli, le mechanicien, s'agitait comme un gros hanneton . .. 

le hanneton se redressa et s'ebroua" (pp. 29-30). 

If objects have a life and consciousness of their own, some 

animals are given a definite personality, surpassing even the "mackin

tosh" in Vercoquin et le Plancton. In a revealing paragraph, when 

asked who is worth his affection, Wolf replies by telling about some 

animals in his childhood: a bird which used to awaken him in the morn

ing by hitting the window with its beak, a grey mouse (L'Ecume des 

Jours) which walked near him at night, eating a bit of sugar left out on 

purpose on the night table and a black and white cat which told his 

parents when Wolf climbed too high in a tree. It is probably because of 

his love of animals that Wolf tries to help out the dog, the talking 

Senateur Dupont. The dog does not have a particularly easy time at the 
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beginning of the novel, even though he is allowed to sit and eat at the 

table. The maid prefers cats and Dupont can not refuse anything she 

asks, so he learns to sound like a cat, even though this hurts his throat. 

At one point, when he is happy, he "esquissa un aboiement jovial qu'il 

transforma aussitot en un miaou superbement module" (p. 35). When 

the maid teases him by trying to feed him dirt arid water, he protests 

while keeping enough "self-control pour miauler de temps en temps" 

(p. 36). Dupont is not very happy when he has to pull the "plouk" cart 

for Wolf; he has "l'ame voilee de crepe" (p. 46). Wolf tries to raise 

his interest by telling the dog that "Moi ie pref&rerais une jolie petite 

13 
chienne" (p. 47). (See Trouble in reference to humans and dogs.) 

Only one item that could make Dupont happy: a "ouapiti" which is "vert, 

<;a a des piquants ronds et ca fait plop quand on le jette a l'eau" (p. 54). 

This is all Dupont wants, but he is happy as he has a goal in life. Wolf 

decides to try to help him and they go in search of a "ouapiti. " Soon 

they find a trail, recognizable because of certain signs "tels que crottes 

en spirales et rubans de machine S. ecrire mal digeres" (p. 61). Wolf 

succeeds in capturing a "ouapiti" through a trick because of the animal's 

"terrible susceptibilite horaire" (p. 62). Dupont, completely happy, 

lapses into "Une serenite onctueuse" (p. 63). Later, Lil becomes 

13. Noonoo, the talking dog in Et On Tuera Tous les Affreux, 
is bored and asks "Y en a marre. .. . Y a pas de chiennes, dans le 
coin?" (p. 137). 
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discouraged because Dupont has lost all interest since he has his 

"ouapiti. 11 As Dupont says, "Je suis gateux et j'entends le rester" 

(p. 135). This conversation gives Wolf-Vian an opportunity to express 

his thoughts on desires. Wolf says, "Etre satisfait ou gateux, . .. 

c'est bien pareil. Quand on n'a plus envie de rien, autant etre gateux" 

(p. 135). Ultimately however, Wolf will not accept this philosophy, as 

we shall see in the section leading to his suicide. He tells his wife that 

there are two ways not to want anything: either to have what one wanted 

or to be discouraged because one does not have what one wants. In 

either case it ends with a lack of consciousness. Dupont corroborates 

this philosophy. "C'est du contentement integral, c'est done vegetatif, 

et ce seront mes paroles finales. Je reprends contact ... Je reviens 

aux sources . . . du moment que je suis vivant et que je ne desire plus 

rien, je n'ai plus besoin d'etre intelligent. J'ajoute que j'aurais du 

commencer par la" (p. 136). He presents one possible solution to 

Wolf's problems with his final comment: "J'ai mon ouapiti. Trouvez 

le votre" (p. 136). 

A few other animals appear in L'Herbe Rouge, but none of them 

have the importance of Senateur Dupont even though they might have 

some unusual characteristics. When caressed by Folavril, a baby mole 

purrs and "mugissait de satisfaction ... " (p. 45). A raven greets the 

visitors coming to see the fortune teller. It has a head "prematurement 

blanchie par le truchement d'une eau oxygenee extra-forte" (p. 56) and 
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delicately proffers a dead rat by the tail. "Le rat servait longtemps 

car les inities declinaient 1'off re et les autres ne venaient pas" (p. 56). 

When Lil makes up her nails, she uses some specialized coleoptera 

whose task is to make the skin disappear. "Avec un ronron satisfait, 

les insectes se mirent au travail, animes d'une emulation maladive" 

(p. 92). Repetitive work is never looked upon kindly in Vian's novels. 

Wolf tells his wife that "Tout ce qui n'est ni une couleur, ni un 

parfum, ni une musique, . . . c'est de l'enfantillage" (p. 93). Colors 

are not as emphasized in this novel as in some of the previous ones, 

except in some descriptions of the sky, nor does music have a predomi

nant role. There is a humorous sequence on music during the inaugura

tion of the machine and in a paragraph similar to what we have seen in 

L' Automne, "le tuba lacha une grosse note d'ouverture qui se mit a 

voltiger gracieusement. Et puis les musiciens se faufil&rent dans les 

intervalles ... " (p. 72). (L'Automne, p. 42; "les notes se faufilaient 

parmi les volutes grises des megots. ") By contrast, when Wolf and 

Lazuli go to see the negro sing and dance, there is a vituperation 

against whites who believe themselves superior simply because they 

have invented gunpowder and feel compelled to "troubler les activites 

autrement interessantes de la danse et de la musique" (p. 110). As 

they watch and listen, Wolf and Lazuli slowly forget all their worries. 

The effect is somewhat similar to that found in the "quartier des 

amoureuses . . . [oii] La musique vous nouait les six derni&res 
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vert&bres, tr&s douce et sulfureuse" (p. 98). However Wolf is unable 

to let himself go for any length of time in this relaxing atmosphere of 

music and dance, as he is continuously driven by his questioning 

anguish. 

If colors and music are not as accentuated in L'Herbe Rouge as 

in the previous novels, the various smells are fairly important, some

times in strange ways, as we had seen earlier in Trouble dans les 

Andains. Flowers are often the vehicle of odors. Wolf and Folavril 

fall asleep in the "parfum des fleurs sanglantes" (p. 45) and in the 

morning Wolf walks "savourant 1'air du matin frais pondu" (p. 47). 

Small flowers are like balls of perfumed wax and in a quasi-dream, 

Wolf whiffs "un arome sucre, le parfum du seringa en ete" (p. 67). An 

unpleasant smell is "une odeur verte, amSre, l'odeur du coeur en feu 

des reines-marguerites" (p. 66). The most important use of odors is 

in the sequence where Lil goes to see the fortune-teller, called "la 

reniflante. " As she goes up the steps of the house, "Un parfum de 

carry, d'ail et de poumpernicayle tralnait dans l'air, nuance a partir 

de la cinqui&me marche, de choux et de poisson tr&s age" (p. 5 6). To 

forsee the future, the fortune-teller uses "un inhalateur de cristal 

synthetique" (p. 57) because "les odeurs ne mentent jamais" (p. 59). 

Elements or forces of nature, such as the sun, the sky, air and 

the wind are arranged so that they will reflect the feelings of the pro

tagonists. As in the other novels, the sun is always positive, reflecting 
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pleasant feelings and moods. Its paramount importance to Vian is 

reflected by Wolf who says, "aussi longtemps qu'il existe un endroit 

oil il y a de l'air, du soleil et de 1'herbe, on doit avoir regret de ne 

point y etre. Surtout quand on est jeune" (p. 131). The sun and its 

rays are not as playful as they were in the beginning of L'Ecume but 

there is still some personalization. "Le soleil rodait autour de la 

fenetre et lanqait par instant un grand eclair blanc sur le parquet poli" 

(p. 141). In one instance, there is a reminiscence of the "zones 

d'ombre" of L'Automne and its negative effect: "Le soleil materialisait 

l'air en millions de points d'air oft dansaient quelques betes ailees. 

Parfois, elles disparaissaient subitement dans un rayon d'ombre vide, 

comme avalees, et Folavril ressentait chaque fois un petit pincement 

de coeur" (p. 143). On the other hand, best showing its positive associa

tion, "Le sourire de Folavril attira soudain tout le soleil de la chambre" 

(p. 145). In one of the most pessimistic moments, just prior to his 

suicide, Wolf is walking "et le soleil avait disparu. Une brume lente 

venait du sol" (p. 175). In another striking contrast between the sun and 

the cold, reflecting the basic difference between the characters of Wolf 

and Folavril, one has cold in his eyes while the other has sunshine. As 

the evening is gathering around them, Lazuli and Folavril are kissing 

and "tout etait obscur, sauf dans un rond de soleil qui restait, oil il y 

avait les yeux clos de Folavril et les baisers de Lazuli" (p. 65). By 

contrast, as he comes out of the machine, "Des yeux de Wolf tomb ait 
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sur I'herbe de sang ime lumiSre hostile et froide ..." (p. 92). The 

other positive element, mentioned only once, is the sea, being for 

Wolf "chaude et delassante . . . comme un velours gris beige" (p. 156). 

Contrary to expectations, the opposition to the sun is not pre

sented as night and obscurity; this negative role is played by the wind, 

as we shall see below. Darkness is "tissee de fils sombres" (p. 106) 

while "Un soubresaut de la nuit demasqua soudain quelques etoiles" 

(p. 42). The night and the stars continue in an almost playful fashion 

as Folavril looks at "les etoiles se courir apres dans le ciel . . . 

mimaient une danse orientale. Des volutes de nuit les masquaient par 

instants" (p. 43). Darkness can serve as the vehicle for a humorous 

simile as in "Le ciel etait baigne d'ombre, mouvant, instable comme 

le peritoine d'un chat noir en pleine digestion" (p. 42). As Wolf is 

remembering his childhood, "Les grands pots rouges des deux cotes du 

perron, transformes en Indiens sauvages par la nuit qui venait" (p. 77). 

Of course, the sun is still preferable to the night, and the dancing 

negro, while it is night outside, still has sunshine through "un tube 

special [qui] lui envoyait du vrai soleil et l'air du dehors" (p. 111). 

As daylight fades, "le jour commengait a se garnir des trainees 

d'ambre et des gresillements rigus du crepuscule" (p. 60). Dark is 

described as "les longues trainees de larmes du crepuscule sur les 

joues noires des nuages" (p. 36), while later "les bandes rouges des 

nuages s'eteignaient, avec un leger murmur, un friselis de fer chaud 
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dans l'eau" (p. 39). These elements and their colorful descriptions, 

reinforce a tranquil mood. 

Light and the air are also neutral elements. As memories are 

coming back to him, "Wolf tremblait dans I'air bleme" (p. 77), but the 

same air has "mille nuances de vert et de jaune . . . [qui] se fondent 

dans l'emeraude de la pelouse" (p. 77). As Wolf and Lazuli descend 

into the cave to see the negro dance, "des couloirs avaient l'air 

tapisses d'yeux de chat . . . [et] la lumi&re tremblait doucement et le 

centre des cristaux palpitait comme un petit coeur mineral" (p. 107). 

In another strangely lit scene, recalling Claude Leon's awakening in 

L'Automne, Wolf turns out the lights to look at himseK in the mirror 

and only his image remains visible. "Elle prenait sa lumifere 

d'ailleurs" (p. 40). As he switches the lights back on, his image fades 

slowly. 

The sky is treated as a substantive entity, capable of playful

ness but ambiguous when it is associated with the machine. It also has 

a fickle quality: "Le ciel, assez bas, luisait sans bruit. Pour le 

moment, on pouvait le toucher du doigt en montant sur une chaise; 

mais il suffisait d'une risee, d'une saute de vent, pour qu'il se retracte 

et s'el&ve l'infini ... " (p. 31). Dupont and Wolf search for the 

"ouapiti" under a sky "dont le ventre argente et mouvant s'abaissait 

parfois a caresser les grandes ombelles bleues des cardavoines de 

mai" (p. 55). Above the machine however, the sky is unstable and only 
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a well trained observer could detect "la zebrure filiforme, comme une 

craquelure doree, qui marquait l'azur, ... " (p. 31). As he is pro-

pulsed by the machine, Wolf falls, seeing "le ciel fictif [qui] palpitait 

a l'infini, troue de lueurs" (p. 76). When associated with the wind, "le 

ciel en profitait pour se rapprocher du sol qu'il couvait de sa menace 

flasque" (p. 90). 

It is the wind,, at the other pole from the sun, which represents 

the negative side of the elements. It is always associated with moments 

of depression and anguish. Wolf is slowly sinking into the blackness of 

a nightmare, "parmi le bruit du vent balayant de grands espaces nus, 

un bruit jamais en repos" (p. 66). As soon as Wolf steps inside the 

machine and the steel door closes on him, "le vent se mit a souffler" 

(p. 74). The wind is closely associated with Lazuli's suicide, accen

tuating it. Just as the sequence starts, 

Dehors, le vent commengait a se lever. Des tourbillons de 
poussi&re montaient obliquement du sol et couraient sur les 
herbes. Le vent s'accrochait aux poutres et aux angles du 
toit, et a chaque endroit, laissait vivre une petite plainte 
hululee, une effilure sonore" (p. 148). 

After Lazuli kills his second phantom, "la plainte du vent qui geignait 

au-dehors et giflait les arbres a grandes claques sSches" (p. 150). 

Lazuli kills his third phantom, but when it falls, "le vent gemit plus 

fort et couvrit le bruit de la chute, ... " (p. 150). Folavril sees the 

bodies of the phantoms while "Dehors il se faisait maintenant une 

grande rumeur vague sous jour bleme d'avant l'orage" (p. 151). As 
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Folavril stumbles out of Lazuli's room, "le vent se dechaina dehors" 

(p. 153). As the lack of light in L'Ecume and the zone of shadows in 

L'Automne, the wind in L'Herbe Rouge transmits Vian's despair and 

serves as a counterpoint to his humor. 

The machine which Wolf uses to return into his past is never 

thoroughly described. At the beginning Wolf talks about the time when 

the machine will be "assez entrainee, et il faudra que je l'etalonne" 

(p. 33). Inside the cage of the machine, Wolf has to strap himself in 

with buckles, but there is no further elaboration. When the machine is 

completed and ready for use, Lil makes a cryptic comment about Wolf 

having finished the work "qu'ils t'ont commande" (p. 32) but it is never 

stated who these people are. Later, Lil tells Wolf not to consider 

entering into the machine too seriously because "C'est tout de meme une 

initiative qui ne vient pas de toi" (p. 93). Wolf prefers it that way, 

since "II faut se mettre dans une situation dangereuse, ou un petit peu 

desesperee, . . . C'est excellent a condition de ne pas le faire tout a 

fait expr&s ce qui est mon cas" (p. 93). Here again, there is no state

ment as to who is behind the scenes, giving Wolf directives. A 

surrealistic solution to its use is offered by the mayor in his speech 

inaugurating the machine. He says that its purpose is to "eliminer 

totalement les difficultes resultant d'une surproduction de metal S. faire 

les machines" (p. 71). 
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Wolf tells Lazuli that in the machine "on voit les choses comme 

elles ont ete. C'est tout" (p. 109). When asked if he feels like return

ing into it, Wolf replies "C'est autre chose qu'une envie . . . C'est 

inevitable" (p. 109). There seems to be a certain degree of fatalism 

associated with Wolf's compulsion and plight. We do know that the 

machine is made to make one forget, "mais d'abord on repense a tout, 

. . . Sans rien omettre . . „ [because] C'est tuant, de trainer avec soi ce 

qu'on a ete avant" (p. 137). Of course, forgetting is not enough to solve 

Wolf's problems and he will wonder if one can live after having destroyed 

all of one's memories. We can neither live with our past or without it. 

The themes of time and memory are interrelated in L'Herbe 

Rouge. Time is not absolute: "le repas n'avait pas de duree sensible. 

II se passait, c'est tout" (p. 36). Real time is not mechanical, divided 

into equal hours, but "le vrai temps est subjectif ... on le porte en 

soi ... " (p. 128). Wolf goes into the bathroom, his mustache grows 

instantly and he shaves it immediately as he does not like it. He then 

ties his tie into a bigger knot, as the fashion had just changed. In the 

first excursion into his memory, the shreds of past times press around 

Wolf, "tantot doux comme des souris grises, furtifs et mobiles, tantot 

fulgurants pleins de vie et de soleil--d' autres coulaient tendres et lents 
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fluides sans mollesse et legers, pareils la mousse des vagues" (p. 

14 
76). Memories and souvenirs are sometimes rendered poetically, 

sometimes philosophically. On his first trip, "Sa vie s'eclairait 

devant lui aux pulsations ondoyantes de sa memoire" (p. 77). But there 

are no pure memories, as they are confused with impressions of other 

times which superimpose themselves and create a different reality. 

"II n'y a pas de souvenirs, c'est une autre vie revecue avec une autre 

personnalite qui resulte pour partie de ces souvenirs eux-memes. On 

n'inverse pas le sens du temps a moins de vivre les yeux fermes, les 

oreilles sourdes" (p. 78). Subjective time and memories are combined 

to give justification to Wolf's suicide. He thinks that if one waits, one 

can forget, but there are people who find it difficult to wait. "Et quand 

on a du mal & attendre, dit Wolf et quand on se gene soi-meme, on a le 

motif et 1'excuse--et si on se debarasse alors de ce qui vous gene. . . 

de soi-meme. . . on touche h. la perfection. Un cercle qui se ferme" 

(p. 176). Before committing suicide however, Wolf had relived the 

essential segments of his past and we are given a relatively deep insight 

into the character of the author through the thoughts, feelings and 

14. Wolf's relation with time is perhaps partially elucidated by 
the protagonist's obsession in the short story, "Le Brouillard, " who 
wants to steal a certain clock which would allow him to "jeter l'ancre 
dans le temps." Boris Vian, Les Fourmis (Paris; Eric Losfeld, 
Editions du "Terrain Vague, " 1966), p. 136. 
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15 
actions of his created alter ego. The end will come when there are 

no more memories. "Un mort, continuait Wolf, c'est bien. C'est com

plete Ca n'a pas de memoire. C'est termine (Vian's italics). On n'est 

pas complet quand on n'est pas mort" (pp. 175-176). This is the final 

justification for Wolf's suicide. A philosophical evolution is combined 

with the suppression of memories, leading to the tragic end. 

At the beginning of the novel, life for Wolf was "vide et pas 

triste, en attente. . . . Pour Saphir, debordante et pas qualifiable" (p. 

36). Soon thereafter we are given an insight into Wolf's problem when 

he tells his image in the mirror that it is better to be disappointed than 

to continue to hope in a vague state. A solution which destroys one is 

better than any incertitude. When his image disagrees, Wolf tells it 

brutally that it does not count and that he chooses lucidness rather than 

compromise. Wolf thinks that Dupont is lucky to desire something and 

helps the dog get his "ouapiti" partially because he likes animals, as 

we have seen above, and partially to ascertain the results. The exper

ience proves negative as Dupont goes into a vegetative state when he has 

what he wants, and this is not an acceptable solution for Wolf. When 

Lazuli asks him if he has any hope, Wolf replies "Le plus grand depuis 

longtemps, . . . Mais je n'y crois gu&re" (p. 73). We are not told what 

15. This is perhaps best explained by Sartre's thought on 
Flaubert where he considers that "l'oeuvre comme objectivation de la 
personne est, en effet, plus complete, plus totale que la vie" (Rybalka, 
p. 19). 
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this desire might be unless it is his desire for lucidity. In any case 

Wolf has always been able to resist his desires and can still do so at 

the end of the novel. This is why, he is told, that he will die in a state 

of deception. He will say to himself at the end "J'ai toujours pu 

resister a mes desirs. .. . Mais je meurs de les avoir epuises" (p. 

177). In this particular instance, Wolf seems to prefigure the psy

chiatrist in L' Arrache-Coeur, who is born into an adult body with no 

memories or desires but must take them from his subjects of study. 

Irrespective of the role of outsiders concerning the machine, 

Wolf's b asic purpose for going into it is his distaste for existence. 

Metaphysical anguish is basic to his character. Lazuli puts it another 

way when he tells Wolf that he is like the other Gauls in that "Vous 

craignez que le ciel ne vous tombe sur la tete, alors, vous prenez les 

devants. Vous vous enfermez" (p. 108). Wolf says that it is just the 

contrary, that he wants to see what is behind appearances. This is not 

necessarily a contradiction as Wolf acts from an inner necessity, 

closing himself in as well as doing things out of a deep inner need to 

know himself. Wolf always remains objective, to the point where in 

any two sided situation he admits that the arguments different from his 

own create an equilibrium and that there is no subjective reason to 

prefer one set of ideas to another. 

The machine propels Wolf several times into his past where he 

can come to grips with the influences which have shaped his character. 
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Each trip deals with one of the major shaping factors to which he had to 

submit. His reaction to Ms parents, religion, education and women are 

analyzed. In each instance he is interviewed by someone who represents 

that particular influence. lie has to dredge up his innermost memories 

and feelings because the facts alone are not enough. As his first inter

viewer, Mr. Perle puts it metaphorically, the reason for proceeding in 

this fashion is that memories and character make a whole like a grind

stone, "il y a les grains d'abrasif, qui travaillent et le liant qui les 

maintient en place et doit s'user plus vite qu'eux de faqon a les liberer. 

Certes, ce sont les cristaux qui agissent : mais le liant n'est pas moins 

indispensable; sans lui, rien n'existerait qu'un ensemble de pieces non 

denuees d'eclat et de durete, mais desorganisees et inutiles, comme un 

recueil de maximes" (p. 82). The plan of the interviews is based on 

two determining factors: that Wolf is "occidental et catholique" (p. 83). 

Basically the various shaping forces in his environment are common to 

everyone from the same type of background. How they have influenced 

him as an individual and how he reacted to them has determined him as 

a unique entity. 

On his first trip back into his past, Wolf must deal with how his 

parents have shaped his character. Wolf starts to tell Mr. Perle that 

it is a well known fact that all parents are equal, but then the question 

becomes more complex. Wolf thinks that his parents were good, but 

with bad parents "on reagit plus violemment, et c'est plus profitable en 
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fin de compte" (p. 84). Mr. Perle contradicts him because "Lutter 

n'est pas avancer" (p. 84). It is mainly what is generally considered 

good in parents that Wolf finds negative for himself. His parents were 

too good and were always afraid for him. "Mais la lachete de mes 

c'est qu'eux-memes ne se menageaient pas et se donnaient tort dans 

leur conduite a mon egard par leur comportement envers eux-memes" 

(p. 86). The contradictory facets of Ms character stem from these 

early childhood influences. "Moralement, je ressentais une gene 

vague, mais ma chair molle s'en rejouissait hypocritement" (p. 86). 

He remembers going outside without the proper clothes because he was 

ashamed to be afraid of catching a cold. It is mainly due to his vanity 

that he starts to fight against his overly protective upbringing. Mr. 

Perle says "Cela vous genait vis-a-vis des observateurs possibles" and 

Wolf agrees, "ma vie exterieure a ete dirigee en fonction de ces obser

vateurs. C'est ce qui m'a sauve" (p. 88). Duchateau tells us (p. 184) 

that though Vian did not read Sartre's L'Etre et le Neant, he had it 

explained to him, and this might have had an influence in the terminology 

and the crystallizations we see in this section where the importance of 

"l1 Autre" and "l1 attitude d'autrui" (p. 88) is underlined. Humor is not 

completely left out of these introspections as Wolf recalls himself try

ing to be brave but "je n'etais qu'un petit garcjon assez gras et que le 

pli meprisant de ma bouche, encadre par mes joues rondes, me donnait 

tout juste l'air de retenir une envie de faire pipi" (p. 89). From his 
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parents affection, Wolf concludes that he was too well liked and since 

he did not like himself, those who liked him were stupid. He had said 

earlier however that "Si on ne s'aimait pas tant soi-meme on serait 

toujours seuls" (p. 45), but his reaction against his parents' tenderness 

coupled with his worries about the judgment of others, contributed to 

the solitude in which he finds himself. 

Although it was a determining influence in his youth, Wolf 

attaches much less importance to religion than to his parents' attitude. 

Most of his objections to religion attack its forms and not the substance. 

The philosophical premises of religion do not seem important in any of 

Vian's novels. Wolf thinks that children are introduced to religion when 

they are too young. At an age when they believe in miracles they want 

to see one and when they do not, religion is finished for them. When 

his interviewer, Abbe Grille, tells him that he has a small boy's grudge 

against religion, but Wolf replies that it is a religion for small boys. 

He objects to the forms of religion: "C'est trop gratuit. Simagrees, 

chansonettes, jolis costumes. . . le catholicisme et le music-hall, c'est 

du pareil au meme" (p. 120). Wolf goes on to say that arguments for or 

against religion are not valid. One believes or does not. But he was 

always bothered by seeing men as old as his father kneel down when 

passing in front of a little closet (the tabernacle). It made him ashamed 

for his father. He was also bothered by the priests even though he 

never saw any who had the moral turpitudes such as those one can read 
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about in homosexual books. Perhaps he was bothered by their cassocks. 

He returns home after his first communion with "l 'impression am£re 

d1 avoir ete roule" (p. 124). The only good thing about the event was the 

traditional gift of a gold watch, good for sale without an afterthought 

when money was lacking. He remembers however without any bitter

ness the chapel where he suffered so much while making the stations of 

the cross on his knees; the chapel was cool and a little mysterious. The 

abbot Grille is not presented as a totally negative character. When 

Wolf asks him who could be more tolerant than an atheist and the abbot 

replies, "Un mort. " For Wolf religion is put in its proper perspective 

when the abbot shows him a photograph of God and it turns out to be his 

school chum Ganard who always used to be God in the school plays or 

impersonate Him in recreation periods. Religion is finally summarized 

for Wolf as "une chose denuee d'importance. Denuee totalement ... " 

(p. 125). 

Education and school, although coming chronologically after 

religion, tie in better with characteristics acquired during Wolf's 

upbringing. As his father had left school early, Wolf was pressured to 

finish his studies. The "lycee" reinforced his two basic traits: desire 

for heroism and physical flabiness. The first of these characteristics 

pushed him to want to excel in school while the other one forbade him 

from staying in first place permanently. The contradictory tendencies 

made for an exhausting equilibrium. Wolf was able to rise above the 
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average without the least effort, but "on n'aime pas les gens doues" 

(p. 127). Wolf objects to school as a long calvary: "seize ans le cul 

sur des bancs durs. . . seize ans de combines et d'honnetete alternees. 

--Seize ans d'ennui --qu'en reste-t-il? Des images isolees, infimes. .. 

l'odeur des livres neufs" (p. 128). Wolf likens school to a corridor 

without beginning or end, following idiots and being followed by other 

idiots. "On roule la vie dans des peaux d'anes" (p. 129)., He accuses 

his teachers for having made him believe a possible immobility of the 

world and to have stifled his thoughts in a determined place by making 

him think that sometime, somewhere, there could exist an ideal order. 

Wolf says that for generations, education has tried to make people 

believe that an engineer or a scholar is someone superior. No one is 

deceived by this attitude except those who believe that they are the 

elite. But Wolf points out that it is much easier to learn mathematics 

than boxing, more difficult to learn to swim well than to write French 

correctly and that time spent in learning to make love well would be 

more worthwhile than reading history books. Wolf contends that schools 

have stolen from him sixteen years of nights, but above all because 

"Ca m'ause, . . . Je hais les annees d'etudes parce qu'elles m'ont use. 

Et je hais l'usure. . . . On doit avoir honte de s'user" (p. 130). We had 

already glimpsed Vian's attitude toward wear and tear in what happened 

to Rochelle's body in L'Automne £ Pekin. Wolf hates school because it 

deprived him of time to know love and the sunshine but he has no 
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illusions about this. Later, when talking about love, he will say, "Si 

j'avais neglige mes etudes, je regretterais leur absence autant que je 

regrette maintenant de leur avoir donne trop de mon temps" (p. 160). 

Of all the influences on Wolf, it is his relations with women 

which were the most complex and marking. From Wolf's trip into his 

past where he comes to grips with the evolution of his attitude toward 

women we can understand his attitudes toward Ms wife in this novel as 

well as some of the attitudes of protagonists in the previous novels. In 

his interviews concerning women. Wolf is interrogated by three differ

ent persons. The first interview is conducted by Misses Aglae and 

Helo'ise, two old maids who tend to sound like Dupont and Dupond from 

the comic strip Tintin. The second and last interview is given by the 

beautiful young woman, Clara. At first, Wolf is bashful about talking 

to the old ladies, but he soon gets over his inhibitions. In his early 

childhood, Wolf was puzzled by sex. He could not understand why his 

uncle remarked on how pretty a woman's legs were and he was worried 

by his uncle's comment that he will later be able to appreciate this. 

Would this insight come to him suddenly one day? At the age of ten or 

twelve years his friends profess to know all about women, but Wolf 

understands nothing about them, "je devais etre speciallement arriere, 

ou alors j'ai manque d'occasion. Mais je crois que meme si j'en avais 

eu envie je me serai volontairement abstenu" (p. 158). At that age he 

was fascinated with a woman's details: her voice, her skin, her hair. 
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He wanted to "toucher leur poitrine, leurs fesses. Pas tellement leur 

sexe. J 'ai reve de tr&s grosses femmes sur lesquelles j'aurais ete 

corame sur un edredon. . . . le balser jouait dans mes orgies imagin-

aires un role plus important que l'acte proprement dit. . . j'ajoute que 

j'envisageais pour le baiser un champ d'action fort large" (pp. 159-160). 

As soon as he was old enough, his parents inculcated in him the fear of 

venereal disease (see Chapter on Trouble dans les Andains). He 

remained chaste in spite of his desires. He was conditioned by these 

fears so difficult to throw off: "On peut certes tenter de modifier ces 

conceptions acquises. On y arrive pariois, mais il y a un age oft le 

squelette moral aussi cesse d'etre malleable" (p. 164). Wolf's early 

training led him to restrict his flirtations to a proper milieu where he 

would very likely find only healthy girls, perhaps still virgin, whom he 

could marry if anything went amiss. He was living in the shadows of 

the old need for security, inculcated by his parents. Wolf married 

because physically he needed a woman. He quickly became tired during 

the slow initiation of a wife so terribly virginal. When she started to 

become interested in sex he was too tired to make her happy, too tired 

from having waited for violent emotions. Wolf liked his wife: "je lui 

voulais du bien. Ce n'est pas suffisant" (p. 166), but to have passion, 

an explosive reaction is necessary, the tmion must be brutal. His 

principles prevented him from this passion as they constituted "un 

solide ensemble d1 anticatalysateurs" (p. 165). Such reactions explain 
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perhaps why there are no happy relations between men and women in 

any of Vian's novels. 

Aside from his ingrained difficulties, Wolf has other problems 

with women. If he desires a woman, it means that someone else must 

have desired her before him, and he does not want to take someone 

16 
else's place. We have already seen Wolf's problems in trying to 

speak frankly to women and his basic inability to read what they tell 

him with their eyes. On top of this, Wolf has a healthy disgust about 

courting women according to the accepted traditions by talking to them 

about the moonlight and other stupidities. Before the age of women's 

liberation, he wants to consider women as equals, politeness being 

17 
sufficient deference. Miss Aglae tells him that women have been 

conditioned by centuries of slavery but Wolf says that they must learn 

to act differently if they ever want to leave their slavery. It is only 

Cuivre in L'Automne 5. Pekin, who, perhaps by working like a man, has 

liberated herself from female slavery and can give herself freely and 

16. In the same vein, the protagonist in "Une Penible histoire'1 

feels that "s'il se trouvait deja des individus pour considerer le fleuve, 
il etait inutile d'ajouter un regard a tous ces cones visuels lubrique-
ment enchevetres. " Vian, Le Loup Garou, p. 159. 

17. Perhaps because of his shyness, Vian would have preferred 
even a reversal of men's aggressive role in our society. In "Le Danger 
des classiques, " set in the future, the protagonist exclaims that in 
former times "Les hommes parlaient aux femmes les premiers et je 
vous jure qu'ils avaient de l'audace. " Ibid. , p. 226. 
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without complications to Angel. But this relationship does not appear 

again. 

Vian makes some attempt in L'Herbe Rouge to give the women 

some depth and character and to present them in a relatively sym

pathetic light. He succeeds in this better than in the other novels but 

women still remain secondary to the men. In L'Arrache-Coeur it has 

already been said that men and women do not live on the same level and 

Vian has trouble getting any meaningful insight into female character. 

Contrary to what is embodied by Rochelle in L'Automne, that women 

want men to live as a function of the female principle, all the female 

characters in Vian's novels derive their raison d'etre from men. For 

Lil, life is "corollaire" and Folavril "ne pensait pas. Elle vivait 

simplement et elle etait douce" (p. 36). 

From the beginning, Lil wants to be alone with her husband. 

She speaks to him "avec du sexe dans l'intonation" (p. 33). Wolf is 

willing but not overly anxious, perhaps because of the above stated 

reason, that his wife's initiation period was too long and there is no 

passion. Neither Wolf nor Lil really want to have a party, but a basic 

lack of communication between them prevents understanding and they 

give the party in spite of their initial reluctance. Folavril is willing to 

be with Lazuli whose problems are on a different level. Each time he 

starts to kiss her, he sees a phantom, dressed in dark, who is looking 

at them and is visible only to Lazuli. Folavril embodies the female 
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principle of passivity. "Je suis trop paresseuse. Et puis je suis 

presque toujours contente, alors, je n'ai pas de curiosite" (p. 43). 

Wolf is attracted to Folavril, but as he will be told later, he could, and 

always has resisted his desires, so he will die in deception. As he is 

walking, after having thought about Lil, "il tenta d'incorporer au 

paysage l'effigie de Folavril, mais une honte a demi formulee lui fit 

eliminer ce montage" (p. 61). Folavril's soft passiveness is also 

noticed by Lazuli. She tells him that she does not care if she is 

beautiful or ugly; she only wants to please people who interest her. 

Lazuli replies that since she looks pleasant to everyone, the people she 

wants to please are surely included in the lot. We are reminded of 

Wolf's attitude that he does not warn to take the place of someone 

undoubtedly as likeable as himself. 

Wolf thinks that women are a combination of colors, perfume 

and music. Lil, in a well thought out analysis tells Folavril that men 

always think of women as a class or an entity and this is why they have 

problems. Women should not generalize about men, since this is what 

makes them complicated. They must not think "men" but instead 

"Wolf" or "Lazuli. " Folavril summarizes by saying that "il y a tant de 

choses simples, c'est l'ensemble qui devient compliqu£, et que l'on 

perd de vue" (p. 140). This might be acceptable in theory, but after 

Lazuli's suicide she will say that men are too complicated. Lil will be 

more pessimistic: "ils ne sont pas fait pour nous. lis sont fait pour 
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eux. Et nous pour rien" (p. 169). The two female protagonists try 

hard to please the men but to no avail. They are pretty, they try to 

leave the men free, they try to be stupid because "il faut qu'une femme 

soit bete -- c'est la tradition -- et c'est aussi difficile que n'importe 

quoi" (p. 141). They give their bodies and take the men's bodies. 

"C'est honnete au moins, et ils s'en vont parce qu'ils ont peur. . . . 

Meme leur peur, il faut qu'elle vienne d'eux" (p. 141). 

There is little doubt that Lazuli's phantoms come from within 

him. It is just at those moments when he begins to feel very close to . 

Folavril when the phantoms appear, perhaps as a reflex mechanism 

against happiness even when exterior conditions are propitious. 

Folavril is more than willing as well as being attractive. "Elle avait 

des l&vres juteuses et ecarlates comme l'ombre a l'interieur d'une 

fleur chaude" (p. 145), and she attaches herself to Lazuli like a blond 

plant. She tries to calm him as he sees his phantoms which are 

invisible to her. When Lazuli can not stand it any more, he starts 

killing the phantoms and when more and more appear he finally kills 

himself. Then Folavril can see all the dead phantoms and they all look 

like Lazuli. And on his body she sees all the wounds by which the 

phantoms died. She runs from the room after the phantoms have dissi

pated and shortly thereafter that section of the house crumbles. Her 

defense mechanism soon saves her from the tragedy; "II n'y avait pas 

de chambre, et Lazuli n'existe pas. Et je n'aime personne. Et je 
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veux m'en aller, Lil, il faut venir avec moi" (p. 155) .  So Lil and 

Folavril leave the two dead men, in search of superficial men, pre

ferably rich homosexuals. "Et s'ils sont intelligents, ... on les 

p laque"  (p .  177) .  

It is only in one sequence, in the "quartier des amoureux, " 

that the men are really happy. It is an idealized place and women 

exist there only like machines, to satisfy and please the men. There 

is an abrupt change when one enters these quarters from the outside. 

"On passait une grille d'or et tout devenait du luxe" (p. 98). Every

thing is perfect and pleasing: "Les fagades des maisons etaient 

plaquees de turquoise ou de rose, et par terre, c'etait de la fourrure 

epaisse, onctueuse, jaune citron. . . . La musique vous nouait les six 

derni&res vert&bres. . . . Une voile de brume rouge [see L'Ecume] 

au dessus de leur tetes. . . Le bord du trottoir, sous la fourrure citron, 

etait de mousse elastique, douce aux sentiments" (p. 98). The water 

is opaque and perfumed. Merchants of peppers and cantharides circu

late to revitalize anyone in need. After being with some of the women, 

Wolf becomes young again and no phantoms ax^e looking at Lazuli. They 

cross other serene men, some of whom spend all their lives in these 

quarters. These men live on pepper and pineapple alcohol. They are 

thin and hard, with flaming eyes, rounded gestures and calm spirits. 

Wolf and Lazuli meet two sailors, Sandre and Berzingue. They 

are invited to play "A la saignette ou au retroussi" (p. 102), games 
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where there are no losers, only winners and one profits from the fact 

that others win as much as from winning for one's self. This is a 

marked contrast to Wolf's attitude earlier in the novel when he is 

playing "plouk. " lie did not feel like playing that game because there 

will always be someone who will play better than him. "... puisque 

c'est un jeu, il faut etre le premier. Sans 9a c'est idiot et c'est tout" 

(p. 52). The new games however do not fulfill his expectations but are 

rather sadistic. The game of "saingette" consists of blowing darts at 

naked men and women, according to one's tastes. Wolf does not feel 

like playing, even when Lazuli proposes an old woman, saying "Ca ne 

peut pas faire de mal, une vieille. . . sous l'oeil" (p. 105). When 

Lazuli starts to play he sees his phantom re-appear. Only Sandre 

seems to be enjoying himself as "sa bouche deglutissait doucement. 

. . . II eut une sorte de spasme et se laissa aller en arrifere" (p. 105). 

Berzingue, who has blown too hard, receives his retribution, "cin-

quante aiguilles dans la figure. Son visage n'etait plus qu'une tache 

rouge et il poussait des gemissements pendant que deux gardiens 

l'emmenaient" (p. 106). Violence will come in once more, in Wolf's 

final interview. 

From the games, Wolf and Lazuli go to see a negro dance. 

Before they can go into the cavern, they have to knock out the guardian 

because this provides a sort of certificate for spectators in the negro's 

eyes. The negro's dance, where he has "quinze fagons de remuer les 
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rotules, " slowly makes Wolf forget about all his troubles. But he is 

disappointed because it does not last. Wolf is too driven to stay any

where where he is enjoying himself. Toward the end, "Wolf se sentait 

cerne, il avait epuise des tas de distractions en si peu de temps qu'il 

ne lui restait plus d'idees, rien qu'une grande lassitude, ... " (p. 134). 

Wolf's last interview is with an old guardian on the beach who 

tries to collect a tax from him for swimming. The old man aggravates 

Wolf right away by harping on work, "je fais mon travail. Avez-vous 

fait le votre? A quoi avez-vous servi vous-meme?" (p. 173). The old 

man is so persistent that Wolf finally loses his temper and gives way to 

his instincts for once. "Vous allez voir se dechaaner une passion 

dominante de mon existence : la haine de l'inutile" (p. 173). In a final 

catharsis before his suicide, Wolf kills the old man by stuffing his 

mouth full of sand. One handful for his childhood, one for religion, 

one for studies, one for "votre activite en tant que cellule d'un corps 

social" (p. 175) and the last one he reserves for "vos inquietudes 

metaphysiques eventuelles" (p. 175). Wolf is then ready to die, having 

exhausted his desires. 

L'Herbe Rouge is an appropriate climax to Vian's work as a 

novelist. The work is well composed and tightly structured with very 

few linguistic distortions as ends in themselves. The autobiographical 

basis of the novel, while of major importance to the initiates of Vian's 

other works, does not preclude the interest of the general reader. The 
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various distortions of reality are based on both an intuitive awareness 

of the treacherous nature of words and on the value of the transposition 

of the "real" world in order to acquire an added perspective on it. The 

author, having revealed his innermost self, was exhausted and dis

appointed with the lack of public response to his best writing. It is 

fitting that our study of Vian's novels should end with the death of Wolf 

which parallels Vian's death as a novelist. 



CHAPTER 8 

CONCLUSION 

We have seen a combination of linguistic and thematic distor

tions in the novels of Boris Vian. His distortions of reality are based 

in part on a diversified vocabulary, already evideni jn h: :" "'rst novels. 

Vian combined this primary technique with a thorough knowledge of 

slang to produce verbal distortions which at first seem simple linguis

tic play. These distortions became less superficial and playful during 

his evolution as a novelist, but we will find traces of it even in his last 

novel. A specific reference leads us to believe that he was conscious of 

simple word play late in life, even after he stopped writing novels. In 

"Les Batisseurs d'Empire, " the Father wonders "jouer avec les mots 

... et si les mots sont faits pour cela? . .. Retour a la realite'1 (p. 146). 

But to what reality does Vian return? 

• In the course of this study we have seen that the superficial word 

play from his first novel is slowly transformed into a stylistic tool 

which calls into question the accepted bases of verbal convention. 

Words, expressions and linguistic logic were distorted with increasing 

awareness in order to question a psychological reality built upon lan

guage. Once in control of his verbal tools, we have seen that Vian 
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manipulated them to create a linguistic atmosphere in which he could 

distort themes and ideas by following his own logic. With the essential 

ingredient of humor, he proceeded, through the linguistically prepared 

atmosphere, with the manipulation of various themes. Vian started 

each of his novels with a number of changes in language and physical 

setting to prepare the reader for the essential consequences of the 

inherent logic. We have seen the importance of objects in Vian's novels, 

where in their acquisition of animate characteristics through verbal 

means, they provided a transition point between the stylistic distortions 

and the author's manner of looking at Ms themes and subject matter. 

Although some of Vian's themes could be considered universal, 

they are generally more applicable to western culture and to France in 

particular. In his distortions of the theme of work Vian shows his 

antagonism toward monotony and the uselessness of the tasks performed. 

In his treatment of love, Vian protests against a lack of frankness as 

well as the physical wearing that ensues from it. His concern for 

religion is limited to only its outward forms, while he reacts against 

the superficiality of existentialism as a passtime. Vian's anguish can 

not be categorized in the framework of existentialism but he did rebel 

against the absurdity of the world around him. The theme of childhood 

and maternal affection affords Vian the opportunity to oppose familial 

over-protectiveness. The sun and its light, in spite of some distortions 
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is always and repeatedly presented as a positive element, opposed to 

the negative aspects of darkness, humidity and the wind. This is per

haps the most constant element in Vian's novels. 

At the beginning of the analysis of each novel, we have brought 

out the relevant biographical facts from Vian's life, influences which 

produced the subjects and had a bearing on his themes. We have seen 

how Vian distilled a certain number of ideas from the concrete world 

around him to pass them through the distortions of his imagination. In 

all his novels we also found two male protagonists who represented 

different yet usually valid responses to a number of situations, espe

cially the theme of love. In the earlier novels (as well as in some of 

his short stories and the Vernon Sullivan series) one of the male 

characters was patterned on Jacques Loustalot, called familiarly the 

Major, who was Vian's close friend. He represented a strong per

sonality, dominating most situations. The other character was 

probably a closer representation to Vian himself. In the later novels, 

after Loustalot's death, the two male figures simply represented 

different attitudes. 

On the basis of style and subject matter, Vian's six novels lend 

themselves to a division of three groups with two works in each group. 

These groups also follow the chronology in which the novels were 

written. 
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Trouble dans les Andalns and Vercoquin et le Plancton were 

written when Vian was quite young and the predominant themes in these 

novels reflect Vian's preoccupations of that time: escape from boring 

office work into a world of fantasy, superficial relations with women 

and the popular "surprise-party. " While in Trouble we found plays on 

words, gratuitous word associations and neologisms as well as thematic 

elements used in the Vernon Sullivan series, the superficiality of this 

novel points to these elements as ends in themselves. In Vercoquin 

however, in spite of a somewhat puerile tone, we found linguistic dis

tortions applied quite effectively to the themes of love and work. Love 

was filtered through the absurdly exaggerated atmosphere of the 

"surprise-party" while the reality of work is distorted by the com

pletely useless ends which result from its performance. 

The second cycle of Vian's works begins with L'Ecume des 

Jours where we found the themes of philosophy, love, work and reli

gion. The existentialism of Jean-Paul Sartre is distorted through 

humor and the monomania of one of the protagonists. The reality of 

work is distorted by the absurd tasks which are performed as well as 

the physical harm it can cause. Religion is presented solely as splen

did rites performed for cash. The distortion of love occurs through an 

invented disease and the response of the physical environment to the 

plight of the lovers. It is in L'Automne a Pekin that we found the 

greatest degree of verbal distortion while in this novel Vian questioned 
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linguistic convention for the first time in a conscious fashion. The 

theme of religion is shown through the distortions of pseudo-liturgy. 

The act of love is presented from the perspective of the physical 

wearing down of the body. We feel that in both of these novels Vian's 

emphasis on language was moderated by the strong feeling he held 

toward his themes. He had learned to control his verbal panoply to pro

duce entertaining yet thoughtful novels, showing fundamental progress in 

writing for a wide public. These two novels contain more substantial 

material which is better developed than what we found in the works of 

the first group. 

L'Arrache-Coeur begins the last cycle of Vian's novels where, 

through linguistic distortions now familiar to the reader, the accent is 

on the development of ideas. L'Arrache-Coeur differs from the pre

vious novels in the diminished importance given to verbal play for added 

emphasis on the distortion of the theme of childhood through the 

exaggerated love of a mother. The magnificient religious rites we have 

seen in L'Ecume are transformed into the idea of luxury as the basis of 

religion. L'Herbe Rouge gives the psychological basis to many of 

Vian's thematic distortions by showing how childhood influences can 

create an "illogical" response to the world. Although all of Vian's 

novels are quite individualistic, his last two works are almost entirely 

autobiographical incidents which are fictionalized through controlled use 

of distorted verbal expressions. Vian shows his maturity by 
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moderating his humor and playful tendencies to create a greater sense 

of empathy with the reader who finds themes of universal concern in 

these last two novels. 

Vian does not follow the classical novel writing conventions of 

story development or emphasis on the protagonists' psychological 

motivations. Rather, he relies on various verbal and thematic distor

tions of reality to create an imaginary universe. This universe is 

different from the conventional one in that it allows varying perspec

tives on verbal expression and structures. Vian's importance as a 

novelist comes from his judicious distortions and by his combination of 

stylistic and thematic elements which do not stray too far from 

accepted "reality" but give an added dimension to it. 

A few years after Vian completed his activity as a novelist, he 

translated two works of science fiction by Van Vogt. It was through 

these novels that he was introduced to the non-Aristotelian methods of 

Alfred Korzybski. In reading Korzybski's Science and Sanity, Vian 

found coherent medical and mathematical proof of many of his own ideas 

on word definitions and logic. In a number of his short stories as well 

as in some sections of the novels, Vian questioned accepted verbal defi

nitions in a manner similar to but simpler than the highly developed 

arguments of Korzybski. Especially in L'Automne 5. Pekin, Vian 

examined the use of the same word by different persons who could very 

well mean different things by the same . Without Korzybski's 
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extensive background in physics and physiology, Vian also opposed the 

dogmatism and rigidity which results in our culture from the accep

tance of the "is" of identity between the subject and predicate and from 

the pervasive effect of the dual valued Aristotelian system which allows 

little or no nuance between extremes. 

It would seem a fertile area of study to point out some of these 

"pre-Korzybskian" insights as well as specific influences of Korzybski 

on Vian's later works. Although Annie Gibson has elucidated some of 

Korzybski's influence on Vian's plays in her doctoral dissertation, 

there are many other areas in Vian's later works where he was specifi

cally influenced by the Polish-born semaniticist. A close reading of 

Korzybski would reveal many similarities to Vian's philosophy which 

are inherent in his novels and other works. A careful reader, after 

having assimilated Korzybski, would find many implicit as well as 

explicit references to Korzybski in all of Vian's works, especially those 

written after the early 1950's. For Vian, Korzybski's non-Aristotelian 

system offered an alternative to Sartre's prevailing existentialism. As 

Vian wrote in a letter to a friend in 1957, "Desartorize toi. Lis 

Korzybski, merde!" (Arnaud, p. 247). 

We believe that Vian's value as a novelist as well as his current 

popularity rest on his imaginary world which is much closer to the sen

sibilities of present readers than it was to that of his contemporaries. 

His universe is set in an atmosphere'which is both entertaining and 



fertile in engendering ideas. And so it is by the totality of those 

linguistic and thematic distortions that we have analyzed in detail 

his novels that Vian achieved the transposition from reality to a 

coherent world of fantasy. 
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